
PETITION FOR EMERGENCY
AND REMEDIAT ACTION

Jeannine Honicker,

Petitioner

Abstract. This petition is brought by Jeannine Honicker, a citizen
concerned for the public health. It is known that ionizing radiation
is harmful to living things and causes adverse health effects and
genetic damage in mankind. It is known that the nuclear fuel cycle

as a means to generate electricity produces enormous quantities ol
long-lived ionizing radiation, much of which cannot be, and is not,
isolated from the biosphere which mankind inhabits. Citizens of the

United States have well established rights to prevent life-threatening
harm from damaging themselves or their children. Under the
United States Constitution, this right to life is fundamental, and
paramount to all concerns of economic or political nature. Life-
threatening experimeritalirn r.ln individual citizens without their
informed, individual conseiri. tnd wiliful cairsing of disease. death,
and deformity within a larg: numbel o{ pcople over a long period
of time are crimes agirinst humanity of the most heinous degree and
inimical to American and international concepts of justice under the
laws. It can never be maintained that sound public policy would
permit government or non-governmental agencies to deprive human
beings of their lives in order to obtain energy for other human
beings. This petition seeks to compel the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission to cease operation of all parts of the nuclear fuel cycle except

those involving isolation of hazards from the biosphere, to under-
take all measures necessary to prevent or lessen the impact of
emergency conditions already created, and to begin emergency and

remedial action within 30 days.
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Introduction

This petition to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is brought by Jeannine Honicker'

The petition seeks immediate action to remedy grave hazards created by direct order or consent of
the NRC and its precursor federal agency, The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). For thirty
years, the United States has experimented with, developed, and used the inherent properties of the

element Uranium to release the energy stored within the atom. While providing citizens with
enormous benefits, such as abundant electricity, this technological resource has also extracted an

enorrnous cost. The nuclear fuel cycle is inextricably intertwined with the release of deadly poisons

to the biosphere. These poisons, including some of the most lethal known to science. are spread

indiscriminately to all members of our population as well as to other countries throughout the world

in our air, water, food and other natural resources. Many of these poisons cannot be reclaimed but
must be left to work their damage for millenia, causing untold human suffering.

Recent scientific evidence now indicates that ingestion of these poisons causes a variety of somatic

and stochastic effects including but not limited to leukemia, atherosclerosis, cancers, congenital

malformations, and immunological diseases. These effects are not limited to the present generation

but may be passed to future progeny and increased throughout the entire population over the course

of generations to come. None of these types of harm have been assumed or invited by the great

rnajority of their victims. To the contrary, the NRC was created by Congress for the purpose of pre-

venting precisely these harms. This petition is brought to compel the NRC to fulfill its mandate,

and to assure that the nuclear fuel cycle will not be allowed to damage the public health further.

Description of the Petitioner

Pctitioner is Jeannine Honicker, a citizen of the United States and resident of Nashville, Tennessee.

Petitioner has been concerned for the public health and safety and legitimately frightened of the

consequerlces of nuclear power since her daughter contracted leukemia at the age of 19. Petitioner
lras in the past been a citizen intervenor and petitioner to intervene at licensing actions before the
Atomic Safety Licensing Board for nuclear fuel cycle facilities in Tennessee. She is a member of
Churchwomen United. League of Women Voters, Safe Energy for Tennessee, Catfish Alliance, and

Southminster Presbyterian Church, but represents herself as a private citizen in the present petition.

lurisdiction

This petition is brought before the Comrnission pursuant to the authority granted to it in
42 IJSC S 2233,2236(il,201l(b 1,2012(d, e), and IOCFR 5 2,204,2.206,50.54, and 50.100.
This petition also invokes the Corlmission's "overriding responsibility for assuring public health
and safety in the operatiorr of nuclear power facilities." In the Matter of Consoltdated Edison Co.

of N.Y., Inc. (Indian Point Units 1,2, aryJ 3), CLI 75-8, NRCI 7518, 1'13,1975.
Tlie inherent authority of the Commission has been exercised on a number of occasions, despite

the absence of express procedural authorization for direct Commission action. See: In the Matter
of ().5. Energv Research and Development Administration, (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project)

CLI-76-13, NRCI 7618, 67,75-76; In the Matter of Consumers Power Co. (Midland Units I and 2),

CLI-73-38, RAI-73-12, 1084; In the Matter of Public Service Co. o.f New Hampslrire (Seabrook
Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and2)CLl-77-8,5 NRC 503,515-517. IOCFR 5 2.204(c) now
gives the Commission express authorization to act under its inherent supervisory authority.

In this case the exercise of the Commission's inherent supervisory authority is appropriate because

neither the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, the Director of Nuclear Material Safety, nor the

Dircctor of Inspection and Enforcement may have statutory or regulatory authority to order tlte
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dncr!€ncy relief requested. Such orders may only issue from the Commission itself, in accordance

rilh its declared purposes.

Since the enactment of the Atomic Energy Act in 1946, the declared purpose and findings of
fre l-nited States government with respect to nuclear power is that all -eovernment programs and

ryprot'ed facilities are affected with the public intercst, and that the national health and safety is

O be the paramourlt consideration.
lhile the Petitioner has the lawful right to initiate this proceeding in a fecleral district court under

&E Cir'il Rights Acts and othcr federal authorization, it is the feeling of the Petitioner that courtesy

d speed dictate a course of the most direct action. and that responsibility to address the present

{Dc4lency and to takc inrmcdiate corrcctivc action lies most sqr-rarely upon the Nuclear Regulatory

fmmission.
Thb petition for immediatc action is a retluest

h'rrrrk of the nuclear fuel cycle which arc ltow

$rrees citizens.

for Conrmission action to rcdress the underestimated

known to be causing deatli and disease to United



PART I

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

Medical Principles
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Rdiooctiviry

Redioactivity is the proccss whercb,v atoms prodLtce certain racliation by reaction within the

riLrrrlic ntrclei. A uraterial which actively radirtcs subatotlic waves or particles is called radioactive.

Rediation is of grcat signilicancc to human beings becattse tlte amount of energy contained in a

xngle unit of racliation as ernittecl fronr thc nucletts of a single atom is sufficient to disrupt or

r-"'nnize molecules by separating clectrons from thcnt or by causing otlter dantage to them. The effects

ot ionizin-s radiations on iiving cclls lrc lrhysical and cltctnical itt nature.

The effects of radiation on trurnan beings inclucle direct artd indirect celltrhr clestruction and

trtumtion.

. Direct cellular clestruction occrlrs when a subatotttic particle strikes a living cell with sufficient

iorie to damage it bcl,onti repair.

lndirect cellular dcstruction occurs whcn a subatontic particlc clrllrges tltc'chernical environment

zurrounding a cell by crcating toxic rrroleculcs which clamage the ccll nrenrbraue beyond repair.

Direct cellular mrrtetion lray occur when a subatoniic particle strikes gcnetic nraterial within a

Erirg cell with sufficient forcc to danragc the genctic inforrnation beyond repair. or when a sub-

atomic particle strikes a livirrg cell witli sufficient force to clanrage thc ccll me'nrbrane, thus ex-

gro:ing the cell's genetic inlonlation to clamagc. or to untratural recombination with other damaged

cells.

lndirect cellular mutation l.uay occur whcn a subatomic particle' changes the chemical environment

lrrounding a cell creating toxic nrolccules which darnage the cell lrerrbrane, thus exposing genetic

hformation to damage or to unnatural rccombiuation rvith otltcr clarnaged cells.

Another indirect effect of radiation upon the living cells within the human body is the yet un-

assessed hazatd of new or mutant viruses. bactcria. and other etrvironmental toxins which may be

lTeated by ionizing radiation.
Man's awareness of the existence of natural radioactivity in the environment dates back more than

three-quarters of a century to Becquerel's discovery that radiation is continuously released from
uranium-containing minerals. Since that time, naturally occurring radiation has also been discovered

to come from other minerals contained in the earth and from cosmic rays received from space.

Tire small dose which mankind receives from natural background radiation is a significant factor

in the normel aging process, the process of the bodies of living organisms whereby abnormal cells

_eradually replace normal cells until a vital function is sufficiently impaired to result in death.

This small background radiation has also been a vital factor in the billion year process of evolu-

tion. By continual death and replacerrent, and by continual minor mutations, the human species,

as well as all other life forms, have evolved to their present fonn. Very early in this evolutionary

process, primary emphasis had to be given to the protection of the genetic code through the de-

relopment of extremely efficient and sophisticated chemical repair mechanisms. Only in this way

could the advancements of evolution be protected against the deteriorating effect of ever-present

natural radiation and could the high stability of the human species over periods of millions of years

be ensured.

However, for evolution to proceed, it was also necessary that a balance be struck between the

ability of the human organism to repair itself and the need for continual death and replacement

to evolve the species. This fine balance was made between the evolvitrg human organism and the

relatively constant natural background level of radiation over the course of millions of years, and

is an extremely delicate one.



The three to four million synergistic, interdependent, regenerative and evolving species which

share the planet which man inhabits and which continuously use and reuse the same molecules

of soil, water and air, have struck a similar balance with the background level of naturally

occurring radiation and like man depend on its relative constancy for continued suwival and

evolution.

Appearance of Man-made Radiation - And Immediate Effect

Pitchblende Miners. Damage from radiation was first observed among pitchblende mmers of

Saxony and Bohemia about 500 years ago. It was not until Becquerel's discovery of the ionizing

radiation effect of Uranium that the early "Mountain Illness" among pitchblende miners was

attributed to radioactivity associated with the ore.

Early X-ray Technicians. Only 23 d.ays after Roentgen's announced discovery of x-rays the first

casualty to medical radiation appeared. Grubbe, a manufacturer of Crookes tubes, sought medical

aid for serious radiation burns on his hands. During the following few decades. hundreds of instances

of radiation health effects resulted from medical use of x-rays. This early damage included skin

erythema, lens cataracts, cancer, and direct radiation deaths similar to those experienced at Hiroshima

and Nagasaki.

Heatth Physicists Set Limits. As science learned more about the biological effects of radiation. the set

tolerance levels were continuously revised downward. Rollins in 1902 suggested an occupational cx-

posure level of about l0 R/day (R refers to Roentgen, the disintegration energy per unit mass of dry

air; a "rad" or absorbed dose of radiation, is about 83% of the R value: "rem" or relative biological

effectiveness is one to ten times the rad value depending upon particulate form). Mutscheller and Sieveret

suggested a dose in 1925 corresponding to about 25 R/yr., but as recently as 1950 the permissible

exposure levels recommended by organizations such as the NCRP and the ICRP were as high as

52 R/yr. The U.S. military at one time after World War II allowed 100 millirems per day or 300

millirems per week for its occupational exposures.

After 1951, when it was learned that there can be no threshold for the biological effects of ionizing

radiation-no safe level of exposure-quantum jumps downward in permissible exposureS w€re rrP.de

and a trade-off between probable risks and possible benefits began.

Current Standards. Today the occupational maximum exposure level is 17 remlyr. whole body dose

(3 rem/quarterexternalplus 5 remlyr. internal). The population dose limit is 0.5 rem/yr. (500 mrem)

maximum and 0.170 rem/yr.(170 mrem) average whole body dose. Also incorporated in the radiation
protection philosophy since the early 1970's is the concept that exposures must be kept As Low As

Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) and must be made zero wherever possible in light of reasonable social,

technological, and economic considerations.

The Superlinear Cume of Dose Response

New Evidence. Although the existence of serious health effects due to increased exposure to
radiation was recognized within the fint few years of its discovery, until very recently it was widely
believed that there exists a safe level below which there are no detectable effects on human health. It
was erroneously accepted that very small doses from natural radiation sources and the still smaller

man-made contributions to these background levels have no significant effects on mankind or other
living systems.

Only in the last decade has well-recognized evidence accumulated to indicate that the health risk

to individuals of small doses of radiation from the environment has been commonly underestintated by
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a frcror of 100 to 1000.

?etkau, a Canadian biophysicist working in a laboratory of the Canadian Atomic Energy Establishment

n llmitoba, discovered recently that the total dose necessary to rupture a cell membrane declines as

& dce rate is lowered.

Srokke, Oftedal, and Pappas, working at the Oslo Cancer Hospital in Norway, discovered recently
ftrr bone marrow cells decrease in number at greater rates in the presence of low concentrations of
urdiobotopes than in the presence of higher concentrations.

Scott. Stewart, Porter, and Sirafinejad, carrying out erythrocyte permeability studies in a San Francisco

hqital. discovered recently a rapid rise in damage for low radiation exposures and a leveling of the
,ilote lsspgnse cuwe at higher exposures.

The permeability change of bone marrow cells discovered by Stokke, et al of O.tr/olmrad at a dose

nte of 8 mrads per month corresponded to the permeability change of red blood cells discovered by
S.-on et al of 0.6%lmrad at a dose rate of 6 mrads per month.

Exactly the type of dose-response relation observed by Stokke and Scott was again observed recently

@' Sanders and co-workers during a study of cancer induction in rats by inhaled Plutonium-238. Their
les.rls indicated that a dose of only about 180 mrads per year doubled the spontaneous incidence of
clncer in rats. This value is some 200 times smaller than that expected from linear dose-response models
ridely used to estimate doubling doses at low levels of radiation.

This finding of Sanders _q_t_al was confirmed by an independent study in hamsters by Little, Kennedy,
rnd McGandy at the Harvard School of Public Health, using very small amounts of polonium instilled
isto the lungs.

The findings of Petkau, Stokke, Scott, Sanders and Little provide support for the theories advanced

by Petkau, Sternglass, and others concerning the indirect chemical action of radiation in which radiation-
spanrned free radicals reaching a cell membrane initiate an oxidative chain reaction that may destroy
tk membrane. Thus even the low doses of radiation found in nature are seen to cause cell damage

erough intermediating chemical response.

This new evidence alters the expected dose required to double the normal effect of cell damage

from 100 to 200 rads at the dose rates of medical x-rays, on which our current human data and animal
studies, as well as our legislative guidelines, have been largely based, to the much smaller order of
l0 mrads at background rates. It now appears, on the basis of these and other findings, that the
role of background radiation on human health has been consistently underestimated.

The new findings of significant health effects at low exposures indicate that the assumption of a

constant risk per rad, independent of dose rate, underlying all existing estimates of the likely health
effects of small radiation exposures arrived at by the various national and intemational rulemaking
bodies prior to these recent discoveries, can no longer be regarded as valid. The assumption of strict
linearity for the relation between dose and risk used in these estimates to extrapolate from high-dose

responses to low dose-responses, accepted as the more conservative hypothesis when compared to the
threshold hypothesis, now turns out not to have been conservative enough.

The best information presently available shows that dose response obeys a logarithmic or fractional
power law that is much steeper at low doses than at high doses as illustrated by the following graph:



FIGURE 1: Forms of Dose Response

DOSE, RADS OR REMS

(a) is the type of logarithmic curve found to hold at low exposures by Petkau and others.

(b) is the direct or linear dose response observed at constant dose rates at higher exposures,

previously believed to represent the "most conservative possible" assumption. (c) represents

a quadratic type of law found to hold for cancer incidence at high total absorbed doses.

(d) is the "threshold" type of response observed for some effects such as immediate death

at high whole-body doses. Note the large differences in risk predicted for low doses using

the various. assumptions.

FIGURE 2: Form of Dose Response for Cancer Induction by Pu-238
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Instead of the hoped-for "safe threshold" or even the "conservative" linear hypothesis, the data

now available to science shows that the biological effects of some forms of ionizing radiation are

"superlinear"; rising very rapidly at low levels, and then saturating for higlrer doses absorbed in a
given period of time. At rates similar to background, these effects may be on the order of 0.14.A%

rncrease in damage per mrad exposure.
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bckground Radiation

Background radiation-defined as that naturally existing before the influence of man upon the

ctrvinonment-consists of cosmic and terrestrial sources of naturally occuring radiation. Primary

mnic radiation consists mostly of high speed protons and other atomic nuclei. Upon reaching the

c.rth's upper atmosphere, these nuclei strike molecular components of air, creating ozone and

i11ogen oxides, carbon-I4 and other radionuclides, along with "cosmic showers" oF neutrons, meson!

1irs, and a large variety of other secondary radiations. The ozone and nitrogen oxides absorb portior6

of the zun's radiation, heating the stratosphere and screening the earth with a "greenhouse effect".

Atmcpheric ozone concentrations and solar energy reaching the surface of North America have

kxnetric patterns that are similar to that of the horizontal geomagnetic contours.

A study by J.P. Wesley in 1960 showed a strong correlation of the mortality rate due to congenital

rrormations and cosmic ray intensity world-wide. Thisvariance was from 1.8 per 1000 births near th
cquator to 56 per 1000 births beyond 50o N.

Sesley has noted that the horizontal magnetic field of the Earth influences the path of incoming

&rggd cosmic particles so that cosmic radiations to the surface tend to be concentrated in areas

of low horizontal geomagnetic flux. Wesley postulated that the resulting distribution inftuenced

mgenital anomalies and neonatal deaths.

Victor Archer, Medical Director of the Public Health Services, National Institute for Ocotpatbnal

Sefety and Health, U.S. HEW, has recently correlated the horizontal geomagnetic flux to the incileocc

of cancer of the kidney and breast; multiple myeloma, lymphoma; cancer of the femde s€x orglrs
(except cervix), stomach, testes, prostate, and connective tissue; leukemia, Hodgkins disease; canccr of
fre colon, rectum, thyroid, brain and newous system. Cancers to those sites named last confqm kss

nell than the ones named first. Archer also correlated cancer rate to the effect of altifude, fin'fiE I
statistically significant increase in conforming site cancers in Colorado, corresponding to the increstd

mrmber of nuclear particles associated with a thinner air blanket over the elevated land masses stcrc
m65,t of Colorado's population lives. Archer has also correlated the horizontal geomagnetic frld to
higher incidence in cancer worldwide.

FIGURE 3: The Earth as Magnet FIGURE 4: Isometric lines for Eorizod
Component of C'eomagrrctic Flu
across North America
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FIGURE 5: Lines of Geomagnetic Flux and Carcinomas by Site for United States
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The high degree of correlation noted by Wesley and Archer between continental or world patterns
of geomagnetism, weather factors, altitude, cancer, neonatal deaths, and birth defects, and background
radiation has enormous implications. Those cancers due to natural background radiation can now be
epidemiologically separated from others, resulting in reasonably precise estimates of the carcinogenic
effects of other agents. Cancer of the lung is a case in point. Archer listed lung carcinoma as a non-
conforming site with respect to geomagnetism, but noted that it was conforming in 1937, before the influ-
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coe of cigarette smoking on the U.S. population. The incidence of lung cancer for white males in

P3?1938 in northern U.S. cities was 3.1/10,000 and 2.6/10,000 in southern cities. Female rates

-c 
0.6/10,000 and 0.5/10,000 respectively. This north-south correlation has disappeared with the

dcspread use of cigarettes. The incidence of lung cancer among both males and females is now
r-'rrally much greater, however.

According to Archer,
*If we assume that 80%of the cancer of conforming sites and 20% of the cancer of
non<onforming sites may be the result of background radiation. . . it is estimated

rtat between 40 and 50% of human cancer may result from background radiation.

This is a large fraction of the 60-90% of human cancer that has been attributed to

environmental factors." (emphasis supplied)

Tenestrial Background. A second type of natural background radiation is that originating

&on terrestrial sources such as uranium, radittm, thorium, and other radionuclide carrying minerals.

A distinction must be made between these sources--such as tritium in well water-and the man-made,

c man-released varieties-such as radon from sireetrock, concrete, and mill tailings. The former are

ilsc which are slowly being released to man's habitat by the natural process of erosion. geologic

qheaval. and sedimentation, while the latter are those which have been suddenly releasecl by the

rtiom of humans in mining, transporting, and utilizing radioactive materials.

A srudy in the distribution of birth defects in New York State demonstrated a sigr-rificantly higher

dence of congenital malformation in areas of high granitic rock and shale concentrations than in
rcr of basaltic sandstone and limestone, corresponding generally to the natural ttraniurn and thorium

cqxlsures. The ground gamma dose difference in the northeastern United States varies typically

bcts'een 30 and 60 mrads. The observed rates of congenital defect mortality in areas of rock possess-

t hieh activity were typically some 2040% greater than in areas of rock with the lowest activity.
Thb corresponds closely to the upper approximation of Stokke, Scott, and others of L0% increased

drcne effect per mrad additional exposure at background rates.

A study by C. Costa-Ribeiro and co-worken on individuals who work in areas of thorium-bearing,
gmrma-emitting monazite sands in Brazil and on individuals who work in factories where monazite

srnd is commercially processed, during which beta-emitting Pb-212 dust is inhaled, showed a higher

iridence of chromosome abnormalities as compared with control groups in the same population.

Iost significant is the finding by Costa-Ribeiro of a dose-response curve similar to tlxat observed b.t'

Petluu, Scott, Stokke, and others, rising very rapidly at the lower exposures end.

hyernment Standards Remain Unchanged

Irrespective of this new information now available to science, the International Commission olr

Radiological Protection and other standard-setting bodies have continued to rely on the linear dose-

r€sponse hypothesis. As recently as January 17, 1977, the recommendations of the ICRP concerning

radiobiological risks stated:

"For radiation protection purposes it is necessary to make certain simplifying assumptions.

One such basic assumption underlying the Commission's recommendations is that, regarding

stochastic effects, there is, within the range of exposure conditions usually encountered in
radiation work, a linear relationship without threshold between dose and probability of an

. effect. The simple summation of doses received by a tissue or organ as a measure of the

total risk, and the calculation of the collective dose equivalent, as an index of the total detri-
ment to a population, are valid onlv on the basis cf this assumption. . . ." (emphasis supplied)

. r_t

\.:)

nru @€Ei
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According to the Recommendations of the ICRP, Document 2,1966:
"The commission is aware of the fact that a proper balance between risks and benefits

cannot yet be made, since it requires a more quantitative appraisal of the probable

biological damage and the probable benefits thanis presently possible. ... However,
recommendations in quantitative terms are needed in the design of power plants and

other radiation installations and particularly in making plans for disposal of radioactive

waste products. . . .lt is felt that this level (0.170 rem per capita per year) provides

reasonable latitude for the expansion of atomic energy programs in the forseeable

future. It should be emphasized that the limit may not in fact represent the proper

balance between possible harm and probable benefit." (emphasis supplied)
Federal Agency standards for exposure to ionizing radiation are obtained from a report of the
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) Committee of the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS). In their report of November,1972, The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low
Lerels of lonizing Radiation, the BEIR Committee found:

"Despite many uncertainties, an approximate estimate of overall cancer mortality can
be made on the basis of follow-up studies on Japanese atomic bomb survivors and
patients treated with radiation for diseases other than cancer. In these populations
the expess mortality from all forms of cancer corresponds roughly to 50-165 deaths
per lO'persons per rem during the first 25-27 years after irradiation. By extrapolation,
it can be estimated that the number of deaths per 0.17 rem per year in the entire U.S.

population might range roughly from 3,000 to 15,000 with the most likely value falling
in the range of 5,000 to 7,000 (or 3,500 per 0.1 rem per year).
" It is emphasized that the risk estimates lack precision but do indicate that the mean
dose both to the population and to each individual must be kept as low as practicable. . . .

" Complete evaluation of the risk of cancer, or of any other somatic effect, requires
knowledge of the dose-effect relation. Because, however, doseeffect data is fragmentary,
particularly under conditions of lowJevel irradiation, the evaluation must be based largely
on extrapolation from data that have become available through studies of the effects of
larger amounts of radiation on human and animal populations."

Changing itl edical Principles

BEIR Review. Prior to publication of the 1972 BEIR report, radiation scientists Gofman and
Tamplin at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory estimated that much larger cancer rates would result
fronr the then-proposed permissirble limit to the general public of 0.17 remfyr.. Gofman and
Tamplin reported that if the limits were to be reached in the United States, 104,000 additional
cancer deaths per year would result, approximately a 34.3% increase over the existing rate.

The BEIR report responded to Gofman and Tamplin's estimates in this fashion:

"The conclusion therefore is that the figures generated by Gofman et al are overestimates:
The reasons for their overestimates are:

(i) An overestimation of the relative risk of solid tumor induction following irrad.ia-
tion of 0-9 year olds by a factor of 4-5, and by a factor of t0 for all other ages.

(ii) The unreasonable assumption of a life-long plateau region following in utero
irradiation."

Since that report in 1972, the BEIR committee has continued to gather data corresponding to
dose-response and the most current available information on radiation health effects. ln early 1976,
the Office of Radiation Programs Environmental Protection Agency (ORP-EPA) asked the BEIR
committee to review the new data and update the 1972 report. This review is scheduled to be sub-
mitted to EPA in October, 1978, and published shortly thereafter. At the Hearings on Low Level

Ionizing Radiation of the Subcommittee on Health and Environment of the Committee on Interstate
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d Foreigrr Commerce of the U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, held in Washington, D.C., in

*rnrv. 1978, Chairman of the BEIR Committee Edward P. Radford, M.D., Professor of Environ-

Erl Epidemiology at the University of Pittsburgh, testified that the BEIR committee had erred in

ftd: "The absolute risk estimate for tptal-lenlgdgddgnge-or mortality is probably at least

twice as sreat as was estimated in 1972. . .

"The human data obtained from populations exposed to highly ionizing radiation such

as alpha particles (high LET radiation) indicates that cancer induction at low doses is

probablv sreater per unit of phvsical dose than at high doses. . .Thus for this type of
exposure, extrapolation of risk from that found at high doses may underestimate the

risk somewhat." (emphasis added)

flc concept of a life-long plateau has also been explored since BEIR, 1972. A large body of
oacace, involving millions of person-years medical history, now supports the theory of Gofman

d others that small exposures to ionizing radiation create permanent damage. Not only may an

ffidual accumulate the effects of small exposures over life, but he may pass those effects on to
nlilhen not even conceived at the time of the exposure.

Although Radford conceded that the work of Dr. Alice Stewart indicated that the risk per rem

crDoflrre for all cancers was four times his own estimates, he adhered to BEIR findings that:
'?resent evidence suggests that for all cancer the increased risk is 0.5--l% for each rem
exposure. Thus the appropriate annual exposure limit should keep the cumulative risk
below some acceptable limit, say an increased cancer risk of 3%frcm all man-made en-

vironmental sources of carcinogens,
". . . An annual whole body dose of 25_tUt9nq from environmental exposure would give

0.8--l .5% increased cancer risk. . ." (entphasis added)

On Friday, February 10, 1978, the day following Dr. Radford's testimony to the House Sub-

cmmittee, a group of scientists and representatives of government standard setting agencies

-t 
under Senate auspices to provide Congress a record of the current evidence.

Dr. Ernest Sternglass told the Senators:
"I believe that the problem with bureaucracy is in fact that when science changes very

rapidly on the one hand and produces a lot of new information and on the other hand

there has become established a very important industry which has enormous financial

stakes in a given set of assumptions that have been accepted and billions and billions of
dollars of equipment are being built, then it becomes a question of human impossibility

to change the course of events very easily.

The same was true in the time of weapons testing; one had made certain assumptions

early, long before the biological knowledge was adequate. The attempt to go on is

always supported by the fact that the older knowledge at the time when the basic

decisions were made is now frozen into the system. I think therefore, that one of the

biggest problems that we as a nation and every nation in the world has to learn how to face

is: how are,we going to improve on that system so we don't lock ourselves into

situations where major health hazards are decided upon information that was really frozen

as it was 5, 10,20 years ago, at a time when extremely important new information is

threatening to upset enormous investment.

The National Academy of Sciences, the BEIR report, reconmr:nded that from the nuclear

operations the population dose should not be more than a few percent of natural back-

ground, and that is the best judgment based on both genetics and other effects. And I
would agree with that.

And that means that instead of the present 500 mrems to the total population from

industrial and other operations other than medical, I would certainly favor a level on the

order of 5 or 10. Something on that order would certainly I believe, bring more assurance

that we have not overlooked something in the great sensitivity of certain portions of our

population."

nt
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Dr. Warren Sinclair, President of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement,

responded to Dr. Sternglass:

"The problem is, how do we determine an acceptable level of risk? And how do we

make a judgment ultimately that will be satisfactory to the public and not require us,

for example, to abandon radiation as a useful tool altogether? If we were to lower the

standards now, for example, by a factor of 10, we are simply going to be facing .5 rems

per year instead of 5 rems per year. And is that an acceptable level of risk? Some of

you are saying it is. At this point, quite frankly, I don't know. I do feel we have to

address it. We have to address it with all the new information that comes to hand."

Public Concern. Rarely in the decision-making process of assessing risk to the public health and

determining public acceptability is tlrB_publig- invited to openly participate in the process. One such

occasion recently occured in March of 1978, when the EPA convened a public forum on the radio-
active wastes protection criteria in Denver, Colorado. Over 300 citizens attended. The joint reports
drafted by the public for the EPA state:

"A prescription for an adequate degree of protection from radioactive waste should be

zero exposure. . . Practically, if some release is allowable, there is then a pathway for
release, which may lead to greater future releases. This should be proscribed.

"There was disagreement with the term 'acceptable to society' because it implies con-
sent, where none has been given with respect to radioactive waste.

"There was concern expressed that the present system of existing wastes is dangerous
and that the waste disposal management program should address that problem. However
there should be no compromise in establishing regulations on future wastes, and these
regulations should be as strict as necessary to protect public health. Indeed, future
standards should be determined by public discussion to quantify what is an acceptable
risk.

"With respect to risks from future wastes, it was pointed out that unborn populations
would be denied the constitutional right to choose that risk.

"Indeed, any planned release is premeditated murder.
{.***

"Human life is infinitely valuable and should be extended boundless protection."

Other expressions of the public will have also been emerging. On March 7, 1978, voters in Kern
County, California rejected plans for a Los Angeles Department of Water and Power nuclear reactor
by a vote of 47,282to 20,591. A poll taken in New York State by Louis Harris found citizens
oppose nearby power plants 2.16 to 1 and federal waste disposal anywhereinthestate4.43 to l.
l0 to I prefer conservation to expansion of nuclear power. Several states have passed laws pro-
hibiting transportation or disposal of radioactive waste within the State borders. The State of
California has ordered a ban on nuclear power plant construction.

At the conclusion of the Congressional Seminar on Low Level Radiation, Dr. Irwin Bross, Bio-
statistician for the Roswell Park Memorial Institute stated:

"\Yell, I have spoken quite a bit so I will try to be brief. . . I am concerned with protecting
the public health now. I think that we would all like to have more research, more accurate
figures, better research. But I think that we have reached a point, just as we reached a point
many years ago with the snoking controversy, many many years before we actually took any

!
I
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action, when there is enough scientific knowledge to take steps to protect the public.

And I would like to see the Congress recognize that we have reached this point in the

scientific development and our knowledge of the hazards of low level ionizing radiation,

realizing of course that there are many things that we don't know, but that we can't

wait forever to learn. And, therefore that Congress, and perhaps the Executive, the

Federal agencies that we have represented, and all persons involved, should recognize that

now we should take remedial action that has not been forthcoming. . ."

[h- Sternglass followed Dr. Bross with this comment:
"I think I would basically like to join Dr. Bross in his feelings that we do now

have vast amounts about low level radiation as carefully assembled as the l\4ancuso

study. We must, perhaps, come to the point where we now face the possibility

that a significant fraction of all our chronic diseases and cancer, congenital defects,

and other serious problems in our society are probably - I'm not saying certainly -
but probably highly connected with a combination of radiation in our environment

both natural and man-made. And that we therefore must take some action accordingly.

We must face the fact that we cannot go on at this point to proliferate the uses of this

radiation on a massively large scale, where increasing amounts are going to be released

into the environment, until we go to the point that it is too late.

I am very much concerned that the Strontium-90 levels that we are now building up

in the environment, because we didn't understand these things when these reactors

were designed, because these kinds of things take so long, I think we very definitely
should consider the possibility of a moratorium not only on further construction of
large nuclear facilities but on the possibility of phasing them out. (At this point he is

interrupted by loud applause from the public gallery.) I mvself had great hopes for the

nuciear age and I myself spent a number of years working on advanced concepts for the

use of nuclear reactors in space and other systems, but I now feel that the mounting

evidence for the effect of low level radiation just does not seem to offer promise, anymore,

without ahazard which may be 20 to 50 times greater than we thought only 10 years ago."

t[L*n'ed Radiobiotogicat Effects in the Human Population

\one of the current research on human health damage at low levels of ionizing radiation has been

mcorporated into the official policies of the NRC or the nuclear industry. Both industry and the

gor.rnment have been responsible for delays in the serious consideration of this evidence-delays

nhich may have cost hundreds of thousands of human lives.

The man-made radiation doses td which the human population is continuously exposed have had

.nn*l nill continue to have significant effects on human health' Thrqe-impqrlad-databugl-sbqulthis-

I I t The Oxford Data, in England, which contained evidence of increased infant leukemia and

o[her cancer when the mother was exposed to pelvic x-ray at doses between 20 and 200 millirad

lo the fetus.

r l) The Tri-State Leukemia Data, collected in New York, Maryland, and Minnesota, which

iontained evidence of increased leukemia and other diseases at exposures between 40 and 2000 mrad

skin dose, or 1 to 160 mrad bone dose'

f3) The Hanford Data, which contained evidence of increased cancer rates among workers at

.-umulative exposures averaging about 1.0 rad whole body dose.

The assumption that biological damage is less at slower, lower background-level exposures than at

higher doses because of the ability of the organism to repair is erroneous. Unrepaired or misrepaired

D\A has been observed at even the lowest exposure levels. Repair of reproductive and vital functions

combined with misrepair or nonrepair of other cell functions means that damaged cells may continue

ro function in a faulty way, such as generating chronic diseases and malignant processes.

;
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The Tri State Data shows that both father and mother who are exposed to low-level x-ray

radiation may conceive offspring who will bear the effect of the exposure. Damage to persons

and their offspring from ordinary diagnostic radiation is statistically observable as increased

leukemia and other diseases in the population. Both these results occur at higher incidence rates

than were predicted-and are now used-by the nuclear industry. Diagnostic x-ray is given in
small exposures at spaced intervals, usually involving I rad or less to the skin, I to 160 millirads to
the bone. Design emissions by the nuclear fuel cycle are in the I rad range.

The assumption that genetic damage from exposure to ionizing radiation at low levels would be

slight is erroneous. The estimates of genetic damage derived by the BEIR report were limited to
Hiroshima and Nagasaki data biased by the high traumatic mortality rate and limited to only first
generation effects. It is well known that most genetic damage is recessive, showing up in future
generations. Muller estimates recessive damage to be 1000 times as frequent as visible damage. The

Tri-State data showed genetic damage in one percentof the first generation children when either
parent was exposed to radiation prior to conception. This damage in the first generation was mani-

fested as a five-fold increase in pneumonia, dysentery, rheumatic fever, asthma and allergies, and a
fifty-fold increase in leukemia. The actual effect over the course of future generations may be far
greater.

The assumption that low doses of radiation would result primarily in damage to genetic material and

associated genetic diseases has aiso been opened to question. The discovery that small, protracted doses

of radiation are damaging to cell membranes changes the expectation as to type and magnitude of
health effects previously held by radiation guides. The expectation which now may be made is that
somatic damage to cells and corresponding tissue and immune system failures will equal hereditary
damage. Conditions never previously associated with small radiation doses now must be considered as

related, including infectious diseases such as influenza and pneumonia, and chronic diseases of aging
such as emphysema, heart disease, diabetes, kidney disease, and stroke.

The assumption that exposure to ionizing radiation involves a small risk of leukemia or cancer, and
a very high probability that nothing detrimental will occur must now be seen to be utterly preposterous.

The Tri-State Data indicates that a doubling dose for leukemia lies somewhere between 2 and 5 rads
skin dose. The work of Dr. Rosalie Bertell with the Tristate Data indicates that ionizing radiation
exposures have an aging effect, a random damage to the cells gradually resulting in some system break-
down. Dr. Bertell estimates this damage to be equivalent to one year of aging for every one rad of
exposure. Dr. Bertell also notes that humans exposed to the random destruction caused by ionizing
radiation exhibit a variety of effects which depend on dose level and the immuno-strength of the
injured person. Reducing dose level may well reduce one biological effect and increase another.

The normal background rate of ionizing radiation causes health effects. Added doses up to a few
millirems above background are known to have caused a variety of additional health effects in many
population groups which have been studied. These studies are reviewed in the pages which follow.

Miners

The men who worked in the earliest European pitchblende mines of Joachimsthal and Schneeberg
were known to suffer from a mysterious disease called "Mountain Fever" which may have claimed
the lives of more than half of them. This disease was later identified as lung cancer. Among the
miners of the Schneeberg district it was not until after 1928 that evidence was presented that radio-
activity of the ores was the principal etiologic factor (Sikol). Koelsh reported that of 469 deaths
among miners of this district from 1875 to 1912,276 were due to pulmonary carcinoma. This
extremely high mortality from cancer of the lung, first noted by Harting and Hesse in 1879, suggests
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t cxistence of a special environmental factor or factors different from those of the general

cpcrience of the ordinary miner. Hueper in 1954 summarized data relating ionizing radiation
D the pathogenesis of pulmonary tumors.

Studies of American miners showed that doses received in mines varied from 0.5 to 100
d per year, and that these exposures resulted in a significantly higher incidence of respiratory
dnoer' Both dust and cigarette smoke were found to have a synergistic effect with alpha-emitting
pticle inhalation in the formation of cancers. Based on the available data from American mining
crtrErience, a national committee concluded:

" (a) There appears to be a causal association between lung cancer and exposures of
approximately 1,000 CWLM (Cumulative Working Level Months) and higher.
(b) There is a statistically significant increase in the lung cancer risk for miners with
approximately 100 to 400 CWLM exposure that cannot be explained by any known
artifact of the data.
(c) The hypothesis is favored, pending more definitivedata, that radiation exposure
at least contributed to the excess lung cancer observed in the miners in the 100 to
400 CWLM category."

A recent example ,of uranium mining is found in press reports about a Navaho reservation near
Shiprock, New Mexico. The average per capita income of this reservation was about $900 per
tcr. Kerr-McGee, a nuclear services corporation, paid as little as $ 1.60 an hour to exhume uranium
tom deep mines, using wheelbarrows to carry it to the surface. After 16 years, 18 of the 100
!{rvaho minen had died of cancer and 2l more were feared dying. Five other uranium mines in this
tlme reseryation were expected to be opened in 1978 by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).

Rdium Workers

Studies of radium dial painten indicated that the large incidence of skin and bone cancer in that
pnofession was directly attributable to radiation from the radium paint. A follow-up study of the
American group as it contrasted to the U.S. population as a whole was reviewed by the BEIR
ommittee in its 1972 report. The following graph is from the BEIR review.

FIGURE 6:
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As the graph indicates, risk of cancer after exposure to ionizing radiation increases sharply at the
lower exposures.

X-Rays

Extensive epidemiological studies comparing radiologists with physicians in other specialties were
carried out by Seltser and Sartwell. Prior to 1950, when awareness of the risks was slight, excess
mortality among radiologists ranged from 60% for heart disease to 600% for leukemia.

Stewart at Oxford University, U.K., studied children who had been exposed to x-rays during
gestation and discovered that those mothers who had been exposed to a typical series of about
three x-ray films had nearly twice the likelihood that their children would develop leukemia before
age ten than those who reported no x-rays during pregnancy.

FIGURE 7: First Oxford Study on Radiation Dose Effects
in Relation to Obstetric X-rays and Childhood Cancers,
Stewart and Kneale, l97O
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lle gudies of MacMahon using hospital records of some 800,000 children born in New York and

ffir Fngland confirmed the results found by Stewart in her initial study. A still larger study by

Lrrt involving a follow-up of more than 10 million children born in England and Wales between

ltllt end 1965 fully confirmed the increased risk. These studies showed an average increase in risk

dfldhood cancer and leukemia of about 572 extra cases for a population of I million children

;;md to I rad, making the doubling dose about 1.2 rads. There was also a direct, linear relation

}lracn the risk and the number of films taken during the examination. Examining the cases where

tb uher was exposed during the first three months of pregnancy, Dr. Stewart found the risk of
rrtri to be l5 times greater, corresponding to a doubling dose of 80 mrads.

I raent study performed by Diamond, Schmerler, and Lilienfeld at Johns Hopkins University over

lpbd of l0 years found that children who had received intrauterine x-ray exposures had a2O0o/o

h[td incidence of leukemia, 100% increased incidence of infectious diseases and a 300% increase

b {is,:aes of the respiratory system.

A h1-pothesis of an aging effect of exposure to ionizing radiation was proposed at a meeting of the

.htri:an Public Health Association by Dr. Rosalie Bertell in 1975. Based on observations in the

filSute Leukemia Study Data that there is a related increase in biological changes with increased
qpmre to medical x-rays, Dr. Bertell proposed that lowlevel ionizing radiation has a life-shortening

illct of approximately one year per rad exposure. Reviewing the scientific opinion on the subject,

D- Bcrtell stated:

"There has long been speculation in scientific circles that the biological effect on humans

of exposure to ionizing radiation is comparable to the effect of normal aging. Dr. Elkeles
(1966), well-known student of both radiation effects and gerontology, has gone so far as

to state:
'Gerontologists have shown keen interest in the effect of chronic exposure to very

small doses of radiation. Many believe that this phenomenon may prove to be the
key to our understanding of the normal aging process.' (p. 895)

"Research into mortality and morbidity rates of diseases for persons chronically exposed

to low doses of ionizing radiation has shown significantly high rates for cancer (especially

leukemia), diabetes, cardivascular-renal disease, stroke, and hypertension (Gibson et al.,
1972;Lea 1947;German,1974; Matanoski et al.,19'15a, 1975b;Seltser and Sartwell, 1965;
Burnet, 1974). The conclusion reached by Seltser and Sartwell (1965) in their study of mor.
tality of American radiologists relative to other medical specialists was as follows:

'These findings warrant the inference that occupational exposure to ionizing radiation
on the part of physicians has in the past produced a nonspecific life-shortening effect.'
(p.22);'

L:sing the Tri-State Survey, Dr. Bertell

FIGURE 8: X-rays and Aging
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Also using the data from the Tri-State Leukemia Study, Dr. Irwin Bross and Dr. N. Natarajan
proposed that low levels of diagnostic radiation produce severe genetic damage to be expressed in
the child of the exposed person as leukemia and other diseases as tested by a mathematical model.
It was estimated that for about l% of the exposed persons who are affected by radiation, there is

a SO-fold increase in the risk of leukemia and a five-fold increase in certain other diseases.

Before the Congressional Seminar in February,1978, Dr. Bross elaborated on his current findings:

"In the Tri-State data, the population base so far as leukemia is concerned is 13

million persons. Now these are enormous person-years experience. And that is in
fact what is necessary to examine these hazards at these low levels. . . .

"What you have heard this afternoon or what you will hear very briefly from me

is what actually happened to people exposed to these levels. That is what counts.

"Now the Tri-State Survey did not have a handful of leukemias. There were about

5,000 persons in the survey and roughly half had leukemia. The other half were

the random sample control. This happens to be exceptionally good data. ' . ,

"I will refer now to very recent studies that we have done on adults. Well, we

have now managed to get a quantitative estimate, ..a quantitative estimate on the

doubling dose. And like Dr. Knealo, we have compctent limits onthis estimate.

And what we find is that the doubling dose for leukemia is inside the five rad

rate. Now that means that it is at disagreement with the estimates that were made

by linear extrapolation. And I think there isn't any question about that."

Drs. Bross and Natarajan concluded a report in the Journal of the American Medical Association

with this stern warning:

"In sum, there is clear prima facie evidence that exposure to the low levels of
ionizing radiation can produce a drastically increased risk of leukemia and other
diseases in the children of the persons exposed."

In his testimony before the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment, Dr. Bross stated:

"In summary, the 'Big Science' tederal agencies such as the AEC, their industrial
constituencies, and their allies in the engineering, scientific, and medical communities
have been lying to the public about the hazards of low lere1 ionizing radiation for
about 25 years. To protect the lie from exposure by honest researchers, 'Big Science'
used its control of the 'peer review' machinery to suppress, vilify, or cut off the funding
of the 'little scientists' who told the truth.

"As a direct consequence of the lie that lowlevel radiation is harmless, millions of Americans

have been needlessly exposed to unnecessary and useless radiation that has produced, is producing,
and will produce tens of thousands of cases of leukemia and other serious diseases. Servicemen

have been marched through radiation from fallout as a public relations gfmmick of the DOD

and AEC to show how harmless the fallout was. Millions of Americans have been treated

by radiologists for minor or self-correcting conditions, such as acne or post partum mastitis,
and many have ended up with thyroid cancer, breast cancer and other diseases. A quarter
of a million American women have recently been marched through the radiation fields
used in the mass screening program of the American Cancer Society, and will, in 15 or
20 yean, become victims of the worst iatrogenic breast cancer epidemic in medical

history.
"Despite the clear evidence on all sides that lowlevel ionizing radiation is not harmless

and should not be used casually and promiscuously, 'Big Science'has continued to lie
to the public about radiation standards."
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At one point in the Congressional Seminar, Dr. Bross expanded on the implications of his

findings:

". . .we have found that a doubling dose for leukemia in adults is somewhere

between probably 3 and 5 rads. That means a doubling dose, not 10 percent,

not I percent-1O0 percent is inside the 5 rem level. Now we consider, I am

talking about risk benefit and so forth from a standpoint of public health.
I do not believe that the big science decision maken can sit there and make
decisions for a worker which will subject him to a risk that doubles his risk

of a serious disease like leukemia. This is my position. I hm concemed with
public health and have been for 30 years. And I don't know of any area where
a doubled risk is considered permissible."

Responding to the remarks of Dr. Bross, Dr. Arthur Tamplin followed with this statement:

"For a long time at Hiroshima and Nagasaki they would use the group that was

exposed to 0 to 9 rads as a kind ofa control group for the other population,
because they didn't anticipate any effects. But in an edition of Radioloev in
July, 1976, they published some results where they looked at the people in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki who were exposed to low dosage radiation in this 0 to
9 rad group. And if one looks at the data, you will come up with a doubling
dose for leukemia that is comparable to the doubling doses which Drs. Bross

and Mancuso are reporting.
"I think the important thing is to recognize that these are about a factor of

10lower than was imagined in the BEIR report in 1972.
And also there is a paper which is to be published, or has been submitted to

Nature that was prepared by Dr. Rotblat in England, who looked at the leukemia
incidence among the early instance in. . .Hiroshima. These were the people who
went in to do rescue work and to find their relatives and so forth. And here
again he finds a significant increase in the leukemia at these lower dosages. And
he concludes that the risk factor that is recommended by the ICRP, which is the
same as the BEIR committee, is probably an order of magnitude too low for
leukemia and by a somewhat smaller order too low for other cancers."

FIGURE 9: Summary of BEIR-72 Estimates of Risk
to a Stable U,S. Population from 170 mrem/year

Serious disabilities, congenital

abnormalities, constitutional

diseases, death, etc.

Overall ill health

Cancer deaths/year

1100 to 27,000 (660 to 14,000)

1.2 to 12o/o of that in U.S.{0.7 to 7o/"1

3,000 to 15,000 (1800 to 9000)

Yq1r.-t-in parentheses are crude extrapolations of the BEIR data by
K.Z. Morgan.
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FIGURE 10: Relative
I-eukemia. After Bross
State Leukemia Study.
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Figure 10, Approximate Confidence lntervals on lhe Rela-
tive Risk ol Childhood Leukemia (Age-Adjusted Risks in
Relation to Children Not Exposed lo lntrauterine Radiation
and without Report of Specified Childhood Disease), Ac-
cording to Exposure to lntrauterine Radiation and History

ol Disease.
lNo report of the specified diseases. tReport ol red mea-
sles or chicken pox. sReport of pneumonia or whooping

cough or dysentery- 'Reporl ol asthma or hives.

FIGURE 12: Genetic Damage from
Diagnostic Radiation. Three tables by
Bross and Natarajan, 1977, showing
the mathematical "fit" of their
models and adjusted models which
link exposure to radiation with
leukemia, and viral, bacterial, and
allergic diseases.

FIGURE 1l : Relative Risk of Childhood Cancer
as a function of the number of X-ray films dur-
ing pregnancy. After Stewart and Kneale. Data
adjusted to constant dose rate.
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Table 2.-Observed and Expected
Counts in Children Aged 1-4 yr'

lndicator
Disease, No.

No Yes
LeuKemra

Observed 27 3
Expected 27.7 2.9

No leukemia
Observed 48 5
Expected 47.3 4.9

'Parents did not receive x-ray exposure.

Table 4.-Extended, Adj usted
Model lor All Age Grougs

lndlcalor Dlr-
carer, No.

No Yc. No y.t

ilo Radl. Radl-
atlon lUon

Agc
Group,

w
1-4

Leukemla
Observed 27 O 45 .12

Expected 27.1 2.9 42.9 1Z.O
No leukemla

Observ€d 48 S 60 g

_ Expect€d 4T.g 4.9 56.0 6.1
5-9

Leukemla
Oblorvcd 19 3 1i I
Expected 19.2 3.0 i4.O 6.9

No leukemla
Obsorved lg 1g 53 I

_ Expoctod tt.A 12.9 51.2 8.8
1$14

Leukemla
ObservodBlll
Expected 11.9 2.A S.1 3.g

No leukemla
Observed t2 t6 30 6

_ Exp€cted 68.8 1S.g 2t.g 6.s
I Otst

Leukcmle
Observed 48 7 60 23

- Expected S7.B 8.5 61.1 22.1
No leukemla

Observed 199 34 143 1t
Elpectod 193.9 gg.O 13S.2 21..

Table 3.-Model and Adjusted Model for Observed and
Expected Counts in Children Aged 1_4 yr,

Model
lndicator Disease, No.

Adjusled Model
lndicator Disease, No.

Leukemia
Observed

Yes

45 45 12
Expected 32.7

No leukemia
Observed

42.3 12.0

'Parents received x-ray exposure.
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An additional corollary derived by Stewart was the relation betwe.en child mortality from

leukemia and child mortality attributed to pneumonia. As the leukemia population declined,

pneumonia rose in inverse proportion, and conversely. According to Stewart, this may indicate

that leukemia may have been present in large numbers of children whose deaths have been

attributed to pneumonia. Leukemia is a cancer of the immune system. Pneumonia is an

infectious disease corresponding to an immune system imbalance, or weakened immunity. While

pneumonia may not be able to cause leukemia, leukemia can most certainly result in death by
pneumonia.

Dr. Stewart found the most responsive age group to leukemia from in-utero x-ray induction
was the group of 5 to 9 year-olds. This corresponded to the findings by M. Segi, et al, con-

oerning the incidence of leukemia in Japan following the atomic bombs at Hiroshima and

\agasaki. Before the bombs, from 1935 to 1940, there was a measurable decline in the incidence

of leukemia and childhood cancer mortality in Japan. Five years after the blasts, the 5 to 9
age gxoup experienced a sudden, 2O0% increase in cancer mortality, principally leukemias.
lhile the leukemia rate has since leveled off to some extent, cancer mortality in bomb suryivors
continues to climb as other types of cancer reach the end of their latency periods.

Segi has correlated the cancer mortality rate for 5 to 9 year olds to atmospheric bomb
tests as shown by the following graph: FTGURE 14:

AGE- ADJUSTED CANCER TORTALITY
RATe. U.S. ond JAPANESE MALES
all qg€s, oll 5it€5, tote Per IOO,OOO

FIGURE 13:
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Fallout Victims

A similar correlation has been drawn by E. J. Sternglass between U.S. infant mortality from
pneumonia and influenza and the nuclear bomb tests as shown on the following graph. The

effects suggested indicate infant deaths attributable to fallout in the United States on the order
of 9,000 to 10,000 per year for nearly twenty years.

FIGURE 16:
U. S.

PNEUI,4ONIA ANO INFLUENZA
I'TORTALITY (O- lyr. )

I
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Dr. Sternglass has also correlated Arteriosclerotic Heart Disease in the U.S. population:

FIGURE 17:
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The effects of fallout from distant nuclear weapons tests were surveyed by the Province of
Alberta, Canada, Ministry of Health from 1959 to 1962. The survey, conducted by Dr. L. J.

leVann, produced considerable evidence to indicate that long lived, radioactive fallout qeates

a sudden and statistically significant increase of congenital malformations, corresponding closely

to rate of rainfall over a given region. In the cited study, the fallout from a large series of 22

tests carried out by the U.S.S.R. at Novaya Zemlya, north of the Arctic Circle in 1958 significantly

contributed to the 78% rise'in birth defects in Alberta over the following two years. leVann noted

that the greatest increase took place in the most northerly part of Alberta, closest to the Arctic,

where birth defects rose to 18.6 per 1000 live births. Contrasted with the southern region increase,

to 14.0 per 1000, the ratio of northern to southern rates is 1.32, approximating the northern to

southern ratio of rainfall-I?.62 to 12.33 inches-or 1.42. Most significantly, the data of leVann

showed that each radioactive atom is some l0 million to 100 million times more toxic to developing

embryos than a molecule of the most potent terutogenic substances such as thalidomide.

While the last two decades have produced extensive studies of the health effects of nuclear

weapons testing, perhaps the recent Sternglass report on "Changes in Infant Mortality Patterns

Following the Arrival of Fallout from the September 26,1976 Chinese Nuclear Weapon Test"
presented to the BEIR Committee July 18, 1977 is the most illustrative.

"On September 26, 1976, a nuclear bomb in the low to intermediate yield size of less than 200

kilotons was detonated by the Republic of China at its weapons test site in Lop Nor. The high

altitude portion of the fallout cloud reached the west coast of the United States on October 1,

passed southward along the coast from the State of Washington to Oregon and northem Califomia,

where some deposition of fallout was noted. The cloud then moved across the southern United

States towards the Atlantic Coast, where it met a large rain-storm system that led to very heavy

washout of ra,Jioactivity over a narrow strip of the coast stretching from Delaware and New Jersey,

across Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine.

The first indication that the fallout levels were unusually high came when construction workers

at the Peach Bottom Nuclear Plant on the Susquehanna River near the Pennsylvania-Maryland border

found their automobiles so highly radioactive that they suspected an accidental release of radioactivity

from their plant and notified the Radiological Health Department of the State of Pennsylvania.

Measurements of the iodine in the milk carried out by the Health Departments of the various states

indicated that the raw milk at certain dairies reached levels in the range of 300 to 800 picocuries per

liter (pCi[), compared with the 100 pCi/l limit set by the Federal Radiation Council in 1961 as the

maximum that should be allowed for continuous consumption and which would lead, on an annual basis,

to an estimated dose to the thyroid of an infant of 1,500 mR, compared with the normal background

dose of about 100 mR.

Since this limit had been increased l0-fold by the Federal Radiation Council in 1964 for the case of
single events to 2000 pCiil there was no mandatory requirement to take countermeasures such as

placing dairy cattle on uncontaminated stored feed or diverting fresh milk to other uses. As a result,

only the Health Departments of New York and Massachusetts decided to take some protective action.

Farmers in a few counties of southern New York nearest to the fallout zone were urged to place their dairy
cattle on stored feed, and in Massachusetts, a similar suggestion was made by the Health Department.

Since Rhode Island imports some 70Vo of its milk from nearby Massachusetts, upstate New York
and Vermont, these countermeasures also effectively reduced the intake of I-131 in this state to about
the same levels as those of Massachusetts.

atE
.-:
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As shown in the bar graph of Figure 2, heavily exposed coastal states of Category A (Delaware,

New Jersey, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Maine; heavy fallout and no countermeasures),

infant mortality rose by anywhere froml3Vo to 6O%, while it declined for the U.S. as a whole by
6.s%.

Even more striking is the fact that in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, where the milk was either

produced by cows placed on stored feed or where it had been imported from inland areas. . .infant
mortality declined by 3Mo, 

,r :F ,r.

Further support for the hypothesis that the primary agent responsible is radioactive I-131 can be

found from an examination of the causes of infant death during January and February, 1977 when

compared with the same period in 1976, as published by the National Center for Health Statistics.

Furthermore, the hypothesis that ttrc.-actl-onjs-pdryat{y-o-fjbe-Udif.eeLlree-radSellygg.pn-sqU-

!0slqbl-arEfl!3t gAn-leldlq4-lo1yer-9d-t!0mUq91qs$Fnce is supported by the fact that both the

€tegory of "certain gastrointestinal diseases" and "influenza and pneumonia" increased between early

1976 and early 1977, despite an overall reduction in mortality rate. For these two categories combined,

the total number of deaths increased from 23 to 36 cases. . .

A more complete analysis of the entire fallout episode and its full implications will have to await
turther data on mortality rates and causes of death during the next six months to a year, when all
the data for infants in-utero during October 1976 will have been published.

However, in view of the new laboratory and animal evidence that small amounts of radiation given

over long periods of time are some 100 to 1000 times more damaging to cell-membranes than when the
same doee is given in a brief flash, as in the case of medical x-rays, present permissible levels of environ-
mental radiation exposure are likely to be too high by at least 100 times. Thus the present increased
risk of infant mortalitv appean to be of the order of 0.1% to 1% per millirad for environmental radiation
considering that thyroid doses to the fetus no larger than 2O to 200 mR seem to have been involved in
the present fallout episode.

Regardless of the details of the biological mechanism, it would seem prudent to take simple counter-
measures of the type taken by the Massachusetts and New York State Health Departments in future
fallout episodes until the entire subject can be fully re-examined.

Furthermore, it appears on the basis of the present incident and the earlier results of Beierwaltes and
Eisenbud that for low-level environmental exposures to I-131, it is the three to six-month old fetus rather
than the six month old infant that should be regarded as the most sensitive and most critical member of
the population.

Thus, the principal cause for concern in the case of small amounts of I-131 released to the environment
by the fission process does not appear to be the induction of thyroid cancer as much as the indirect effect
of the radiation on hormonal functions critical for the normal development and survival of the newborn.

FIGURE 18: Path of Chinese Weapons Test Fallout, October, 1976
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FIGURE 19: Changes in Infant Mortality Corresponding to Fallout Protection Measures

Three graphs after Sternglass, 1978.
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The levels of radiation in the environment from fallout were compiled for the United Nations

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) and have been summaized
through the end of 1975. These summaries are given in terms of total dose commitment world-
wide. The range is between 100 millirads to the gonad to about 200 millirad in the bone-lining
cells. The Northern Temperate Zone values are about 50 percent higher, or about 150 millirad to
the gonad to 300 millirad to the bones. The highest dose commitment from a single radionuclide
is that from Carbon-l4, which has a 5,600 year half life, and which contributes 120 mrad to the
gonad and to the lung and about 450 mrad to the bone-lining cells of the red bone marrow.

Dr. John Gofman, reporting on the toxicity of Plutonium in the Journal of the American Med-
ical Associntion, July 19,1976 discussed the plutonium fallout problem in these terms:

"One often hears cited as evidence of a lesser carcinogenicity of plutonium the fact that 400 kg of
plutonium 239 has been deposited on the United States from weapons fallout and that this has not
provoked a lung cancer epidemic. That statement will not stand up under critical examination. Bennett
has measured average air concentrations of plutonium from such weapons test fallout, from which the
lung depositions in humans of the United States and the Northern Hemisphere are readily estimated.
These estimates, coupled with the lung cancer doses, lead to the following estimates: Approximately
116,000 lung cancer deaths will occur in the United States and 1 million in the Northern Hemisphere as

a result of weapons testing plutonium fallout.
"Given the uncertainties in the lung-clearance model, it is probable that these numbers could be low

or high by a factor of two or three. Since the expected cancer fatalities will occur over about 30 years,
the average annual rate in the United States would be on the order of 4,000 per year. These would be
occurringagainst a background of 81,000 fatalities per year. Obviously, it would be difficult to directly
attribute th,: 4,000 additional fatalities to exposure to plutonium 239 against such a background, but tfus
is a very different matter from the totally unjustified assumption that the 4,000 additional fatalities are
not occurring. The only meaningful way to address this question is by calculation. It is public health
inesponsibility to equate 'no effect observed' with 'no meaningful epidemiological study.'"

trItlttary Observers

Using nontonservative government standards for routine exposure, the U.S. military exposed
over 200,000 servicemen to low doses of radiation at demonstrations of nuclear weaporuy. Con-
gress has recently begun investigating these human experiments . Of the 2235 sewicemen exposed
during one blast - "opetation Smokey" in 1957 - 447 had been located by the National Center for
Disease Control (CDC) in time for congressional hearings in Washington in 1978. Of the 447,8
were verified as having leukemia (4.1 per 100,000 is the average for that age).

After a device called "Hood" was set off in Nevada in July, 1957, Marines were marched to
within 400 yards of ground zero. One marine officer is known to have died of cancer in October,
1977. Another, Russell Jack Dann, witnessed both Smokey and "Galileo" two days apart. Within
one year, Dann lost his teeth and hair, his joints ached, and his sperm count dropped. He is now
a paraplegic. CDC is studying these and other cases to determine the extent of the epidemic
among affected veterans.

Shipyard l,lorkers

Another cancer epidemic may have been discovered among civilian employees who serviced
nuclear submarines at Naval Shipyards. Dr. Thomas Najarian, a fellow in hematology at the
Boston's Veterans Hospital, first became interested in shipyard workers while treating a retired
welder who serviced nuclear submarines for 19 years and who told Najarian that many of the
people he worked with died at an early age of blood related diseases. Another shipyard welder,
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Dr blind, was also reporting that his cataracts and others were caused by shipyard radiation.

Because the Navy wouldn't allow access to medical histories, Najarian went through 100,000

6 certificates. Surveying the deaths of 146 people who had worked at the Portsmouth Naval

$furyard, Najarian found 38.1% had died of cancer-double the national rate. Leukemia among

f,plrard workers in exposed areas was 450% higher than expected. Between the ages of 60 and
(C,6O7o of those workers exposed to radiation had died of cancer.

On February 28,1978, Ronald Belhumeur of Dover, N.H., an employee at Portsmouth for 30

1nas, told a congressional subcommittee about the aftermath of a contaminated water spill from

-tbrilu.
-The crew that I worked with on the Nautilus are all dead. I am the last one. The machinist died of

cnoer only months after the spill. My fellow workers, tank cleaners, died from cancer and one from natural
Glles. Then in 1977, my supervisor and a machinist supervisor died only months apart with leukemia.

Aftcr the spill on the four of us and the supervisors went to see what caused the spill, they must have really
gr belted. When I say this, Mr. Ohairman, it is (belted) with radiation. . . .In my opinion it was rotten with
sdiation exposure."

tr- Belhumeur is now undergoing medical care for a lung condition and Dr. Najarian is undertaking

r tlo year'study of the Naval Shipyard workers.

C,4nette Smokers

Another goup in the general population which is exposed to slightly larger increases in ingested

ndionuclides is the large population of cigarette smokers. While adverse health effects from cigarette

noting are widely recognized, only recently have the effects of radioactivity in tobacco been studied

rd poeitive correlations between smoking, radiation, and health been drawn.

Low concentrations of Polonium 210, an alpha-emitter, were observed in tobacco smoke by Radford

d Hunt in 1964. Higher concentrations of Po-210 were found at the bronchial tissue sites in smokers

mpared to non-smokers by Little, et al in 1965. These authors suggested that the cumulative alpha
rrlie(isn dose from inhaled Po-210 deposited in the lung by smoking may be an'important factor in
tle initiation of lung cancer.

ln1974, Martell published findings that another, longer-lived radionuclide, Pb-210, is highly concen-

rnted in a small number of insoluble smoke particles. Long term exposure to insoluble respirable

fticles leads to their accumulation in the lung, lymph nodes, liver, bone marrow, and elsewhere.

Iertell suggested that because the residence times for insoluble aerosols in lymph nodes, liver tissue,

md bone marrow range up to several decades, cancer induction is quite likely. This process was

dcscribed by Martell in the American Scientist in 1975:

"When an alpha track intercepts a strand of one of the chromosomes in the cell nucleus, the dense

column of ionization in the track gives rise to closely spaced chromosome breaks, resulting in a wide

vzriety of structural changes (mutaiions) in tire chromosome. X-ray and gamma-ray interactions however,

give rise to a highly diffuse distribution of ions, resulting in widely spaced individual chromosome breals,

rnd thermal agitation of the broken ends allows most of them to find each other and to recombine with-
qrt structural change. For this reason, permanent structural changes from X-rays and gamma-rays are propor-

tbnal to the square of the radiation dose at a given dose rate, and they decrease at lower dose rates. By

con1rast, chromosomal structural changes resulting from alpha interactions are directly proportional to the

number of alpha interactions and independent of the rate. Theldltye-bleLogDal effgglileneslpf-alphe

hlefaSltSt!iLgredqg{rg_qhrcD_Sslrn!._nllSlr_SLsjnqqirle! nQg&4lyIfth_dec:eag4g{o1e lrte, and alpha

radiation thus acquires special significance in relation to other sources of natural radiation with respect to

its contribution to chronic health effects attributable to single or multiple chromosome mutations.

-. ;:-" -:i
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". . .studies of the chromosome structural changes that characterize human cancer cells (Gofman et

al. 1967; Levan 1973) indicate that highly specific changes in particular chromosomes may be involved.

Recent improvements in the techniques for identifying minor structural abnormalities in each chromosome
of human cells (Houghton, 1974) should help to clarify the specific structural characteristics of the

chromosomes of malignant cells that give rise to their uncontrolled proliferation.

Earlier tumor incidence for mitotically actiye tissue, as well as the increased turnor incidence per rad
at lower alpha interaction rates, may best be explained by clone proliferation of the viable mutated cells-
an important step in the sequence of events postulated in the somatic mutation theories of carcinogenesis
(Armitage and Doll,1957; Fisher, 1958).

LowJevel rislcs

Only the cells that are not excessively irradiated contribute to the tumor risk. It is not the organ burden

of alpha activity but the microdistribution of the alpha activity and dose as well as the time distribution of
tissue irradiation that determine the risk. Significant risk to a given tissue site can result from any one or a

combination of various exposure patterns, including: (l) a persistent burden of insoluble particles of low
activity; (2)a steady-state local concentration of non-persistent particles;(3) dissolved alpha activity at con-
centrations appreciably above natural levels; (4) intermittent, well-spaced alpha radiation exposures at a given
tissue site. It is unlikely that the two-mutation process of tumor production can be speeded up significantly
by massive local doses from highly active alpha emitting particles used in most animal experiments involving
hot plutonium-oxide particle inhalation, because in this case most of the alpha radiation dose is wasted in the
excessive radiation of cells near the active particles. In addition, the relatively slow process of clone prolifera-
tion of viable mutated cells undoubtedly is an important factor in enhancing the low probability of bringing
about the specific chromosome structural changes which characterize malignant cells.

Thus, in cigarette smokers and other individuals chronically exposed to the inhalation of insoluble particles
we qrn exp€ct to find accumulations of such porticles at various sites throughout the reticuloendothelial .system,
the cardiovascular and renal systems, and in bone marrow.

Reduced Immunity and Degenerative Diseoses

Alpha emitting particles in bone marrow may destroy many of the rapidly multiplying cells that produce
the blood platelets which assist in the control of blood clotting. Similarly, alpha activity may reduce the
population of radiosensitive leucocytes, with a corresponding reduction in resistance to disease. In addition,
the gradual increase in alpha radiation-induced chromosome structural changes may be expected to contribute
to the whole pattern of degenerative diseases of the cardiovascular and renal systems.

Solid Tumor Studies

It is noteworthy that the tissue sites at which insoluble particles of respiratory origin are known or expected
to accumulate include all of the internal organ sites at which human cancers are known to occur, Human
cancer for which the carcinogenic agent is known has involved alpha radioactivity; (1) lung carcinoma in
uranium miners from Po-2i8 and Po-214;(2) bone sarcomas in radium dial workers from ingested Ra-226;
(3) bone sarc()mas in children and adults from repeated injections of Ra-224 (Spiess and Mays, 1970); (a)
and liver cancer and leukemia in "Thorothrast" patients from colloidal ThO2 injections. In addition, the

observations that carcinomas of the stomach, the esophagus, and other internal organs almost invariably occur

at sites immediately adjoining lymph tissue with visible accumulations of insoluble particles and measurable

radioactivity indicate that insoluble alpha emitters transported through the lymph system may be the carcino-

genic agent at these sites (Watson, 1965; Oliter and Watson, 1966).
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t*meclerosis 
j

hHished evidence indicates that atherosclerosis plaques may be arterial tumors and that an excess

d+ta activity is present at the calcified plaque site, suggesting that radiation is the possible agent of
I4:aesis. The substantially enhanced risk of early coronaries among cigarette smokers also suggests

lb imduble radioactive smoke particles may find their way into arterial tissue and contribute to the
drr development of atherosclerosis plaques in this group 

*

lcndin and Benditt (1973) present evidence indicating that the human atherosclerosis plaque may result

frr th€ monoclonal proliferation of a mutated cell of the artery wall and thus, may be an artery tumor.
I -ach for the possible mutagenic agent has begun, including attempts to produce similar arterial lesions
I rimals by chemical, mechanical, and nutriti'rnal means. In this connection it should be noted that
*ruclerosis plaques have been directly induced in human arteries by means of intensive irradiation with
ffi!'s ud radium (Sheehan, 1944).

Th pcsibility that alpha radiation may be the mutagenic agent in atherosclerosis plaque formation is

*:rtedbytheresultsof Elkeles(1961, 1966, 1968),whofoundanomalouslyhighconcentrationsof alpha

ffiy at the calcified plaque sites of atherosclerosis victims. Atherosclerosis plaques usually occur in the

i md abdominal aortas in the coronary arteries, but rarely in the pulmonary arteries (Elkeles, 1966;
nrhc[ and Schwartz, 1965). This distribution, plus other considerations. suggests a possible respiratory
rilr for the mutagenic agent. The high incidence of early coronaries among cigarette smokers may con.
cinHy be explained by the accumulation of insoluble radioactive smoke particles at the plaque sites.

- . many aspects of the genesis of radiation-induced plaques are discussed by Borak (1942) and Sheehan

09+f). Inadiation of endothelial cells of the artery wall has been shown to render them highly permeable
b tb passage of red cells, lymphocytes, small particles,.lipids, cholesterol , etc., allowing their exchange be.

nca the blood and the intima of the artery wall. In addition, irradiation of arterial tissue results in morpho.
LlF changes, including radionecrosis and inflammation of the sunounding endothelial cells, radiation damage

D cd cells, and possible generation of lipids due to breakdown of red cells. As Sheehan points out, the foam
odl plaques that are produced by arterial irradiation closely resemble the atherosclerosis lesion in its earlier
qF.

S{ug, of Carcinogens

The likelihood that insoluble alpha emitting particles of relatively low activity are very effective carcinogens
ry explain why cigarette smokers exhibit a particularly high tumor risk when exposed to other occupational
rd environmental pollutants. For example, the enhanced incidence of lung cancer among uranium miners who
D&! cigarettes can be attributed to a combination of sources of lung irradiation by alphacmitters; Po-218 and
io2[4 on the surface of inhaled mine dusts, Po-210 from inhaled cigarette smoke, and Po-210 which grows into
6c Pb-2l0+nriched insoluble smoke particles. For miners who smoke cigarettes in the mine, there may be the
eddcd accumulation of Pb-2l0coated mine dust particles on the tobacco trichomes in the cigarette before it is
hrrncd, resulting in higher Pb-210 activity of the inhaled insoluble smoke particles.

The suspected carcinogenicity of asbestos is also subject to reinterpretation. It has been observed by Selikoff
ct d. (1968) that bronchial carcinoma deaths among asbestos workers who smoke cigarettes are about eig|t times
rlet expected for cigarette smoken in general, whereas there were no bronchial carcinomas among asbestos
rorken who did not smoke. The carcinogenicity of asbestos is not demonstrated by such observations. Asbestos

fibers are higNy insoluble and are not radioactive. It is therefore likely that an accumulation of the small fibrous
rbcstc particles in the lungs of workers acts only as a mechanical co-factor in enhancing retention, inhibiting
dcarance and modifying the distribution of inhaled insoluble radioactive particles.

Similar considerations also may apply to other suspected chemical carcinogens in certain occupational groups

md in polluted urban environments. In some instances industrial effluent mixtures may inch:de alpha-emitting
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particles of respirable size-for example, emissions from coke ovens and coal-burning plants and from

high-temperature processing of minerals and chemicals containing uranium, radium, and lead. In addition,

some airborne chemical pollutants may damage lung tissue and thus impede clearance of insoluble particles,

thereby enhancing tumor risks, particularly among smokers.

On the basis of the remarkable carcinogenic effect to be expected for spaced interactions of insoluble
alpha+mitters, it seems likely that a number of industrial sources of alphacmitters may play a very signif-

icant role in the incidence of cancer among the general population.of nonsmokers, particularly in certain

occupational goups and in urban areas downwind of industrial sources of alpha+mitters. Plutonium and

uranium in fallout particles also may contribute sigrrificantly to the incidence of cancer in the general popu-
lation. Additionally, the higher incidence of cancer among urban dwellers may, in part, be attributed to
the resuspension of deposited alphaemitting pollutants and fallout by vehicular traffic and other human
activity.

The above considerations suggest that the suspected chemical carcinogens in tobacco smoke and rnong
pollutants in urban areas are wrongly blamed. There is little doubt, however, that certain chemicals, as

well as ubestos and other fibrous dusts, may play a sigrrificant role in enhancing the tumor risks from inhaled
insoluble radioactive particles and in modifying the type and distribution of the tumors that result from
these and other possible carcinogens

The relative proportion of human cancers attributable to chemical carcinogens, vituses, and radiation is
not known. Insoluble alphacmitting particles of relatively low activity appear to be very effective carcinogenic
agents' 

- :r ,t !r

Three Maior Causes of Death in the U.S'

The three major effects on health of heavy cigarette smoking-heart disease, cancer, and strokes-are the

three major causes of death in the United States and Westem Europei and, at least in the case of smokers,
the principal agent is likely to be insoluble alphaemitting particles at the tumor sites. It has been suggested

by Muller (1950) that long-term radiation damage to tissues, and through tlem to the entire organism, has

its origin in chromosome aberrations and that these changes give rise to the degenerative dbeases of the

cardiorzscular and renal systems and to a host of other effects that characterize the aging process.

It is tempting to speculate that intemal alpha emitten, as the most effective agent of natural radiation-
induced chromoeome changes, play a primary role in the whole pattern of incidence of atherosclerosis, cancer'

and other diseases in the aging process. If this is true, the whole pattem of health effects of cigarette smoking
would remain essentially the same for smoken and nonsmokers-but with a higher risk and earlier incidence

for each effect for smokers. Males who regularly gnoke two or more pacls of cigarettes a day have a much
higher incidence of early coronaries, with a mean age of coronary death about l0 years earlier than nonsmoking

males, and the age distribution for other health effects exhibits a similar shift (National Cancer Instituto,1966).
The mean age of death from a given effect may provide a useful measure of reduction in life expectancy for
a certain level of cigarette smoking and chronic exposure to other sources of inhaled alphacmitting particles
as well.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the Po.210 alpha inadiation of cells is the likely cause of cancer and

a contributing factor in the early development of atherosclerosis in cigarette smokers. On this basis, the

epidemiological health effects of cigarette smoking provide a valuable guide to the possible consequences of
chronic exposure to the inhalation of insoluble particles of moderate to low alpha activity. For this reason'

the unfoitunate expericnce of cigarette smoken may prove to have been a . . . forewarnin9. . .

of the possible corwequences of a nuclear enetg economy. (enrphasis supplied)
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On February 14,1978, Dr. Irwin Bross appeared before the House Subcommittee investigating low
Ld radiation health effects. Dr. Bross explained the process of carcinogenesis in this way:

-Thc long and involved proce$s which starts with exposure to ionizing radiation or some other carcinogen and
iimately leads to cancer or other disease is one which we are beginning to understand. We don't know all the

-p but our recent research, and that of others, has made it much clearer how the process starts. We have a

3md idea of what the first event is and we know something about the evolutionary process that leads to canc€r.

b other words, in this sense, we now know the cause of most human cancer.

-lhc first event occurs when radiation puts an additional breakpoint into the structure of the DNA in
bn genetic material. This misinformation in the instructions for making enzymes and regulating the
mdex human host defense systems can lead to failure of the feedback system that controls white cell
;odrction and hence leukemia. It can also lead to other diseases, including some forms of heart disease.
Fa this to happen, however, the misinformation in the original damaged cell must be duplicated and
:irplicated until there is a large enough population of defective cells to produce clinical symptoms. ln
tc cnd I believe we will learn that cancer and other chronic diseases are different expressions of the damage
b hrmran DNA--of genetic damage-that is produced by various environmental hazards. Radiation is a wry
-?ortant hazard but not the only one."

Effr*'r of Population Heterogeneity

Curent procedures for determining the acceptable risk to a member of the general population

h low-level radiation assume that the exposed population is homogeneous. a 1972 anatysis

dthe Tri-State Leukemia Survey by Bross and Natarajan using data of 295 children with leukemia

d EB random sample controls demonstrated that this assumption was wrong. There are at lest
rn srbgroupings for susceptibility in the population. Exposure to radiation such as diagnostic

rf,iys during pregnancy produces little increase in risk of leukemia in the non-susceptible srbseries
brrever, the same exposure can increase relative risk almost ten times in the susceptible zubserieg

futified by medical histories. Additionally, preconception irradiation of either parent was found
b cause genetic damage such that future offspring were predisposed to leukemia and other diseases

About the same time, John Baunr, Health Physicist at Brookhaven National Laboratory, reported
lbt analyses of dose€ffect relations for radiation induced tumon and cancers in drosophila, mice,
ro and man revealed exponential differences in response within the populations ol a species studi€d-
krm's conclusion for the effect in man was that 'man' is a heterogeneous population with mixed
pcdisposition to cancer due to genetic differences, and sensitivity which varies with age, sex, envircc
xntal factors, cell type, stage of cell cycle, etc. Baum stated:

"At low doses, those fractions of the population which respond according to one-target kinetics tend
to dominate the dose effect relationship. In a mixed population, the most sensitive subgroup respon&
at the lowest dose and causes a steep slope in this portion of the dose+ffect curve. At higher doees

the less sensitive sub-groups become dominant with consequent reduction in slope of the dose+ffect
curve. The resultant curve can be convex upward. Hence, greater effects might be observed at low dces
than would be predicted by linear extrapolation from higher doses. Thus, the assumption of a linear
non-threshold relationship used by standard setting groups is not necessarily conservative in estimating
cancer risk at low doses."

EURE 21: Varying Radiation Responses in a Population, Baum, 1973
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lnl974, Viadana and Bross studied the relationship between disease history and leukemia in
1345 adults with leukemia and 1237 controls from a random sample. Positive relations were

found between leukemia and 13 other diseases, which occurred at least 5 years prior to the
leukemia. The indicator diseases were asthma, hay fever, hives, eczema, goiter, diabetes, herpes

zoster, psoriasis, tuberculosis, pneumonia, heart disease, and rheumatism.
ln 1977, Bross and Natarajan published findings that the increased risk of leukemia and certain

other diseases in the more sensitive subgroup of genetically affected newborn is on the order of
500% for low level parental exposures, usually less than I rad/year (from x-rays). This contrasts with
a 5oo/o increase for the larger population including the non-susceptible subgroup. Bross and Natarajan

confirmed that among the indicator diseases for the sensitive subseries were asthma, urticaria,

eczema, pneumonia, dysentery, and rheumatic fever.

Relative Risks ol Leukemia and Probabiliti€s Ac-
cording to Age, Erposute to lntraulerine Radiation and ln-

dicatots ol SuscePtibilitY.

'-

FIGURE 22: Susceptible Subgroups
and Relative Risks of kukemia,

Bross and Nataraian, 1977.
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Group A: Children with allergic diseases (e.g. asthma and hives)

Group B: Children with bacterial diseases (eg. pneumonia, whoophg cough, and dysentery)

Group C: Children with childhood virus diseases (e.g. chicken pox and red measles)

Group O: Children not in groups A,B, or C.

Testifying before the NRC on April 7,1978, Dr. Bross summarized the findings of his group and
suggested the limitations:

"Again, let me emphasize, my job is to present a strong prima facie case for hazards. I think that what
we actually have here is a much stronger case, much better evidence and much more conclusive evidence
than just a prima facie case. But I am not arguing that this is conclusive because I only need to make a

prima facie case for the hazard. This I have done. Now what you have seen so far has been a test of the
hypothesis that radiation in the one rad range can produce serious health effects. Note that we are talking,
inthiscase,aboutleukemiainthechi1dandotherchi1dhooddiseases.@
looked at. This doesn't mean these are the only diseases the genetic damage will produce. I think we
are missing a great deal of the health hazard because, for example the children who have more serious
genetic damage as a result of the radiation are not going to make it all the way to age 6 or 7 or 8 and
then get leukemia. They are going to die in the first year, in which case they are excluded from this
particular survey. Or they may die even earlier, and be counted as the neonatal deaths or stillbirths.
Probably, there are also spontaneous abortions produced by this kind of genetic damage.

In other words, we are seeing only part of the problem in this particular body of data perhaps the "tip
of the iceberg". The genetic damage we can't study is probably producing many more deaths among children
than the damage that we can detect. Therefore, we should not permit genetic damage to workers in the
nuclear plants by allowing the exposures in the one rad range which are currently allowed under the NRC
standards. I"et me go one step further and say flatly I think that it should be an NRC policy that persons

in the childbearing ages, men or women, should not be working in these areas where ihere are these high
level exposures.
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I runebody has to work there, it should at least be a person who is past the childbearing age, who is

- tdng to put genetic damage into future generations. Because the other side of the coin is that the
fl may survive despite the damage-this can happen according to our model. That damage will be
qased in the next generation or the generation after that. We have put permanent genetic damage

a) tlc population. This is something which I think we cannot allow."

by of Lledical hinciples

b mmarizing the foregoing principles of medicine, the petitioner emphasizes the following

hrtmt points:

f) Tb effects of radiation on the human biological organism include direct and indirect cellular

hion and mutation, resulting in a broad spectrum of health effects including carcinogenesis,

!io6is, teratogenesis, and all effects of reduced immunity.

D The combination of radiation with other environmental toxins may produce a synergy more

H t'han any single component acting alone.

lf t'hile background radiation may be necessary for an orderly pattern of aging and death, facil-
,H cvolution, it represents a biological hazard to a given individual. Natural background radiation
q bc responsible for 50% of all disease, 75% of all non-accidental deaths.

{} Bblogical effects of some forms of radiation are superlinear in dose-response, rising very rapidly
f h erposures. This assumption invalidates previous recommendations of the NAS-BEIR, NCRP,

f rnd other sources, upon which the federal regulations regarding permissible dose rates are based.

5l hesent evidence suggests that for all cancer the increased risk may be from l% per mrem to
lJlI for each rem whole body exposure when exposures are brief, and l0 to 100 times greater

h prolonged low doses. For leukemia, the doubling dose may be I to 5 rads in adults, and 15 times

b - dweloping embryos. An annual dose of 25 mrem from environmental exposure may give at least

[f ro 1096 increased cancer risk.

O heconception and in-utero exposures result in stochastic effects which predispose individuals
bGcases involving decreased immunity for their entire lives.

7) Of all the known and suspected carcinogens, mutagens, and tetatogens, radiation appean to be

|} single most certain and potent. Particle for particle, radionuclides may be 100 million times more
E. to developing embryos than thalidomide.

O RaAiation is imperceptible. Radioactive isotopes are forms of common, biologically useful,
di}y assimilable elements and have no difficulty traveling within the biosphere, the food chain,

-&€ human body. Highly active radiotoxins, such as strontium and plutonium, can even cross the

1lmtal barrier to reach the developing fetus.
9) Not all individuals in the population are equally susceptible to the effects of ionizing radiation-

hceptible individuals may be greatly affected by even extremely minute exposures in addition to
rEral background radiation. The class of these individuals is not equally protected by federal reg
*rioas designed to protect the general population as a whole.

lO) Since even the natural background radiation is known to result in serious health effects,

ry additional man-made radiation which is allowed to be released to the environment can only
rltiply the incidence and seriousness of these effects.

I I ) Observed effects on human populations, with studied groups numbering h the millions, confirm
& serious underestimation of the health effect predictions embodied in the present regulations. A
orm€quence of the present error has been deaths to innocents in the U.S. population on the grder of
&as to hundreds of thousands.

'= 
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PART II

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

Physical Evidence: The Nuclear Fuel Cycle
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fhc jurisdiction of the NRC over the mining of radioactive ore is limited by the jurisdictional

(!ats of the Department of Interior, Department of Labor, and other Federal agencies. However,

fmksion action on the present petition will rely on information involving all the health effects

d tbe nuclear fuel cycle, including those which occur outside the Commission's own jurisdiction

r e result of activities which are licensed or regulated by the NRC.

C-q Hazard. Reference has already been made to the increased risk of cancer among uranium miners

t-ch has been observed for five centuries. According to one estimate, 3,200 miners now mine

-'rium 
underground in the United States and 900 more are involved in open pit operations. By

!!llp. the industry projects it will need 18,400 underground miners and 4,000 above ground miners.

The NRC staff has estimated the radon-222 gaseous releases from mining to be 4,060 Curies

{G) per reactor year. At the present level, this commits the fuel cycle to releasing 284,000 Ci annually

b th€ atmosphere in the Western United States. If 150 reactors operate, 609,000 Ci will be released

-nlly. 
If 380 reactors operate (National Energy Plan projection for year 2000), 1,542,800 Ci will

b rebased annually. 500 reacton (GESMO projection) would require the release of 2 million curies

lE year from the mining of ore.

The cancer risk estimatcrs cited by WASH-I400, GESMO, and NRC staff affidavits would give 135,

l3-2" and 6.9 deaths per million man-rem whole body, lung, and bone exposure, respectively.

E?A cancer risk estimators give 140 and 28 to 280 cancen per million man-rem for whole body and

lq exposures respectively. Using NRC staff figures, present mining practices commit 0-085 cancer

acds per reactor-year to the population of the Eastern states downwind from Radon-222 alone.

Tfcse figures involve the BEIR-72 health effect estimates which were taken from high-dose-response

rtcs extrapolated in a straight line into low dose ranges, and the Rasmussen Reactor Safety Study

rik estimate models for population exposure. Accepting for the moment those non-conservatisms

L the Staff estimate which were discussed in the first section of the petition, the NRC estimate, at

lb present level of industry, would be 1 to 45 cancer deaths in the whole population per year.

(tilde puts the environmental dose commitment in man-rems from mining at 110 whole body/RRY

lReference Reactor Yearl, 2,300lung/RRY, and 2800 bone/RRY. 110 x 70 reactors + million man-rem

r 135 = I death. 2300 x 70 + million man-rem x 280 = 45 deaths.)

These population dose responses fall in the category of involuntary risks imposed upon the residents

dwnwind of the mines. Because of the distribution of uranium mines in America, these casualties

nlll be borne primarily by poor rural farmers and native Americans, many of whom do not use

*ctricity. But a large population which is not measured by the dose estimates above is the group

dth the first few inhalations of the gas as it is released: the underground miners and open pit
miners closest to the face of the ore body. At present industry levels, a miner might absorb 1.9

rcm per year. (110 man-rems x 70 rsactors + 4,100 miners.)

By 1990, underthe National Energy Plan, the whole body dose could rise to 41,800 man-rem in

tte mines, still about 1.9 rem per miner, but affecting more miners. A miner's bone dose at this

time could run several rem per year. Using the BEIR estimate that 25 mrem annual dose increases

=l
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risk of cancer 0.8 to 1.5%, the increased risk of cancer would be 60.8 to l14% for each miner

who gets 1.9 rem per year. Again, these risks, although in some measure voluntary, fall dispro-

portionately on poor rural miners and native Americans.

Genetic Effects. The NRC Staff has also estimated the genetic effects of mining releases for the

first 1,000 years at0.37 per reactor year. This would represent 26 annual commitments at the
present level, up to 185 annually by the year 2000, for the whole population. For miners, who
have some of the highest exposures in the fuel cycle, this genetic heritage is expected to be signifi-
cantly greater. These commitments stemming from mining radioactive ore refer to birth defects,
diseases, and mortality among future individuals who are not now present to defend their rights,
including their most basic genetic birthrights.

Millins

Near the head of the uranium mine there is a mill. The purpose of the mill is to extract uranium
from miscellaneous rock brought up from the mine in crude ore. The process is accomplished by
mechanical crushing of the rock so that it can be dissolved by an acid or alkali leach, solvent extraction
process. Uranium, principally UgOg (yellowcake) is purified and concentrated in solvent extraction
steps, separated by thickening and centrifuging, and finally calcined and pulverized for packaging in
55 gallon drums for shipment.

As of March, 197 5, l7 mills were operating in the United States with capacities ranging from
250 to 7,000 tons of ore per day. Large amounts of solid waste tailings remain following the
removal of uranium from the ore. A typical mill may generate I,800 metric tons (MT) per day
of tailings solids slurried in 2,500 MT of waste milling solutions. Over the life of the mill 100 to
200 acres may permanently be committed to store this material.

The radioactivity associated with uranium mill effluents comes from the natural uranium and

its daughter products and other radiation emitters present in the ore. 91.7% of the uranium in the
ore is recovered as yellowcake. The remaining 8.3%, together with 97% of all the radioactive daughters,
is pumped to the tailings retention system in the ore slurry. All liquid, solid, and airborne effluents
from the mill contain some concentration of these byproducts.

The tailings pond will have a radiological impact on the envkonment through the air pathway by
continuous discharge of radon gas (a decay descendent of uranium and radium-226), wind-suspended
particles from dried areas, and decay process gamma radiation near the surface of the pond. There
will also be a radiological impact through the liquid pathway as soluble uranium decay products are

leached from ponds or piles into water bodies.
Tailings Piles. The waste milling solution is used to slurry the solid waste tailings to a tailings retentio::

pond system which uses an earth dam combined with local topographic features, generally the canyon-
head of a seasonal tributary in the general watershed, to form an impoundment. The dam and tributary
permit evaporation of most of the contained waste liquids into the atmosphere and a slow draining of
radioactive heavy minerals into the nearest watercourse. The pond forms a pernanent receptacle for
the residual solid tailings after the plant closes. Wind erosion can then carry off tailings material as

airborne particulate matter unless control measures are undertaken. This control has commonly been

only a minimal reduction of the impact by shallow earth covering or sprinkling with water in the dry
months. Considerable quantities of radon gas are still emitted.



FIGURE 23: Uranium Milling Data
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Ewironmental Protection Agency 1973, 1977 I
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Reviewing present control measures for mill tailings on May 2, 1978, NRC Commissioner Victor

Gilinsky said:

"The basic current objectives set by the NRC are to reduce radon release to about twice the natural

background level by isolating, or stabilizing, the tailings, and to do this in such a way that it is unlikely

the tailings will be disturbed by natural forces in the future. 
*

"For new mills, two basic methods have been proposed by license applicants to meet the objectives.

The first is a surface burial method. Among other things, this involves suitable siting of the tailings,

and radon control through placement of a one foot clay cover over the tailings followed by at least

hve feet of earth appropriately contoured and planted to minimize the effects of wind and water erosion'

"The second method of meeting the performance objectives is underground burial of the tailings. Some

license applicants have proposed return of the tailings to open mine pits.

"This still leaves us with the question of how to handle the twenty-six million tons of tailings at

abandoned uranium mills in several western states.

"A Department of Ener'gy Assessment of this probiem has been performed and published. It shows

that none of the sites can be considered in satisfactory condition from the long term standpoint. At
some sites, no stabilization of the tailings had been carried out. At others, the site conditions were found

to require continued surveillance and maintenance.
"A plan drafted bi the Executive Branch and incorporated in draft legislation submitted to the Congress

a few days ago would authorize corrective actions by the Federal government. . . .While each of the inactive
sites presents a unique waste management problem, the performance criteria now being applied to new,

regulated uranium mills should in my view be the objective for the remedial action program to the extent
practicable."

No discussion is made of just how six feet of soil and appropriate contouring will protect the tailings

from erosion during the 80,000 year hazard life of the piles, including the effects of several interceding
ice ages, and the geological changes to be expected in the Rocky Mountain Range. Nor is any discussion

made of the effects of rain and groundwater movement on the soluble uranium residues in fine particulat.
form which have been rendered more susceptible to release by the process of milling.

Since natural background radiation is now thought to be responsible for up to 75% of all non-

accidental de:ths, the effect of doubling or tripling the natural background rate of radon, a principal

environmental radionuclide, must be seen as having serious public health consequences. Is this the

"basic current objective" of the NRC? Alternative objectives which would better protect the public

health would be effective geological isolation or never creating the tailings.

Process Releases. Airborne releases from uranium milling operations include both particulate matter
and gases. Dusts containing uranium and byproducts (principally thorium-23O and radium-226) arc
released from ore piled outside the mill. Dusts containing these radionuclides are released from the
ore crushing and ventilation system. A dust containing mostly UgOg is released from the yellowcake

drying and packaging operations. These dusts are discharged to the atmosphere by means of low stacks.

Uranium discharged to the air pathway as ore dust and as calcinated yellowcake and the radium-226
and thorium-23O discharged to the air pathway as ore dust are all considered insoluble aerosols. If
they are inhaled, aerosols that are insoluble in body tissue fluids tend to remain in the puknonary

region so that the lung becomes susceptible to carcinoma and degenerative dieeases.

Radon gas is released from the ore storage piles, the ore crushing and grinding ventilation system,

leach tank vents, and the tailings retention system. There is no practical method presently identifiable,
according to the Environmental Protection Agency, that will prevent the release of radon gas from
uranium mills.
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Long-Term Impact. ln 1976, R. O. Pohl pointed out that the Thorium 230 in mill tailings decays

b ndium 226 which in turn decays to radon-222, with a time scale determined by the 8 x 104 year

Hf-life of thorium 230. He suggested the NRC calculated release rate underestimated the full extent

d the decay-chain hazard.

ln 1977, Kepford testified in the matter of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (Docket 50-320) Operating

liense hearings - and was supported in his numerical calculations by the concurrence of the NRC

rrff - that the uranium mill tailings factor incorporated in present regulations (10 CFR) was under-

cgimated by several orders of magnitude in calculating health effects over hazard life. The central

ctsor came in failure to base the radiobiological impact on the active life of the piles, rather estimating

cly the impact over the life of the mine.

This position propounded by Kepford has been supported by the September 21, 1977 memorandum

5l James R. Yore, Chairman, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel (ASLBP), Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, from Dr. Walter H. Jordan, ASLBP, NRC. Dr. Jordan, past assistant director of Oak

Ritge National Laboratory, informed the ASLBP that the Code of Federal Regulations Table S-3, giving

bel rycle release values, was low by a factor of 100,000. Dr. Jordan told Chairman Yore that the

rybion would increase by hundreds the deaths to be expected from the mill stage, per yearly reactor
fuel requirement, assuming optimum management of the tailings. Dr. Jordan subsequently refined this

fpure to 400 additional deaths per reactor fuel requirement per year from mill tailings. At the present

tine this figure indicates that the loss of life among future citizens from each year's commitment to
rbe fuel cycle is 28,000 from the mill tailings alone. By the year 2000, the annual commitment will
heve become, by this NRC estimate, 200,000 deaths to future citizens.

These matters have recently been addressed by Dr. R. L. Gotchy of the NRC Staff. NRC estimates

rere 0.ll to 1.2 cancers and 0.036 to 0.40 genetic effects for active mining, milling, drying and stabil-

ized tailings pile per reactor year for the fint 100 to 1,000 years period. This represents 270 to 3,000
crnc€rs and 90 to 1,000 genetic effects at the present annual fuel cycle commitment and up to 2,000

ro 21,000 cancers and 630 to 7,000 genetic effects by the year 2000's commitment. It should be kept
in mind that these estimates are only for the first 1,000 years. Up to eight interceding ice ages during
the hazard life of the tailings may alter the stabilization of the piles over their 80,000 year life. Effects
efter the first 1,000 years may significantly multiply beyond any possible present institutional ability to
mitigate them. Even if the piles and U.S. population maintained maximum stabilization for the duration
o! the hazard tife, NRC staff estimates imply a present day commitment to cause up to 240,000 cancers

std 80,000 genetic effects to future citizens.

Typical uranium mine and mill operations have also been examined by Dr. William A. Lochstet, Penn

State University, in comments on the draft environmental impact statements on the Sweetwater Uranium

hoject (NUREG-0403) and T-V.A. Dalton Pass Uranium Mine in February 1978. Dr. Lochstet calculated
-het the Dalton Pass project will yield 7.7 x 106kg of uranium in secular equilibrium with I 32 kg of thorium
remaining in the tailings. The eventual decay will yield 4.4 x 1013 curies of radon-222 from uranium and

I x l0l0 curies of radon-222 from thorium. Dr. Lochstet also calculated that the Sweetwater project,

after 15 years of operation will produce 5 x 105 kg of uranium in secular equilibrium with 100 kg of
thorium in the tailings, which will eventually decay to produce 7 x l0l3 curies of ndon-222. Temporary
reductions of impact by earth burial could serve to delay, but will not reduce, the health effects which
will appear as a result of the tailing piles eroding ar,3 releasing their burden to the air and water for
biological uptake.
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As Lochstet noted, it is not possible to accurately predict the world or U.S. populations thousands

of years into the future. To provide a basis to start from, it is reasonable to use the present population

and its current distribution. The NRC has recently done this, assuming a U.S. population of 300 million,

concluding that the release of one curie of radon-222 from a typical tailings pile will result in a dose

of 0.56 man-rem to the bronchial epithelium. Lochstet drew upon NRC's conclusion and did not address

the other doses (body, bone, skin, etc.). Lochstet also assumed as correct the NRC estimate of cancer

risk of 22.2 deaths per million man-rem to the bronchial epithelium (WASH-I400 and GESMO) which

must now be understood to be non-conservative for low dose, constant-burden, health responses. Lochstet

also assumed that the EPA estimate of radon reduction by burial applies over the life of the piles, reducing

the effect by a factor of 20 in the Dalton Pass Mine and l0 in the Sweetwater Mine. The bottom line,

using these generous-tothe-industry estimates, is that the Dalton Pass Mine will cause 12,000 deaths from
thorium decay and 27 million deaths from uranium decay over the hazard life of the piles, and the Sweet-

water mine will cause 20,000 deaths from thorium and 90 million deaths from uranium decay over the
life of the piles. These figures - over 100 million deaths from two uranium mills - as is noted above

may be low-estimated by several orders of magnitude. And remember, there were 17 mills operating as

of l9?5, and over 200 may yet be opened.

Dr. Walter Jordan observed that this type of recalculation would amount to a large number of deaths but
stated to Chairman Yore:

"It is very difficult to argue that deaths to future generations are unimportant. But it can be shown that the
number is insignificant compared to those due to the radon contribution in natural background."

It is doubtful Dr. Jordan could persuade a patient dying from a lengthy ordeal with lung cancer that his
death was insignificant when compared to the natural background of lung cancer deaths in the United
States annually.

The House Committee on Government Operations provides this analysis:
It could be argued, as Dr. Jordan indeed does, that the number is "insignificantl' using his word,compared

to the number of deaths caused by the presence of radon in the natural background environment. But there
is a major fallacy in this contention. The radon from the tailings results from the activities of man and could
be prevented. The accelerated radon release does not stem from the evolutionary process of nature.

These effects, however, are not immediately observable. Therefore, the nuclear industry argues that nuclear
power is safe.

Subcommittee witness Illinois Attorney General William Scott put it this way:
. . .on the whole problem of the storage of hazardous wastes (the state government thinks) of it so far
in terms of . . .some vague idea of thorium dust, spent fuel rods, instead of thinking of people with
birth defects, brain damage, people dying horrible deaths of cancer.

' ..If the people who were exposed to...radioactivity would all of a srdden drop over right away,
then you could relate to it. But the fact that the . . .radioactivity will cause bladder cancer 15 or
25 years fiom now, does not immediately surface, so the problem is not that dramatic.
. . .We have a time bomb ticking already.

Left to their natural repositories deep within the Earth, natural radionuclides such as uranium would
slowly, by the gradual processes of upheaval and erosion, leave their mark upon the biosphere and its
inhabitants over the seven billion year life remaining in the sun. Removed from their relatively safe
natural repositories and piled high on the surface, they are free to work great damage on a single gener-
ation, releasing the poisons which would otherwise be slowly leached over millenia, into the direct air
and liquid pathways to man. The accumulated volume of uranium tailings in the U.S. through 1978
is thought to be near 140 million tons. Approximately 23 million tons are located at inactive mill sites
and I l7 million tons are located at operating sites. The total radioactivity of these tailings was estimated
at 140 thousand curies. It is estimated that by the year 2000, between 68 and 228 MT of mill tailings
will have been generated, covering an area in the United States of between 30 and 70 square miles. t:

ii'
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Elevated radiation levels from building material wero discovered in Grand Junction, Colorado,

where some structures are built on or adjacent to uranium mill tailings. The tailings were incorpor-

ated in either the fiil, building material, or concrete. Because the radon daughter activity levels in

many of the structures exceed the Surgeon General's guide, ERDA and the State of Colorado are

conducting a multi-million dollar remedial action program to reduce them. As part of the EPA's

dose assessment progmm for evaluating the radiological quality of the environment, a study was con-

ducted into the health impact of the current mill tailings inventory. The mill-tailings dose commitment

at this time is estimated by the EPA to range from 140 mremiyear individual internal dose at mills in
remote areas with suitable covering (2.5 person-rems/year population dose) to 14,000 mrems/year at

sites such as Grand Junction (70,000 person lung'rems internal doseiyear).

Because the mill tailings remain active for the life of the planet, it would be inconceivable to leave

them for future generations to build habitats on or inside. They will have to be effectively isolated from

the biosphere as in the case of all harmful radwaste, but the sheer volume of the ore is likely to make

this process extremely expensive, growing more so every year.

The idea of giving an individual private citizen in the general population a 14,000 mrem annual internal
(lung) dose of ionizing radiation can no longer be considered as a viable option.

FIGURE 24: Summary of Dose Data for Technologically Enhanced

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

lnternal
In dividual Dose

(mrem/year)

Natural Radiation Sources

I 976

lnternal
Population Dose

(person - rem /year)SOURCE

Ore Mining and Milling 100,000

Uranium mitl tailings 140--14,,000

Phosphate mining & processing

Thorium mining & milling
Radon in potable water supplies

Radon in natural gas

Radon in liquified petroleum gas

Radon in mines

Radon exposure in natural caves

Radon from geothermal power plants

Radioactivity in construction materials

2.5 --70,000

....

2,73 0.000

3 0,000

54

1 --4

I 4,400

--- indicates no dose data yet available Source: EPA-52O/4-77-OO5, 1976, Table 8.1
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FIGURE 25: Dose Commitment from U.S. Uranium Mining Industry Airborne Effluents

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (GESMO) 1976
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FIGURE 26: Dose Commitment from U.S. Uranium Milling Industry Airborne Effluents
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (GESMO) 1976
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UF6 Convenion Process

A necessary step in the fuel cycle is the conversion of yellowcake to uranium hexafluoride (UF6),

a gaseous compound used for the uranium enrichment process. There are two existing commercial

UF6 production facilities at the present time, at the Allied Chemical plant in Metropolis, Illinois, and

Kerr-McGee in Gore, Oklahoma.

Two methods are used in the conversion process. First, the dry, or hydrofluor, process consists of
reduction, hydrofluorination, and fluorination steps in fluidized bed reacton, followed by distillation.

A second method, the wet solvent extraction process, employs an additional wet chemical solvent

extraction step at the head end of the dry process.

The combined capacity of the two plants now in operation is between 17,300 and2l,900 MT of
UF6 per Vear. Three to five additional facilities will be needed by the year 2000.

Radioactive effluents from the conversion process are gaseous, liquid, and solid. Gaseous effluents

include raclioactive U3OS, UO2, UF4, UF6, (NH4)oU2Oj, and UO2F2. Uranyl Nitrate may also be

present in the gases released from wet process plants. These products may be either soluble or insoluble

aerosols, but about two-thirds are released in the more biologically damaging insoluble aerosol form.

Radioactive liquid effluents occur from both types of process but the wet solvent method has a much

greater volume. Total industry waterborne emissions are estimated to range from 340 to 450 curies

through the year 2000, involving the creation of 1.7 MT liquid waste from conversion of each 10,000

MT yellowcake, 5.8 MT per reference reactor year (RRY).

The total quantity of radioactive solids estimated to be generated by the UF6 industry through the

year 2000 is from 97,000 to 127,000 MT containing2l,000 to 28,000 curies.

According to the Environmental Protection Agency and NRC, an individual living near the plant

boundary of a wet process plant may receive 29 mrem to the lung and 0.2 mrem to the bone per year

per facility-year by the inhalation pathway and 19.2 mrem to the bone,3.9 mrem to the kidney, 1.6

mrem to the G I. tract, and 3.5 mrem to the whole body by drinking water. An individual living near

the dry process plant can receive 72 mrem to the lung and 0.5 mrem to the bone by inhalation, and

50.8 mrem to the bone, 1.4 mrem to the kidney, 1.6 mrem to the G.I. tract, and 33.1 mrem to the

whole body by drinking water every year the facility operates.

These whole body doses, correlated to the BElR-estimated cancer morbidity figure of l% increased

risk per 25 mrem annual whole body dose, represent an increased risk of 0.1 to 2.0% of some additional

cancers in the surrounding population. The present plants have a population density environment of 25-40

p€rsons per square mile. Assuming a whole body dose commitment of 15 mrem (3.5 wet proc€ss, 33.1

dry process) out to a radius of 20 miles (14,000 persons) additional cancers can be predicted. The 1950

expectancy of cancer in the whole population ranged from 15.4% in non-white males to 28.2% in white

females. In 1970 this range had increasedto23.4 to29.8%. Continuing this trend to the year 2000,

cancer expectancy would range from 30% to 34.5%. An increase of 15 mrem annual exposure would

represent O.6Vo tncreased risk of cancer. This would raise 1970 expectancy to 23.54'30%. Year 2000

expectancy would become 30.18 to 34.77o. Thus, to the private residents nearest to the plant, 2O to 28

additional cancers can be predicted to result from the operation of each UF6 facility' using BEIR, NCI,

and NRC figures.

,-fft = r'
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FIGURE 27: UF6 Production - Hydrofluor Process

Environmental Protection Agency, 1976
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FIGURE 28: Integrated Dose Commitnent from UF6 Conversion Industry Effluenb, 1975 through year 2000

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (GESMO) 1976
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\"olatile uranium hexafluoride is transported to an enrichment facility for improvement to fuel grade.

l{erural uranium and raw UF6 contain less than l% U-235 and more than 99% U-238. Standard design

LfRs require fuel that is in the range of 2to 4%U-235. To enrich the U-235 content of natural

unnium, a gaseous diffusion technique is generally employed in this country.

L-ranium is enriched by pumping UFO through a system of numerous porous filters, or membranes.

These membranes discriminate against the passage of the heavier isotope U-238 by a theoretical maximum

bctor of 1.0043, or about 1,700 barrier passages to obtain the desired enrichment. The actual plants do

rct obtain theoretical maximum, however, and so many thousands of multiple passages, called "cascades"

le required

The UF6 gas is driven through the barriers by compressors powered by electric motors. It is the

wrpression of the gas by electricity which may represent the largest environmental impact at this stage

of the fuel cycle. A single plant, at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, requires more electricity to run its cascades

thn is required by the cities of Nashville, Knoxville, and Chattanooga, industrial and residential uses

mbined. According to TVA, 15,000,000 MT of coal must be burned each year to provide enrichment
plents with electricity. While a BWR is 14,000 times more radiation emitting to the atmosphere than a
mal-fired plant, this amount of coal still represents an enorrnous radiological atmospheric burden as well
r a health burden for other reasons. If the present nuclear industry were to run at the peak generating

lcrel it achieved during the first two months of 1978 (an equivalent generation of 60,000,000 tons of

"oal/year), stlll25% of that power would be lost to uranium enrichment facilities.
There are three government owned gasebus diffusion plants in the U.S., built between 1943 and 1955.

They are located at Oak Ridge; Paducah, Kentucky; and Portsmouth, Ohio, the latter being the largest.

Tbe current complex of plants has a production capacity of about 10,000 MT of separative work units

TSWIJ) per year, enough to support 90 reference reactors. Oak Ridge and Paducah are operated by Union
Cerbide and Portsmouth is operated by Goodyear Atomic. Three additional plants will be needed by the
par 2000.

Gaseous diffusion plants are the largest plants in the world with respect to land area under roof. Of
tbe total 1,500 acres devoted to the combined three sites, 425 acres are covered with structure.

Impacts. The high thermal gain involved with compression of the volatile gas and operation of electri-
cel motors requires enormous amounts of coolant. In 7972, the U.S. diffusion iomplex consumed about
3 million gallons of water per day. The high rate of evaporation occasionally resulted in misting or
fogging of the surrounding area.

Approximately 0.007% of all uranium processed is directly released to the environment as gaseous

end liquid effluents. This material travels through atmospheric and liquid exposure pathways and results

m a dose to humans. The EPA estimates that an individual living in the vicinity of a model enrichment
prlant could inhale 0.05 Ci uranium per year per facility-year. Moreover, the same individual could
absorb 0.6 Ci/yr uranium from drinking water.

Occupational doses are also exceedingly high. NRC estimates that breathing the air in the plant produces

an annual lung dose commitment to operating and maintenance penonnel of about 700 mrem average.

Accidental emissions due to the expected number of fires, explosions and chemical accidents may give

the maximally exposed individuals a dose equivalent several times that of the average dose.

,€
i5-
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Solid wastes consist of sludge from onsite storage ponds, about 100 MT uranium per year, which

is collected and buried on site, and uranium enrichment tailings of U-238 solids, which are stored for
future uses. Assuming that only l/100 of the radon decay daughters escape because of impeccable

waste management practices, and further assuming that half of the radon will disperse harmlessly over

the ocean, Lochstet has calculated the health effects of these tailings.

Tailings. In his comment on the TVA draft impact statement for Dalton Pass, Lochstet calculated

the enrichment tailings to be produced from the Dalton Pass mine. With uranium enrichment plants

operating at 0.2% tails assay, 5,900 MT will remain as tailings while 1,500 MT will go to reactor fuel.
The U-238 tailings will decay to produce 8.4 x 1014 curies of radon-222. Lochstet then assumed only
24 x IOl2 man-rem (l l2OO of the potential impact) would result because of good management and

cross-ocean absorption. Nonetheless, Lochstet concluded that this O.5Vo population dose meant

52 million deaths over some 85,000 yea6.
This figure contrasts rather sharply with NRC's prediction of zero deaths from the enrichment stage

(NUREG-0002). But support is lent to Lochstet's predictions by recent epidemiological studies in the
vicinity of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (ORGDP). Oak Ridge occupies two counties in
Tennessee; Anderson and Roane. A study of cancer mortality in Anderson and Roane Counties from
1950-1969 reveals that mortality for non-white females from leukemia in Anderson County is 4 times
the number expected from vital statistics for the state. The mortality for non-white females from lung
cancer in Andenon County is also four times the number expected. From the following table it can be
seen that Roane and Anderson Counties have a higher age-adjusted, race and sex-factored cancer mortality
in 22 of 30 categories than the State of Tennessee as a whole. This data strongly suggests that the
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant is murdering the surrounding population, beginning with the non-white
females.

Were we to assume that the Union Carbide-ERDA predicted dose commitments from ORGDP to the
maximum-exposed resident were actually correct, it would indicate that these deaths are occurring at
dosages of less than 0,0003 mrem per year.

FIGURE 29: Cancer Mortality for Oak Ridge and Control, 1950-1969
After C.H. Patrtck, 1977
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-f;5rzg (Jnaccounted For. One other escape of radioactive materials from enrichment facilities is

ffirring right through the doors of the plant. This is the material designated 'Materials Unaccounted

FEr' (r{UF). Charles Thornton, former AEC Director of Nuclear Materials Safeguards, who was on

dle llanhattan Project and was designer of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1943 is quoted as

rying:
'The aggegate MUF from the three diffusion plants alone is expressible in tons. No one

knows where it is. None of it may have been stolen, but the balances don't close.... The AEC

cen say officially that quantities of MUF are not dangerous. That is not so. Tons have been

lct. They can say they have impregrable barriers, sensitive modern instruments. Not that im'

pregnable, not that sensitive. They can say 'The numbers are not good, but we don't know how

to do any better.' If you admit that this industry is not controllable, then you shut down. You

wait until it is controllable, and then start up.'

FELtRE 30: Present United States Enrichment Complex Flow Diagram
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FIGURE 3l: Integrated Dose Commitment from U.S. Uranium Enrichment Effluenb, 1975 through year 3tlilr

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (GESMil 1976
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Fuel Fabrication

Slightly enriched uranium hexafluoride is shipped from the enrichment facility in sealed 2,300
kg. cylinders to a fuel fabrication facility. At the fabrication plant, the UF6 is hydrolyzed to uranyl

fluoride, UO2F2, and ammonium diurinate (ADU) is precipitated by the action of ammonium hy-

droxide. The ADU is then dewatered by centrifuging or filtering, and calcinated to UO2 powder in
a cracked ammonia atmosphere. The dioxide powder is pelletized, sintered, and loaded into stainless

steel or zrcalloy tubing about 12 feet long and lz inch in diameter (3.7 m. x 13 mm.), which is then

capped and welded. This finished fuel rod is assembled with several hundred other fuel rods to form
a finished fuel assembly and readied for shipping to a reactor. There are 50,000 fuel rods in a reactor.

The present fuel fabrication industry consists of nine plants. Current capacity of the industry is

about 2,700 MTU per year as fuel assemblies. Anticipated expansion may increase this capacity to
about 8,200 MTIJ per year by 1980. By the year 2000, an estimated 13,500 MTU capacity may be

needed, requiring 8 or 9 facilities.
An additional process is used at the fuel fabrication plant to recycle fuel rods which are found

defective. But it may be questionable how many are found defective by the industry's own inspections.

According to a published report in Science, a worker at the now-defunct Kerr-McGee facility in
Oklahoma charged that thousands of defective fuel rods for the Hanford facility were released as

satisfactory rather than be put through the unprofitable process of recycle. NRC is presently investigating

this claim.

Recycle involves dissolution of the pellets in nitric acid, purification by solvent extraction, cal-

cination and reduction to UO2 which may then be returned to the fabrication process. UO2 recycle

is a similar process to spent fuel reprocess and plutonium recovery.

Resource Commitment. One frequently overlooked impact of the nuclear fuel cycle begins at the
fuel fabrication stage. The stainless steel and zircalloy tubing contains rare metals such as chromium
and zirconium which will soon be depleted from their natural repositories. For each metric ton of
fuel consumed, 1.4 metric tons of stainless steel or zircalloy 'cladding'is reqirired. Unlike other uses

of these alloys, such as medical, laboratory, and food processing equipment, cladding may not be

scrapped or recycled when it is finished in the nuclear fuel cycle. It has become so radioactive that it
must be isolated from contact with the biosphere for millenia. We are thus in the position of throwing
away some of the most scarce and valuable (essential for sanitary engineering) metals we hav*thousands
of tons every year-in order to generate electricity in the present era. The ultimate costs of thb fotry
are to be borne by future generations, and the cost in terms of human life may be dear indeed. Our
children may need the metals far more than we need the energy.

Impact. Due to leakage, spillage, and breakage, some enriched uranium is released to the waste

streams of the plant and escapes into the biosphere as UO2F2 and UO2. These airborne radionuclides

are believed by EPA to be in the form of insoluble aerosols. There are also radionuctdes released into
drinking water that are in solution. The scrap recovery processes tend to release a larger fraction of the
material processed to air and water effluent streams than do the fuel fabrication lines. Aveila$1e 6.ta
indicate this scrap release is at least l% of all material processed, possibly several tons per year. Water

is used to dilute any contaminated liquid process wastes in the fabrication plant prior to release offsite.

The estimated total industry discharge of this contaminated, radioactive water to watercounes is estimatcd

by the NRC to be about 9 million gallons/day.

='F



Worken. Occupational exposures result from external radiation and from inhalation during

normal working hours of air containing about 9.7 x lO-12 pCilml of a mixture of radionuclides.

The average exposure received by the occupational worker in the fabrication operation is estimated

by NRC to be 260 mrem annual whole body dose along with a critical organ dose commitment of
9,950 mrem to the lung. This annual whole body dose cdmmitment is about 5% of the 10 CFR
20 limits for annual occupation exposure, although it is double natural background. According to
recently revised estimates of biological damage, this dose commitment raises each worker's risk of
cancer at least lO% - 2 to 3 additional cancers per 100 workers - and doubles the worker's risk of
leukemia after 10 yean. No large epidemiological study has ever been performed on the health effects

in this worker population.

As with all stages of the fuel cycle, normally occurring accidental releases - in this case overfilling
cylinders, rupture of cylinders or protective containments, explosion in reduction furnaces, or criticality
accidents - would result in a significantly higher dose to the maximally exposed individuals. Accidental
worker contamination has occurred on a number of occasions in the past - press reports say more than
70 times at the Kerr-McGee facility.

Radwaste. Estimates of solid wastes from fuel fabrication facilities involve both onsite burial and
shipment offsite to commercial burial sites. Onsite burial of calcium fluoride removed from liquid wastes
is estimated to be 680 MT per year per 900 MT/Y production facility. GESMO sets the total volume of
solid wastes generated at the fabrication stage, 1975-2000 at 1.5 x 105m3. A large portion of this
radwaste has been lost in unmarked shallow burial sites.

MUF. Fuel fabrication plants also lose enriched uranium through inept management. John McPhee
reports in Curve of Binding Energy that fuel fabrication plants lose dozens of kilograms of special
nuclear materials each year. That was as of 1970. Recently 8,000 pounds of weapons grade material
was reported missing from Apollo, Pennsylvania's NUMEC fuel fabrication plant. Press reports have
suggested this nuclear material was diverted to Israel for an atomic weapons progmm.

FIGURE 32: Fuel Fabrication Planb: Site Size and Demography

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (GESMO 1976
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Town of lonesboro. One fuel fabrication plant which has received much attention recently is the
Ccfty-Nuclear Fuel Services plant near Jonesboro, Tennessee. The plant began operation in 1958 to produce

Dclear fuel, both enriched uranium and mixed-oxide fuel assemblies for the nuclear Navy. Getty is also
&e former operator of the ill-fated West Valley FRP which terminated its responsibilities and left New
York with a contaminated site - - after cancer in the closest downwind population center reportedly in-
stzred 95% - - in 1976. The Atlanta Journal reports that cancer deaths in the county surrounding the
Jonesboro plant have doubled in the twenty years since the plant opened.

State Health Statistician Tom Brian graphed the increased cancer rate for Unicoi County and found
e sharp divergence over the state norm (third most rapidly increasing state cancer rate in the country).
After a 15 year latency period, the sharp increase in cancer in Jonesboro began about 1973 and is stitl
irreasing.

River sediments collected five miles downstream from the plant discovered 0.14 pCilg plutonium-238.
Five drinking water samples taken in Jonesboro in May, 1978 showed positive readings of radioactive
heavy metals rangtng as high as3.2 +f 1.6 pCi/I. ln 1977,250 to 500 pounds of enriched uranium was

reported released into the Nolichucky River by routine plant operation. Plant releases exceeded state
permitted limits for Fluoride, Mercury, solid organics, and Nitrogen, but non-compliance was not prosecuted
by the State of Tennessee.

When the townspeople of Jonesboro objected to the elevated radiation in their drinking water,
tLe NRC sent three officers from the Atlanta Regional Office to meet with the town. At a town
neting held in May, 1978, the NRC representatives said that doses of 50,000 mrem eaused cancer,
ad that the NFS plant gave only 0.2 mrem to the nearest resident. They said that none of the
hcilities licensed by NRC caused or threatened to cause health effects to any sector of the economy
(quite the contrary to published NRC tables of health effects).

FIGURE 33: Integrated Dose Commitment From the U.S. Fuel Fabrication Industry,1975 to year 2000
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, GESMO, I 976
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Almost all the citizens did not want additional radiation at all, and said so. They questioned the

right of the plant to injure them and to damage their future generations. NRC attempted to persuade

rhe townspeople the plant was safe, but when the townspeople expressed disbelief,the NRC representa-

tives simply returned to the regional office without taking any action.
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Reacton

Present estimates of electrical power growth indicate a substantial increase in the growth of nuclear

powered generating stations. By the year 2000 up to 65 per cent of the U.S. electrical generation has

been projected to come from nuclear energy. In order to meet this projected demand, approximately

1,200 nuclear reactors with a capacity of one-gigawatt each (l GWe = 1,000,000 kilowatts) would be

required. Projections of future technology indicate that the Liquid-Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)

is expected to account for a substantial portion of this forecasted capacity. Based upon these projections

only about 500 GWe will be from light-water-cooled reactors. For the purposes of this analysis, all
nuclear power stations installed through the year 2000 are assumed to employ light-water reactors.

The capacity of individual reactors has inueased from 50-200 MWe in the early 1960's to 1100-1200

MWe (1 .l-I.2 GWe) for advanced reactors presently being constructed by utilities. Problems associated

with emergency core cooling methods have led to a reduction in the permissible operating power density
and, consequently, 1,000 MWe has been assumed as a reference power level for this analysis. If these

core-cooling problems are resolved, it is possible that the trend toward larger units would continue so that
reactors installed in the latter part of this century mrght be considerably larger than the 1,000 MWe siae.

There are two basic types of light-water reactors: the pressurized-water indirect cycle plant (PWR)

and the direct cycle boiling water reactor (BWR). The method of operation and the differences between
these two types will be discussed in the foll,rwing section. At present there are three domestic manufacturq
of the pressurized-water type:the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, the Babcock & WilcoxCompany, and 

,

the Combustion Engineering Corporation. There is only one domestic manufacturer of the boiling-water rel
the General Electric Company. At the present time, pressurized-water reactors compnse approximately 

I

two-thirds of the light-water generating capacity committed through 1982. This 2:1 PWR:BWR ratio has 
i

been assumed to continue through the year 2000. I

FIGURE 34:

Boiling Water Nuclear Power Reactor (BWR)

Pressurized Water Nuclear Power Reactor (pWR)
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hocess Description A light-water-cooled nuclear power station operates on the same principle

r; a conventional fossil-fueled (oil or coal) power station except that the heat generation is by nuclear

fiesion rather than combustion. The heat liberated in either process is used to convert water into steam.

Tbe steam enters a three-stage turbine consisting of one high-pressure stage and two low-pressure stages.

The turbine consists of a common central shaft attached to a circular array of curved blades. The steam

mpacts on these blades turning the rotor at high speeds. The turbine shaft is connected to a wire wound

&l6ture in the generator. This armature rotates in an applied magnetic field producing alternating electric

ulrrent.
-\fter passing through the turbine the low pressure steam passes through a condenser where the steam

uamfers its remaining heat to the condenser cooling water and is condensed back into water and is

re.lcled into the boiler. The heated condenser cooling water ntay be released directly to the environment

@ a single-pass open-cycle cooling system. However, this heated water may have an adverse impact

on aquatic organisms and the use of open-cycle systems is decreasing in favor of augmented cooling

ry$ems. Ttds is particularly important for nuclear power plants as they have a lower thermal efficiency
n3l? ) than fossil-fueled plants (40%) and, consequently, discharge about two-thirds of their heat output
Eo the environment.

There are several types of auxiliary cooling systems which have been proposed for nuclear power

g{ants. The open cycle system may be retained with the addition of evaporation ponds, long discharge

canals. or spray canals which permit the excess heat to be transmitted to the atmosphere prior to discharge

of rhe condenser cooling water to the receiving water body. The other principal alternative is to employ
r closed-cycle cooling system which transfers the heat almost completely to the atmosphere using cooling
trol-ers and recycles the cooled water back to the condenser.

The principal differences between the nuclear and conventional electric generating stations are in the

1pe and quantity of fuel consumed and the nature of the residuals which are discharged from the process.

The fossil-fueled plant will produce sulfur oxides. carbon monoxide, nit'ogen oxides, hydrocarbons, and

Forticulate (dust) emissions. The nuclear power plant produces highly radioactive atoms from the fission

$ the uranium atoms (fission products) and also from the absorptiorr of neutrons by the coolant and

irmctural materials (activation products). These radioactive materials are largely contained within the

d
ft
ty
b

reactor fuel elements, but due to cladding defects, normal operating releases, leakages, containment purging,

end accidents, large amounts of radionuclides are released to the biosphere.

Sources of Radioactive Discharges to the Environmenf. Nuclear power reactors generate radioactive

materials as a consequence of the fissioning of uranium and by neutron absorption in the coolant and in
srructural materials which leads to induced radioactivity in these components. The products of uranium
ission comprise a large number of elements and include both stable and radioactive isotopes of these

:iements. Among the more important radionuclides produced by uranium fissioning are isotopes of the

:oble gases krypton and zenon, the alkali metals cesium and rubidium, the alkaline earths barium and

::rontium, and the halogens iodine and bromine.

The capture of the neutrons liberated in fission by the nuclei of stable elements often results in the

;roduction of radioactive activation products. The coolant activation products are generally gases such as

rrgon-41, fluorine-18, nitrogen-13, nitrogen-16, and oxygen-19 which have short halfJives in the range of
;:r-eral seconds to a few hours. The induced activities in the structural materials may have considerably

.lnger half-lives and comprise a much wider range of elements including zirconium, manganese, nickel.

-:on, carbon, chrcmium, cobalt, and copper. These radionuclides usually remain fixed in the structural

:raterials but can enter the coolant as a consequence of corrosion and erosion in the pumps and other

:',oving components.
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Nuclear power reactors are constructed with multiple barriers for isolating these radionuclides from

the environment. The principal barrien are: (l) the fuel cladding, (2\ the reactor systems, and (3) the

reactor and auxiliary buildings. Release of radioactive material to the environment occurs principally as a

consequence of the penetration of one or more of these barriers. This penetration can occur due to the

presence of structural defects, leakage from pumps or other components, or intentionally as a consequence

of the particular plant design. The remainder of this section discusses the specific release pathways from

each barrier while providing typical estimates for the magnitude of release from each pathway.

FueI Cladding Defects. The primary barrier for isolating radioactive fission products from the

environment is the fuel rod cladding. Within a 1000-MWe nuclear reactor there are billions of curies

of radioactive isotopes; the iodine-l31 alone can amount to over 70 megacuries. The inajor fraction of
these fission proclucts is retained within the ceramic matrix of the uranium dioxide fuel pellet' However,

the more volatile elements such as the halogens and noble gases can diffuse through this matrix into the

space between the fuel pellet and the cladding. This diffusion process is accelerated by the high fuel

temperatures and the presence of cracks and fissures produced by thermal stresses so that appreciable

amounts of these elements accumulate in the fuel-cladding gap. Nonvolatile elements such as strontium,

barium, and esium also accumulate there,as they are daughter products produced by the radioactive

decay of short-lived noble gas precursor radionuclides. These radioruclides will be contained within the

fuel rod as long as the thin metallic cladding remains intact. In this situation, the quantity of radioactive

material reaching the coolant will be limited to fission products arising from small traces of uranium which

remain on the outer surface of the fuel as a consequence of the manufacturing process, activation products

which arise from neutron induced reactions with water and air, and traces of metallic elements which enter

the coolant as a result of corrosion of the reactor vessel, piping, and other structural components.

The fuel cladding is approximately twenty-five thousandths of an inch in thickness for PWRs and

approximately thirty-three thousandths of an inch for BWRs and is subjected to thermal stresses as the

reactor power level is changed and mechanical stresses from the high pressure and velocity of the coolant

or from physical contact with the fuel as it expands. These stresses, combined with variations in the

cladding thickness or other irregularities in manufacture, can result in small pin-holes or defects in the

fuel cladding which allow the volatile radionuclides in the cltdding gap to escape into the coolant. Under

severe conditions large failures occur in the cladding which would permit the coolant to contact the fuel
and leach out the less volatile fission products. Particularly vulnerable are the weld points at the top and

bottom of each fuel rod.

The extreme conditions imposed in the reactor core on the fuel cladding over 12 to 18 months in the
core, together with the difficulti,:s e1 producing large quantities of thin, near-perfect tubing for the large
number of fuel rods (approximately 50,000) make it extremely difficult to eliminate such fuel cladding
failures. As a result, nuclear reactor systems are designed to accommodate the equivalent of I percent of
the gap activity (contained in all of the fuel rods) escaping to the coolant through cladding defects.

As was previo';sly mentioned, defective fuel rods in excess of the l% standard have been released
from fuel fabrication facilities to be placed into reactors. The increased escape of radionuclides during
fission places the burden for these defects upon the biosphere, particularly inhabitants living in the vicinit-v
of the reactor.



BWR Condenser Air Ejector Ofl:gas. The boiling-water reactor operates on a dhect cycle and

the contaminated coolant passes directly through the turbine. Entrained radioactive gases, ah which

has leaked into the condenser, and hydrogen and oxygen which result from the radiolytic dissociation

of water are removed from the nain turbine condenser by the steam jet air ejector which is used to
maintain a vacuum in the condenser. These gases are removed at a rate of about 300 cubic feet per

minute.

Primary-to-Secondary Leakage in PIARs. In pressurized water teactors, the secondary coolant system

is isolated from the primary reactor coolant by virtue of the tubing in the steam generators. If these

rubes remain intact, the secondary system would be free of radioactive material. The number of these

rubes can be about 4,000 per steam generator, depending upon the reactor make and plant design power

level, and the number of steam generators per plant may range between 2 and 4, depending on the power

rating and reactor vendor. Due to the large number of tubes present in a plant, the possibility of defects

in the tubing either due to manufacturiag errors, or operating conditions (corrosion, burn-out, or stress)

b enhanced. If holes develop in the steam generator tubing, the primary reactor coolant water will leak

into the steam generator as a consequence of the higher primary system pressure. This water will contain
radioactive materials at the concentration present in the primary coolant and consequently contaminate

the secondary coolant system.

Volatile radionuclides which enter the secondary coolant system as a result of primary-to-secondary

leakage may be discharged to the environment via two pathways: (l) the condenser air ejector and (2)

the steam generator blowdown flash tank. The condenser air ejector removes entrained gases from the
secondary coolant and will extract radioactive noble gases, gaseous activation products, and some of the
halogens (iodines). In many designs, the steam is generated from evaporation of water in the steam genera-

tor. Solids build up in the steam generator and may impair heat transfer. To counteract this buildup,
typically 5-15 gallons of the steam generator bottom liquid are withdrawn per minute. This hot liquid
b bled into a flash tank at a lower pressure than the secondary coolant system. The low pressure and high
temperature cause the rapid evaporation (flashing) of 3O40 percent of the liquid into steam which, in
older plant designs, was released to the atmosphere. The volatile radionuclides would also be carried over
rn the steam and, consequently, released. A major contribution from these releases is the additional
iodine-l31 which can be considerably greater than that from other sources.

System Leakage to Building Atmosphere. Release of radioactivity from reactor and waste treatment

rystems can occur via leakage directly from system components. Much of this leakage is from coolant

pump or valve seals and is generally returned directly to the reactor coolant system. Other leakage paths

include smaller valve seals and releases associated with chemical and radiological analysis. Most of the

liquid released will be collected by plant drain systems and be processed by the waste treatment system.

The volatile elements, including the noble gases and halogens, will be released to plant buildings such as

rhe containment building where they are available for leakage or discharge to the environment. In pressurized

water reactors, this leakage may average between 0.2 - 0.3 gallons per minute and account for 0.4 - 1.0%

of the coolant volume per day. Similar leakage rates may be expected at boiling water reactor plants.

Thus appreciable quantities of the volatile elements may accumulate in the reactor containment building
and auxiliary building atmospheres.
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Containment Purging. Radioactive halogens and noble gases which escape to the reactot contain-

ment from the reactor system may be discharged to the environment during containment venting or
purging. The containment atmosphere is vented or purged in order to test the containment isolation
system on a periodic basis, reduce containment temperature and activity levels prior to and during main-
tenance involving entry into the containment, and also to reduce containment pressure if excessive
system leakage exists. The purges for testing are typically of one to several minutes in duration and may
occur on a monthly schedule. The other purging intervals may last several hours or more and may occur
1-10 times per year.

The steam from the seal together with the entrained volatile radionuclides also escape to the turbine
building atmosphere and are released to the environment unprocessed via the turbine building exhaust.

Other Sources of Leakage. Leakage from the coolant purification and waste treatment systems will
be collected by the auxiliary building floor drains. Volatile radionuclides which remain entrained in the
liquids will be released to the auxiliary building ventilation system and roof vents on the reactor building
to the environment. In addition, gases will be released from the radiochemical fume hoods during sample
analysis and from tank venting and purging operations. These releases are highly variable and depend on
system design parameters, construction techniques, maintenance, sampling and venting frequencies, etc.

During reactor startup, it is necessary to initially depressurize the cooling-water condenser. As a

vacuum is drawn, the coolant present in the condenser will be partially degassed and the noble gases and
a fraction of the halogens will be released. The number of startups and the intervals between shutdown and
startup (which reptesents a decay period) are highly variable. Estimates of this frequency are about 2-10
cold startups per year.

Atmospheric Steam Dumps from FlURs. In order to relieve high pressures in the secondary system
from various abnormal operations (e.g., load rejection), PWR designs include a provision for relieving
steam directly to the atmosphere through atmospheric steam dump valves. Of particular interest is the
steam release which would accompany runback operations (i.e., rapid reduction of reactor power from
l0O% to a level at least high enough to supply the unit auxiliary load) via the main steam relief valves.
The magnitude of this release can be on the order of many tens of thousands of pounds of steam in one
minute. With primary-to-secondary leakage and failed fuel, radioactivity as well as steam would be
released directly to the atmosphere. Although noble gases and some particulates would be released, the
main concern would focus upon the release of radioiodine.

Another direct atmospheric pathway for secondary system steam exists via the feedwater heater
relief valve discharge. Radioactivity release is again predicted on the concurrent presence of failed fuel
and primary-to*econdary leakage.

FIGURE 35: RepresentativeAirborne Radionuclides and Planned Release Rates
Environmental Protection Agency, I g 73
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FIGURE 36: Planned Airborne Release Rates for Normal Reactor Operations
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Determirution of Population Radiation Exposure. The estimation of potential health risks associated

with radioactivity releases from nuclear power reactors requires an assessment of the radiation exposure

resulting from these releases. This dose assessment is a difficult and complex task. The complexity of
the dose assessment results from: (a) the number of different radionuclides produced and released from

the nuclear reactor (there are at least 100 major radionuclides and over 300 radionuclides of lesser

significance); (b) the multiplicity of release paths from the facility; (c) the number of environmental

vectors which can convey the radionuclides to man; and (d) the number of body organs which may be

irradiated by a given radionuclide.
Detailed studies of radionuclide effluents, exposure pathways, and radiation doses have indicated that

this complex situation can be simplified by consideration of the most critical pathways and principal

radionuclides which contribute significantly to the radiation dose. Both calculational studies and environ-

mental measurements have indicated that the principal radiOnuclides which contribute to radiation

exposure from nuclear reactor effluents can be reduced to approximately two dozen in number which

interact via the exposure pathways.

The radioiodines (principally I-131 and I-133) are of importance because of the relatively large yield

in uranium fission and the high affinity of the thyroid gland for iodine. The major exposure pathways

for radioiodine are air inhalation, ingestion of drinking water, fresh milk, beef, and lamb.

Cesium isotopes (Cs-134 and Cs-I37) arc also produced in significant quantities and contribute to the

radiation dose received by the total body, bone, liver, and gastrointestinal (GI) tract. The principal

exposure pathways involved are drinking water and consumption of fish and shellfish.
The noble gases krypton and xenon have many radioactive isotopes which are formed in fission.

These inert gases are important because of their fission yields and half-lives. An important source of
exposure is external whole body irradiation by the gamma-emitting radionuclides in a cloud and the

submersion skin dose from beta emitters.

FIGURE 37: Reprcsentidve Expcurc Pathways for Radiation Expcurc from Reactor Effluenls
Envimnmental hotection Agency, I 9 73
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fun-14. A gaseous effluent which was not even considered in the standards for emission control

lo @at design criteria until this decade is also one of the most dangerous of the radionuclides yet to

Te dEntified. The total absence of Carbon-l4 from the guidelines for over 20 years indicates further

ffi drngerous experiment being performed on the human population. No control mechanism for

winn of Carbon-l4 emissions has yet been developed'

:'rtron-I4 is created by decay and transformation of structural materials, principally carbon-steel,

{ry the fission reaction. It escapes along the routes previously identified for other volatile gases

$Esad at the fission stage. NRC now estimates that C-14 is the third major source of radioactivity

il56qg gaseous effluents (after krypton and radon) from the entire fuel cycle, releasing 24 curies for
'd. reference reactor year of operation, over 12,500 Ci. annually by the year 2000. NRC has estimated

@ rbe dose to the entire population from C-14 would be I l0 man-rem annually, per reference reactor-year,

m m. the order of 5,000 additional cancers from the present industry level.

labon-l4, for all the short time NRC has acknowledged its importance, is now recognized as one of the

r6@d potentially harmful effluents of the fuel cycle. Because of its long half-life, it'represents potential dose

,unrnrirments for hundreds of thousands of years. Because it closely resembles carbon-a staff of life to
rrrmrlr,*ical organisms-it travels easily through the food chain and through the atmosphere to man. It
m6 equally easily through the human body and is not barred by the placental barrier from reaching

ro Sereloping fetus. C-14 may therefore be passed on for generations within the human body.
;
ffere we have an example of an extremely lethal and persistent carcinogen and mutagen which is

,ruog created, being released, being absorbed by humans, and causing its harmful effects for thousands

rm. de{rs with no control technology yet in existence.

trording to EPA, C-14 from the fuel-cycle has already caused about 1,000 health effects. By 2000,

fiu :orrmitment may have reached 10,000 health effects.

uiwldwide Dose Contributions. In addition to producing local radiation exposure, several long-lived

nnsinmrclides are produced which can accumulate in the biosphere and which are capable of migrating

mus hrge distances. Among the radionuclides of concern are the 12.3-year radioisotope of hydrogen, tritium,
Iiluc l0.&year noble gas, krypton-85, the 5770-year Carbon-l4, and the l7 million-year volatile nuclide,
* 19- Tritium is released from reactors as gaseous and liquid tritiated water, HTO, and rapidly enten
n@u lhe water cycle. The evaporation and subsequent movement of tritiated water vapor permits worldwide

uimsion. Krypton-85 is a non-reactive gas and diffuses in the atmosphere. Carbon-l4 has rapid uptake
,rnu, fue vegetation and air-breathing organisms and travels rapidly through all life-systems. I-129 has slow

uunnrlhe over distance, but because of its persistence over millenia and its ability to cross the placental

1rer constifutes a long-term cumulative hazard worldwide.

-{lthough the dose contributions from these radionuclides may be significant in other portions of the

lld. cycle, their cumulative effect is much smaller from reactors because of the smaller release rates from
rmr stations compared to fuel reprocessing plants. The annual discharge of these two materials from a

ffilor is approximately equivalent to the daily discharge rate from a spent-fuel reprocessing plant and the

umfrant exposures are correspondingly smaller for the reactor.

futteillance Study at a Boiling Water Reactor. ln 1968, the Bureau of Radiological Health began a series

rmt srdies at central-station electric power reactors with the following specific objectives: (l) to gain

mnhrmation on individual radionuclides in the effluent as a basis for developing recommended radiological

w'rerltance programs, (2) to evaluate prog@ms associated with measuring discharged radionuclides and

murpreting results in terms of radiation exposure, (3) to observe the movement of critical radionuclides from

, drnt through the environment under routine conditions of station operation, (4) to develop competence

ffiin the Bureau of Radiological Health for assisting public agencies in monitoring sites of nuclear

mrer plants.
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The first radiological surveillance study in this program, described here, was undertaken at the Dresden

Nuclear Power Station of the Commonwealth Edison Company. Dresden I is a boiling water reactor

(BWR) that had generated more than 9 x 109 kilowatt-hours between beginning operation in 1959 and

the study l0 years later. It has been operating at a rated power of 700 thermal megawatts (MWt) and

210 megawatts of electriclty (MWe) since 1962. The power plant is a dual-cycle, forced circulation system,

built by the General Electric Company. Fuel elements consist of slightly enriched UO2 clad in Zical,oy-2.

The station is located in Illinois, 80 km SW of Chicago. Liquid wastes are discharged into the cooling-
water discharge canal which empties into the Illinois River gases and airborne particles are released fiom a

91-m stack; and solid wastes are transported off-site for burial.
The study was planned and performed by the staff of the Division of Environmental

Bureau of Radiological Health, Environmental Health Service, PHS, DHEW.
The following techniques were demonstrated in this study for monitonng radionuclide release and

environmental transport :

l. analysis by gamma-ray spectrometer with Ge(Li) detectors of multiple radionuclides in samples of water from
the station and in effluent before dilution;
2. radiochemical analysis of 35 radionuclides in the primary coolant;
3. collection of radioxenon from enyironmental air on charcoal for analysis by gamma-ray spectrometry;
4. collection o6 l38gt in environmental air on filters with high-volume samplers, and analysis by gamma-ray
spectrometry;
5. use of portable NaI(T1) survey meters as sensitive detectors of the plume from the Dresden stack;
6. use of muscle*quivalent ionization chamber and Shonka electrometer for quantifying the radiation exposure
rate during brief periods within or beneath the plume;
7. use of TLD's for a 2-week period to quantify the average long-term radiation exposure rate from the plume;
8. collection of ionic radionuclides in water from 100-1iter volumes on ion-exchange resins, and analysis by gamma-

ray spectrometry and radiochemical separation;

9. collection of radioiodine from 22.5-liter volumes of milk on an ion+xchange resin, and analysis by gamma-ray
spectrometry;
10. measurement of 1311 in thyroids of cattle that had grazedunder defined conditions near station;
11. collection and analysis of food samples and of drinking water;
12. use of measured release rates at the station.meteorologicaldata, and transfer coefficients to estimate radionuclide
concentrations in samples for comparison with measured or minimum detectable values.

-

FIGURE 38: Spectrogxaphy of Dresden Effluents
Bureau of Radiological Health, 1969
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Dresden Study Data: Radiological Releases

Bureau of Rad. Health 1969
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FIGURE 40: Dresden Study Data: Biota Samples

Bureau of Rad. Health 1969
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fureillance Study at a Pressurized Water Nuclear Reactor. A second study was begun in 1969,

1;rfqmed by the Radiochemistry and Nuclear Engineering Branch of the Environmental Protection

1fsy. This study attempted to accomplish the same tasks as the Dresden study but at a pressurized

uu€r reactor site. The site chosen was that of the Yankee Nuclear Power Plant at Rowe, Massachu-

*<lr" which operates at only 185 MW, approximately 2O% of the size of a single reference reactor,

16J ti2? the size of the largest nuclear generating station now under construction at Hartsville, Tennessee.

Rcsts of this study follow.

rmGlIE 4l: Yankee Study Data; Radiological Releases
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FIGURE 42: Yankee Study Data; Biota Samples

Environmental Protection Agency, I 9 70
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Direct Vector Radiation. On the basis of measurements in the environment, the radiation exposure

from Yankee to persons.living approximately I km distant was 6mR/yr.due to direct radiation. The

natural background radiation in the area was approximately 64 mR/yr. Radiation exposure from this

source (direct vector radiation) to penons living at greater distances would be essentially zero because

of the terrain and distance. At the center of the nearest town the direct exposure rate was 3 mrem/yr.

No estimation of the total exposure to surrounding population, the dose-rate from internal and indirecr

extemal exposures, or the expected health effects was made from this study.
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R.diotogical Surveillance Study at Shippingport. Neither the study of Dresden BWR or Yankee PWR

minJe any correlation to health effects which could be observed in the surrounding populations of
-*rn'rr or human settlements. An analysis which did extend to epidemiolcgical data was performed by

ft- E- J. Sternglass at the University of Pittsburgh in 1973.

llsasurements of the radioactivity of the riven of Western Pennsylvania was carried out under the

Suq'face Water Quality monitoring program of the Pennsylvania State Department of Health. In 1964 and

ry'in in 1970, the gross beta radioactivity in the Ohio River one mile below the plant exceeded by many

t@es the activity measured in the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers which come together to form the
,l&.b some 25 miles above the plant. Using these state measurements and the measured flow in the Ohio

Lrer. the amount of radioactivity added to the river by the Shippingport plant during 12 month periods

m'1964-5 and 1970 were found to have been 78 and 182 curies respectively. The State Health Permit

dlored limit for the plant releases was to have been 0.58 curies. The AEC maximum amount for
iln'luil discharges at that time was 22.6 curies per year.

The licensee, Duquesne Light Company, officially reported liquid discharges other than tritium as

I 53 in 1964, O.l4 in 1965, and 0.07 curies in 19?0, or some 2,500 times less than calculated from
krte measurements which showed 4 pCill above the plant and 18 pCi/l one mile below the plant. High

*reb of radioactivity were also measured by the N.U.S. Corporation in an environmental survey of
{Jhio River sediment conducted in 1971. N.U.S. also found 30O4OO% excess radioactivity concentrations

:c strontium-9O and cesium-I37 in the milk of cows grazing within a radius of 10 miles of the plant as

:rrrnpared with the milk elsewhere, attributable to the escape of radioactive gases from the plant. The
\.f .S. findings suggested that the high radioactivity in the river water resulted from the run-off of gaseous

:eleases deposited on the land surface.

Sternglass reported that as a result of these unreported large liquid and gaseous releases, leukemia and

:ther cancen of lymphatic and blood-forming systems in Beaver County surrounding the plant rose nearly
:07 between the start of the plant in 1957 and 1967. In 1968 cancers from all causes rose to a peak

:f 3O% above pre-operational levels. During the same time cancer rates in Pennsylvania as a whole rose

Sternglass interpreted these changes to represent 200 additional cancer deaths between 1964 and l97O
b-ithin a radius of 30 miles of the plant. He also observed that Pittsburgh area milk experienced a 50To

-se in strontium-9O over a four-year period, and childhood leukemia cases rose 5Q% in Western Pennsylvania

: 1972.

The Sternglass findings raised a number of denials from industry and government. State and federal

snrdies followed to examine his data and methodology and were unable to discount his findings. Yet

rttempts to discredit Sternglass continue to the present.

-4t the Congressional Seminar on Low-Level Radiation in 1978 Dr. Sternglass presented newer information
:elative to another reactor and was met by this response by Dr. Victor Bond of Brookhaven National

laboratory, NCRP, and BEIR:
"l think I should say something on this point. I think as Dr. Sternglass said, or implied, the companies

involved do not at all agree with Dr. Sternglass. I can't speak to the specific case in point, but I know that
previous statements of this nature (have been made) by Dr. Sternglass, and there have been extensive and

detailed rebuttals. . . ."

Dr. Karl Z. Morgan, Professor of Health Physics at Georgia Institute of Technology, responded:
..1 have not followed in detail his particular issue, but for the record I would like to indicate that some

years earlier Dr. Sternglass made allegaiions to the Shippingport reactor. He found that the reported levels

of background, the contamination in tbod and in the ecosystem was higher than one would normally be

willing to accept. He found that there were higher levels of infant mortality and other diseases among the
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population. I was on the review panel that heard both the pro and con of this particular isue. Some

memben of the public, perhaps eyen some members of the panel, interpreted our report to say that we

had refuted the allegations of Dr. Sternglass. However, I did not put that interpretation on our report.

"I think it is only fair to say that it is a fact that the levels of strontium and cesium in and about

Pittsburg and neighboring counties were higher than in other parts of the State and in other parts of the

nation. . . .And the information was not provided to the review committee that would enable us to under-
stand why these levels were higher in this neighborhood. . . .Furthermore, the State public health group
looked into allegations that the health picture was pure in this part of the State. Numerous corrections
were made of the data, and as I interpreted the end result, this is true: the illnesses and infant mortality
was higher in these populations. One can attempt to give reasons for it, but I don't think a satisfactory
answer was ever found.

"Then we come to the question of the records. To me one of the most discouraging and disappointing
revelations was that the data - - the utility data that hrd been collected - - from my point of view as a

health physicist, was completely inadequate and the staff was, from my point of view, derelict in not giving
an all-out effort to try to determine why these levels were high. So I think that it is a matter that we need

to look into when there appears to be evidence that there are high levels associated with any operation.
I think it becomes the responsibility of our agencies, the EPA, the Department of Enetgy, the NRC, the
Bureau of Rad.Health, to look into these allegations and give us some answe6.

"Perhaps at Shippingport they won't find the answers but they should admit that we have attempted
to find out why, and we are condrrcting research to try to get the real answers.'

FIGURE 43: Shippingport Cancer Mortality Change
Stemglass, 1973
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treURE 44: Shippingpott Cancer Changes

Sternglass, l973
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"1 Millirem or Less. " Also at the Congressional Seminar, Dr. Allan Richardson, Chief of the Federal

Guidance Branch in the Office of Radiation Programs at the Environmental Protection Agency made

the statement:

"l think as we all know, the doses to the average member of the population from nuclear power are all

on the order of I millirem or less with a few minor exceptions that don't go much above that."

Dr. Sternglass responded by discussing his current research in Connecticut which he has also reported

to the BEIR Committee:

"I would like to address the question as to whether or not nuclear power plants do indeed give one

millirem or less to the general population. Recent studies which I have been engaged in have unfortunately
shown indications that this figure of I mrem or less is arrived at by leaving out certain very important
factors that had been overlooked.

For instance, in the case of some large nuclear plants-particularly the one I have studied in most detail,
the Millstone plant at Connecticut--I discovered that the monitoring report of the company itself showed

a rise in the Strontium-90 levels in the immediate neighborhood of the plant whereas Strontium-90 levels

all over the country, presumably from all testing, were gradually declining.
"When I further examined the spatial distribution around this particular location, I discovered that the

level of Strontium-90 peaked and increased near the stack of the plant, essentially the location of the plant,
and decreased with further distance away in such a way that it was hard to believe the statement of the utility
that the levels that they observed in the milk-which they admitted they observed-were from general world-wide
fallout. Not only that, but tire levels of Strontium-9O which have now been measured by the utility's own
consulting service reached typical values in the cow, and milk, and within the farms of ten miles around,
of something like 27 pCi/l in the summer of '76,whereas at the height of nuclear testing these levels were
only about an average of typically 20 Io 25,

" In other words, the operation of these plants seems to have increased the level of Strontium-9O in local milk
to levels comparable to what we have only known at the height of testing. Now when one uses the official
NRC Regulatory Guide, 1.109, to calculate the average dose that a child would, for instance, receive if the child
were to drink the milk and consume the local food products according to the prescribed requirements that the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission issues, one is led to calculate annual bone doses in19'14, for instance, of
279 mrem per vear_ and cumulative bone doses, say by the year 1976 vften the plant began operating in I 970,
or in a period of about six or seven years, a total of 80J millirems cumulative bone dose.

Radiological Surveillance Study at MiUstone. Dr. Sternglass then discussed the results of these discharges

which can now be observed in the general population:
"Thete is no question now that we have another major problem due to an unfortunate situation that has

existed when permissible limits set for the Millstone plant were allowed to continue after we had recognized
that discharging 2,970,000 curies of total radioactive gases and particulates into the air in Connecticut was
not acceptable. In 1975 this was a plant that had such enormous discharges, adding to it the pollution from
coal, the pollution from chemicals, and we know from our studies on the coal miners that it is a combination
of smoking and radioactiye gases that increases the lung cancer risla a hundredfold. If a man does not
smoke,heonlygetsitatfiveortentimes. Ifhesmokesanddoesnotgetradioactivity,hegetsariskof
five to ten times. But when we add extremely large amounts of airborne radioactivity on top of people smoking
and coal burning and chemicals, then we are bound to find enormous synergistic effects.

"l hate to say that in the case of the Millstone plant, cancer rose 58%in the town of Waterford between 1970

and '75; 44% in New London, four miles away, and decreasing with distance every direction away. Until when we

got to Maine, cancer during that same period was declining 6Vo. Even in dirty New York City during that same

timespan, with all the automobile exhaust and food additives and coal burning, cancer rates declined more than
l%. And therefore I believe that maybe, if we can learn the lesson that we cannot ignore-the lesson of the uranium
miners-then we can do something about the rising cancer trends in this country.
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The highest yearly average values of Strontium-9O in Connecticut cows' milk collected during the peak

trcrbd of nuclear test fallout was 23 picocuries per liter. A sample of cows' milk collected from a dairy
New London, Connecticut on July 19,1976 contained 27.1 pCill of Sr-90. Goats milk collected

&om the same location on July 7, 1976 eontained 61.8 pCi/l and averaged 35 pCi/l during that year.
Dr. Sternglass's figure of 2,970,000 curies of gaseous emissions from Millstone in 1975 comes from

r report of the NRC released in March, 1977. NRC attributed this release to defects in the nuclear
ftrcl, and reported that in 1976 total gaseous emissions had been reduced to 500,000 curies.

Barry Commoner, Director of the Center for the Biology of Natural Systems, has written this analysis
of the incident:

If the responsible authorities had told us that because of faulty fuel units the Millstone reactor released
. excess radioactive material to the environment in 1975, which resulted in temporary unacceptable levels

of Strontium-9O in milk produced near the plant, some optimism about the reliability of nuclear technology
might be justified. The episode could then be pased off as a correctable technological gaffe. The point is
that despite the best efforts, some mistakes will always occur in a complex technology; the problem is to
be sure that they can be detected and made known to the concerned parties. But that is not what happened
at the Millstone plant. The actual data about emissions and milk levels that sigralled the fuel defect were
in fact collected and duly embedded in the appropriate computer memory, as required by regulations, by
the responsible reactor officials. And, one would suppose, the data warned trre officials about the fuel defect.
But they were unwilling to share that information with the public.

Sndies at the Hanford Atomic llorks

Another reactor site that has been studied in recent years is the Hanford Atomic Works operated
b1'the IJnited States Government and Battelle Northwest Laboratories. Although other processes

rhan reactor fission are performed at Hanford, a number of reactors have operated at Hanford since
rhe Second World War, and most of the staff at Hanford are concerned in some way with handling
radioactive materials, or exposure to radioactive environments.

Hanford is located at Richland, Washington. The first to call attention to radiation health effects
rt Hanford was Dr. Samuel Milham of the Washington State Public Health Department. Dr. Milham
.ras engaged in studying the cancer mortality rates at rnajor industrial sites in Washington. The popu,
htion of occupational workers at Hanford dropped out as the most seri,rusly afflicted with cancer.
Dr. Milham's published findings were reviewed and corroborated by three independent studies of the
data.

AEC and subsequently ERDA, now a part of the Energy Department have carried on long term
studies to follow the health of the Hanford workers. For these workers, who are predominately white
males, there is a systematic recording of data from date of employment to death invohing their experience
nith radiation and its health effects. Causes of death are obtained from Social Security records which
are nationally computerized. Hanford Works went into production \n 1944. The first complete study
of the workers who had died within Hanford's first 29 yean of operation was published, despite efforts
of ERDA to repress the findings, in 1977.

The principal researcher was Dr. Thomas Mancuso of the University of Pittsburgh. When ERDA began
a campaign to discredit Mancuso's works and destroy his reputation, Dr. Mancuso asked Dr. Alice Stewart
and Dr. George Kneale at Oxford University in England to independently analyze his data. The report
of Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale was published in the November, 1977 Health Physics. It indicates

that the cancer risk appears t0 be some 25 times what had been postulated by the 1972 BEIR report.
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Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale were working with a population of some 20,000 men and 5,000 women

over a period of 29 years. They discovered that the doubling dose for all cancers is in the region of
33 rems, a dose previously believed to be a threshold for observable effects. And they discovered that

the average exposure to workers is rising each year.

Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale determined that up to 7% of the cancer deaths at Hanford could be

directly attributed to occupational exposure to ionizing radiation. The avemge exposure to al1 workers

was in the one rad per year range. Mancuso's findings are quite close to Radford's estimate of 0.8 to
1.5% increase of cancer for each additional 25 mrem annual dose. Mancuso found that exposed Hanford

workers, receiving approximately one rad annual whole body dose, had an increased risk ranging from

26% for all cancers to lO7% for bone marrow cancers. This corresponds to 0.7 to 2.7% increased cancer

risk per 25 mrem annual dose. The mean radiation dose to which the workers were exposed was 1.2

rads for an average of 5 years working time. More than 20 deaths resulted from routine doses in the

population of 2,238 total deaths.

While up to 12 rems may be allowed to a worker in any given year, [4ancuso found that the estima

doubling dose forcancers in the bone marrow was 800 millirems, for pancreas 7.4 rems, for lung 6.1 r
and for all RES neoplasms 2.5 rem.

While the legal dose of up to 5 rems yearly averaged over lifetime, may be given for a number of
succeeding years, Mancuso found that cancer had relatively constant latency periods depending on site.

The latency period for all cancers was l2 years. For RES neoplasms, latency was ll years, for bone

marrow,9 years, for lung 14 years, and for pancreatic cancers under I year. For brain tumors the

latency was 17-19 years , and for large intestine the latency was 18 years.

Dr. Milham told the Congressional Seminar:

"The critical thing to remember about the Hanford population is that is was assembled in the early 1940s

and it is just now getting to the point where the men have aged enough to have appreciably high death rates.

The next few years are going to be very critical. I sit in the building where the Washington Siate death certifi-
ciltes come in first, and I have an advantage in terms of time. I have been able to look at the more recent

deaths in this population and it looks to me like the more common thing such as lung cancer for example is
starting to pick up in the rates of population."

Mancuso found that the risks for Hanford workers were increased by 26% for all cancers, by 58%

for RES neoplasms, and by lO7% for bone marrow cancers. Women had a higher risk of cancer death

thanmen; approximately3l% of the4l2womenwhohaddiedby 1973had diedof cancer. Thedoubling
dose for all cancers in women was only 9 rads. Older men also were found to be significantly more

radiosensitive than young men. Thus, between 30 and 40 years the observed effects were consistently

lower than expected, but by 45 years the observed was 15% higher than expected, by 50 years, 50%

higher. By 55 years there was a threefold higher incidence than expected, and by 70 years the incidence

was up fourteen-fold.
Dr. Stewart also cautioned against basing risks of radiation on human health on the cancer rates:

". . .Differences in non-cancer disease rates are important because we have discovered that in children the

pre{ancer state is associated with lowered immunological competence and increased rates of secondary infections

to such an extent that they are in grave danger of dying before the cancers are diagnosed. As a result of these

latent period deaths serious discrepancies between the true cancer initiation rate and the observed cancer incidence
may be introduced, especially in areas and times with epidemics of serious infections and accidents."
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FIGURE 45: Hanford Data, Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale,
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FIG. 45 continued
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Dr. Karl Morgan addressed the Hanford findings in the Congressional Seminar:

"I would like also in defense of the kind of program they have had at Hanford to say that as far as the

record keeping, as far as the precautionary measures to minimize exposure, I think they did as well or better

on the average than has been done in any other parts of our country or in the United Kingdom. . . .And so

we are not talking about a particularly messy operation. We are talking about one of the cleanest nuclear

enerry operations in this country."

Dr. Sternglass followed Dr. Morgan with this comment:
"I would like to add a few comments that tend to support the findings of Dr. Mancuso and Dr. Stewart

and Dr. Kneale with regard to the workers in a totally different population; namely, one that involves both
women, pregnant mothers, children, and people at and above working age. This is a more sensitive population,
since we know that at both ends of the age scale there is a greater sensitivity to all types of diseases. There

is a drop in immune resistance, and, therefore, a lowered ability to fight cancer cells, or to detect and destroy

them.
Now this comes from an analysis which I am submitting for the record of a situation in Connecticut in

which I was asked to investigate by Congressman Christopher J. Dodd and Mr. John Anderson of the State of
Connecticut after we discovered the very large emissions of radioactive gases from the Millstone plant last year.

The interesting result is the following:
Not only did cancer rates appear to have gone up significantly in the area by as much as 58 percent in the

town where the reactor was located, dropping off in all directions away, but because of the excellence of the
Connecticut Health and cancer registry data it was possible to do a much more detailed analysis than in any
other situation that I ha've ever had an opportunity to examine, including the Shippingport case where, as was

mentioned earlier, the data were unfortunately relatively poor.
In this case we had a complete record of the emission and the amount of radiation in the environment over

a period of about eight or ten years, a few years before and after the plant started up. We had cancer records
that go back to 1900, and a cancer registry that went back to 1935, by far the most excellent data in the
entire United States with regard to health.

Now the most significent fact that suggests the reality of some of the findings around Hanford are that a

cancer rate that increased the most in the Connecticut area is precisely the cancer rate that was just mentioned
by Dr. Gilbert as having been seen at Hanford, namely, pancreatic cancer.

Pancreatic cancers in that area over a period from 1970 to'75 went lupby 32%, whereas breast cancers

increased 12%. Respitatory cancers, 25%; and cancers as a whole about l2%.
The other point that suggests a further support for the findings among the Hanford workers is that a cancer

mortality rate foi women was greater than for men. That is, the increases between 1970 and '75 was some lTVo

for women and only ll% for men. And there is an indication in the Hanford data that indeed women have a

greater sensitivity.
Another very important point that has been brought up and that can help to explain why we did not discover

the high cancer risk for workers earlier is a very surprising result, namely, that although cancer rates as a whole
went up for the State of Connecticut, cancer rates for the men between 20 and 50 actually declined during
that time. In other words, there is such a difference in the ability to fight off stresses such as additional small
amounts of radiation that middle-aged groups of men and women were able to overcome it due to the general
improvement in health and medical care, diagnosis and treatment of cancer so that their cancer mortality actually
declined during the period of 1970 to '75. By contrast, there was an increase in the cancer rates for every other
age goup as follows:

For the older aged groups, 50 to 54 years old, cancer rates grew by 4%,9% of those 55 to 64 years old; and
l47o for those over 65 years, a pattern that fits the trend of the data for the atomic workers at Hanford found
by both Dr. Milham and Drs. Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale.

Finally, a very important point came out in the analysis, namely a socioeconomic effect on cancer rates. We
know there is a small group of individuals in our society who experience the poorer working conditions and
poorer living conditions, who do not get the early diagnosis, who do not get the best treatment, who live in the more
polluted sections in our cities, who work in the least desirable jobs such as near the coke ovens, in the mines, and
in the very dusty and dirty industries.

But we know from the study of the uranium miners that those who work in very dirty mines, mines that
are high in dust, that were poorly taken care of, where there is a lot of diesel fume, had a higher rate of lung
cancer than those who worked under better conditions of dust and environmental control.
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Also, the miners who smoke had a higher rate of cancer than those who didn't. And we find exactly

the same pattern in Connecticut. We find that for the nonwhite population, in this case mainly black, cancer

rates increased by a much larger factor than they did for the white population. The figures are very
interesting because they illustrate the synergistic and socioeconomic facton which enter into all of the risk
considerations. It is not just simply the one factor of radiation which is involved.

Here are the actual numben for Connecticut from 1970 to 1975, the time when the plant started and had

its peak of emission. The total number of cancers was 5,005 in 1970 in the white population. By 1975 it
had risen to 5,711, an incr€ase of l4%. Among the nonwhite, or socioeconomically less privileged group, it
rose from 192 to 290, an increase of 5l%.

ln other words, we see that radiation never acts alone, and that we have highly complicated, synergistic factors
in the environment which we can never satisfactorily duplicate in animal or laboratory studies. It is for this
reason that we must carry out such epidemiological studies, especially among the large populations that are

exposed to all these complicating factors of differences in diagnosis, therapy, pollutants, working conditiors,
age distribution. We simply cannot rely on animal studies.

And I might conclude with one further very important analysis that I have only managed to do in the last

recent week, because it occurred to me as a result of my findings around Millstone, and that is the following:
If, indeed, we have underestimated by a factor of something like twenty-five fold or more the risk of radiation

exposure, then this is not only true for the worker but also for his family living near the plant, and the entire
community around it because many of these plants do emit and are local sources of radioactivity in the air,
in the water, and in the milk. And for this reason I have examined whether or not the sharp rise of cancers in
Connecticut and Rhode Island which was experienced during the last few years was also found in other areas

where there were large nuclear industries. And I am now afraid to say that the latest U.S. monthly vitd
statistics of the years '72 to'75 showed a rise which was nationwide but was highest in the areas that hed tbc
oldest nuclear facilities.

In fact, starting the list of all the Stales in the United States, the cleanest State of Washington had thc
distinction of rising by 5.O% in three years, well above the average rate sf increase of cancers for a State in tbc
United States. And that is where the Hanford Laboratories are located. Still higher is Connecticut, wldch had
the highest emissions of a commercial nuclear plant ever recorded in the history of the United States - rn
increase of 8.6%. In Tennessee where the Oak Ridge l,aboratory has been in operation since the mid4{h, thc
cancer rise was 8.1%, fourth highest in the nation. Small Rhode Island had an increase of 8% located rigbt er tbc
Connecticut border where Millstone is located. New Jersey, which had the earliest tumkey boiling water nudcr
reactor and complex doing reprocessing and producing materials of a weapons nature, rcse 5.4Vo; whereas tlre
United States during that period only rose 3.4%.

However, the States that had no nuclear reactors or other facilities whatsoever not only did not go up as much-
they actually declined in cancer rate. Alaska declined lO.6Vo; Montana declined 4.4%;New Hampshire dcdicrd
To;Hawai declined |.S%;Marne declined 1.3%. Maine has a single pressurized water reactor which is not ashc.t&
emitting as a boiling water reactor and it only went into operation in 1972, not long enough for anything to rhor
up. Virginia is next in line with a decline of l.lVo - it has two pressurized water reaetors which went m line in
1972 and '73, so that there has not been enough time for cancers to show up. But the most zurprbfury and
significant of all my findings in the last few days is that during that very same period from'72 to ?5 Nes Yat
City with its air pollution, its socioeconomic problems, its tremendous automobile exhaust problem, its oil and
sulfur, chemicals, food additives, hair-dyes, you name it-when the clean State of Washington increased 5.G%,

New York City cancer rates declined 1.1%.

And so I am saying to you that it is a combination of radioactivity plus other pollutants, the combination
of chemical and other pollutants, the existence of certain higtrly sensitive populations which we missed disconering
by confining our studies to laboratory animals; it is these factors which have so far been inadequately analyzed-
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Recent Changes in U.S. Cancer Mortality Rates 1972-'1975

After E. J. Sternglass, 1978

STATES WITH GREATEST UPWARD AND DOWNWARD CHANGES

ABEA

Connecticut
Tennessee

Rhode Island
S. Carolina
Wash. State

U.S. Average

New York City
Virginia
Maine
Hawaii
New Hampshire
Montana
Alaska

% CHANGE

+8.6%
+g.l%
+8.0%
+5.4%
+5.0%

+3.4%

_1.1%

-t.t%
-1.3%

-t.s%
-2.0%

4.4%
-10.6%

NUCLEAR FACILITY

Millstone and Haddam Neck
Oak Ritlge
Millstone and Haddam Neck
Savannah River
Hanford

2 PwR (1962;73)
2 PwR (1972;73)
1 PWR (1972)
No Nuclear Rr:actor

No Nuclear Reactor

No Nuclear Reactor
No Nuclear Reactor

Gofman has recently estimated the genetic dose to the general population from intermarriage

u'ith occupational workers to be 22 mrems per year by the year 2000. This contrasts with NRC

admitted annual dose from all sources in the nuclear fuel cycle by the year 2000 of 0.5 mrem. Gofman's

figures indicate NRC's estimate for total cumulative dose is less than that from just this single source - -

rr-orker reproduction.

Srudies in Japan. The United States is not the only country where studies around currently operating

nuclear power plants are being conducted. One recent study was performed in the area sunounding the

Hamaoka Nuclear Power Plant of the Chubu Electric Power Co. at Hamaoka, Shizuoka, Japan. The

reactors at Hamaoka were made by General Electric and the first began operation in August, 1974.

On June 2, 1974, the potted plants of clone KIJ-7 Tradescantia, spiderwort, were placed at nine different
locations 0.58 to 2.7 km. from the reactor, and one location 8.3 km. away. Studies in recent years have

disclosed that spiderwort stamen hairs increase in mutation frequency proportional to radiation dose even

in extremely low dose ranges down to fractions of one rem. Scoring of the somatic pink mutations in

the stamen hairs was made daily during the periods of July 7 through October 31 of 1974 and May ll
through October 25 of 1975. Approximately 34,400,000 stamen hair cells were observed under microscoFe

Significant increases in mutation frequency due to envfonmental influences occurred intensively in the

periods from August 25 to October 5, 1974 and from July 6 to 19 and August 3 to 30 in 1975. The

large increase in mutations, 29 to 32%, corresponds to laboratory induced mutations in spiderwort at

about 300 mrad. While this is a larger figure than the gamma ray dosimetry program of Shizuoka Health

Institute and Chubu Electric disclosed for this period (8.9 mrem/yr. average for 32 test points), it
coresponds closely to the calculated doses in the vicinity of the reactor at Millstone, Connecticut by

Stemglass in 1978, due to the intemal beta radiation from Sr-90 to bone, and therefore probably reflects

the action of beta rays from radioactivity on the ground and on the plant surfaces.
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FIGURE 47: Study at Millstone , Sternglass, 1977
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Tbe United States population is the victim of a number of myths about nuclear energy which are

fct being actively generated by the industry and government agencies involved with promoting nuclear

lprcr- One myth is that the nuclear fuel cycle is clean. Another is that while the fuel cycle as a whole

ry emit a little radiation, reactors are clean. Still another is that reactors in the normal course of opera'

ln emit a little radiation but serious radiation leaks have been prevented by conservative engineering

d design criteria.
The fint two myths should have been rendered absurd by a cursory reading of the foregoing. The

ffi may be discounted after observation that accidental releases from nuclear reactors are a frequent

@rrrence and have been for twenty years. A reported failure of containment isolation occurred once

*rrcry two and one-half days in1976. A reported failure of main cooling occurred ll6 times in 1976.

frihrres of reactor protection were reportedS2 times, and other core and containment cooling systems

frfled a reported 528 times or one failure every 17 houn. Accidents are common. If every accident

r ich resulted in a release of radiation to the environment or to an individual worker were reported

be it would require a volume of comparable size to the present petition. ln 1976 alone, over l3.0OO

rorkers were exposed to doses in excess of 500 mrem.

llajor Nttclear Accidents. Not all nuclear accidents result in loss of life but almost all result in releases

[o the biosphere which result in a cumulative risk of health effects. On December 17, 195]. an explosion

d the NRX reactor at Chalk River, Canada destroyed the core, leaking 4 million liters of radioactive

oolant water. On November 29,1955, the EBR-I in the U.S. suffered a serious meltdown destrof iry
tfu core. On September 11,1957, a fire at the AEC Rocky Flats plutonium plant in Denver released

plutonium to the Denver environs. On October 8,7957, Windscale I suffered a core burnup on the

ooast of England, I I tons of uranium caught fire and 20,000 curies of I-131 escaped, contaminaring

2 million liters of milk. Reactors I and 2 had to be filled with concrete, In December, 1957, an accident
involving waste storage at the Kasli Atomic Plant in Zyshtym, USSR, resulted in thousands of deaths to
civilians in the first year and abortions as late as ten years later, devastation of hundreds of square miles
vhere only the chimneys of houses were left standing, permanent contamination of thousands of miles of
llral Mountain farmland, and food riots in local cities. On May 25, 1958, a fire in the refueling room of
rhe NRU at Chalk River, Canada contaminated 400,000 sq. meten around the building

On January 3,1961, the SL-l, one of the seventeen experimental reactors on the AEC's Idaho Fdh
testing ground (which covered 892 sq. miles), had not been functioning well and was shut dor"n temporer-

ily for inspection and maintenance work. On the night of January 3, three men were reassembling the

control rod drives to prepare for the reactor's start-up. Somehow the reactor went out of control, perhap
from too rapid lifting of a crucial control rod. A1l three men were killed, one impaled by part of a control
rod on the ceiling of the reactor building. After months of dismantling and examination, it was still not
clear jusF what had gone wrong. There is a good descripticn of the accident aftermath in John Fufler's

We Almost Lost Detroit and in the three-part film The SL-l Accident.

In April 1963, the USS Thresher made a deep dive off Cape Cod and never resurfaced. The ocean

was heavily contaminated with radioactivity. The death of the Thresher's entire crew was attributed to a
reactor accident. Two further serious fires at Rocky Flats in October, 1965, gave 25 worken up to
l7 times the maximum exposure. On October 5, 1966, a meltdown occurred at the Fermi Fast Breeder

imperiling Detroit. In January, 1969, a LOCA at Lucens, Switzerland seriously contaminated the reactor

building, prohibiting access for two years. The reactor is now closed and the building is used for waste

storage. On May 11,1969, one of the most expensive fires in American history occurred at Rockl'Flas
in Colorado. 2,000 kg. of plutonium escaped to the surrounding hillsides. Of the over 200 lres in

ltr -c]:2aC::o::>
=@:>
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20 years of Rocky Flats operation, this fire was the single most dangerous. In 1978, nine years later,

the northwestern suburbs of Denver reported a doubling in the rate of lung cancer and birth defect

mortality, and a tripling in the rate of leukemia. Sternglass has reported a four county cancer increase

ranging from 44% to 92% for all cancers in the vicinity downwind of Rocky Flats.

On June 5,1970, at Commonwealth Edison's Dresden II Nuclear Power Plant in Morris, lllinois, the

reactor went out of control for two hours after a meter gave a false signal and a monitor got its pen stuck.

Radioactive iodine was released into the containment vessel at one hundred times the permissible concentra-

tion. After the accident the plant was closed for repairs, during which time it was discovered that there

were problems with the Emergency Core Cooling System. The NRCs journal Nuclear Safety made this

closing comment in its report of the accident:

"It is unfortunate that procedural, mechanical and control inadequacies can be recognized only upon the

occurrence of some incident that puts them to a real test."

On November I 9, l97l , all of the waste storage space for the Northern States Power Company's Monticello.

Minnesota, reactor was filled, and the company began spilling radioactive water into the Mississippi River.

By November 21 about 50,000 gallons of wastes had been dumped into the river, and some were sucked into
the domestic water intake for Minneapolis before its gates could be closed. On June 30, 1974, the AEC

found, for the previous year, a total of 3,333 safety violations at the 1,288 nuclear facilities it inspected.

98 posed a threat of radiation exposure to the public or to workers. The AEC imposed punishments for
only 8 of these violations.

On March 22, 1975, at the Brown's Ferry Nuclear Power Plant near Decatur, Alabama, an electrician using

a candle to search for air leaks in the cable+preading room started a fire that burned for seven hours and

destroyed 1,600 control cables, many connected to safety devices, including the Emergency Core Cooling
System for Unit I of the twin reactor. Investigations blamed the fire on faulty equipment design, and a
Senate investigation revealed that final reactor design had been approved even though it did not meet regu-

latory requirements. The plant came close to a meltdown. Total cost of the accident was at least $ 150

million.
On June 6,1975, at the Commonwealth Edison Company's Zion Nuclear PowerPlant in Illinois (which

has had the highest rate and number of "abnormal occurrences" of any nuclear plant in the U.S.), 15,000
gallons of radioactive water leaked into the reactor containment building. In July, 1976, a faulty valve

at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant, in Vernon, Vermont, caused 83,000 gallons of water contam-

inated with radioactive tritium to be spilled into the Connecticut River. On December 14, 1977, after
l4 separate explosions in the gas release systems of GE plants around the U.S., Millstone I was rocked by
two gas release system explosions, one of which blew an 80-pound steel door off the exhaust stack, released

radioactive debris, and seriously exposed 50 employees, one critically.
On Aprit 5, 1978, two radiation technicians at the Trojan nuclear reactor in Prescott, Oregon, received

at least 17.1 and 27.3 rems when a spent fuel assembly passed through the room they were in. The April
mishap followed at least 30 other accidents at Trojan over a six month period. The contaminated worken were

ordered back on the job the next day by Portland General Electric.
In June, 1978, an explosion of a clogged safety nozzle at the Brunsbuttel, West Germany, nuclear plant

sent radioactive steam over northwest Hamburg. Six of Germany's fourteen reactors are now shut down
for repairs or "urgent inspection." There have been over 140 nuclear accidents in Germany since 1961.
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19: Occupational Exposures among Atomic Workers, USEPA, 1977
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Reprocessing

Reprocessing separates the usable uranium and plutonium from unwanted fission products in spent

fuel. At this time neither of the two commercial plants capable of fuel reprocessing are operating, due

to a combination of corporate action, court action, and executive order. Both are receiving spent fuel

for storage, pending future corporate, judicial and executive approval to begin reprocessing.

Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant in Morris, Illinois is operated by General Electric Company and has a

capacity to reprocess 300 MTUlyear. Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant, in Barnwell, South Carolina, is

operated by Allied Gulf Nuclear Services, Inc. (AGNS) and has a capacity of 1,500 MTU/year.

General Descriptian of tltc Process. In the fuel reprocessing plant (FRP), spent fuel is chopped into
pieces, the fuel is dissolved by nitric acid, and the resulting uranium, plutonium, and waste streams are

converted to other physical and chemical forms either for disposal or for shipment and further use in

the fuel cycle.

Spent fuel assemblies are received at the FRP by truck or rail. They are shipped in steel containers,

but due to the intense activity of the irradiated fuels, these containers are occasionally leaking upon

arrival at FRP. During unloading, cask wash water is used to cool the containers and wash off the trans.

port and unloading vehicles and equipment. Cask wash water should be discharged to stored waste syster:rf,

but generally it is released to the biosphere in a dir':ct or delayed pathway.

Spent fuel elements are stored in storage pools and contaminated water and off-gases are captured for
treatment. Midwest is designed to disassemble the fuel elements before shearing the fuel rods. Barnwell

will shear the entire element. lengths of sheared fuel range froml 12 to 3 in. (1.25 - 7.5 cm.).

Spent fuel is leached from the sheared cladding in nitric acid as a preparatory step to the chemical

separation processes. The spent hulls are analyzed for plutonium content and returned for further leach*f
if necessary. Over 99% of the krypton-85 and 6% of the tritium is released into the off-gas system by tb
process. A large fraction of the halogens is also released, and much of the off-gas particulate suspensioc

occurs at this stage as well.

The nitric acid dissolver contains uranium, plutonium, and fission products, and so is counterflowed in
a contactor column with tri.n-butyl-phosphate (TBP). The uranium and plutonium are dissolved in the
TBP, and the fision products are retained in the nitric acid. Separation of the plutonium and uranium

is achieveC by reduction of the plutonium to its trivalent state where it can be stripped from the
TBP which is then recycled. The plutonium and uranium are then purified through a series of proceses

Midwest has designed a calcining system for conversion of the uranium to UF6 for shipment directly to
an enrichment facility. Barnwell will ship uranyl nitrate in tank trucks to conversion facilities. Plutonim
will be stored and shipped in the nitrate form.

TBP solvent and nitric acid are recovered and recycled. The fission products are concentrated in the crm
orator bottoms of the high level waste concentrator system and the acid overheads are recovered.

volumes of semivolatiles and halogens are discharged to the waste gas system at this step, along with som:
particulates.

At Barnwell, high-level waste (HLW) will be stored as liquid in stainless steel tanks which are located

underground and externally cooled. These tanks are placed on concrete saucers to permit monitoring fcr
leaks and inside concrete vaults which provide a secondary containment. The radioactive acid liquid raFldh

corrodes stainless steel and will also penetrate tire concrete within a few years, so these tanks are considenu

temporary. HLW tanks at the Savannah River Laboratory adjacent to Barnwell are reported to hlve alrta6i',

cracked and discharged to the sandy-soiled Savannah River watershed.
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FIGURE 50: Diagram of Reprocessing, Uranium Only, USEPA, 1976
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At Midwest, wastes are to be solidified immediately after separation. Solidified waste is then stored

in cooling pools. Some emissions are involved in solidification, including particulate ak suspension of
semi-volatile fission products.

The low-level liquid waste stream consists of wastes collected from sources throughout the plant.

Midwest and Barnwell evaporate the low-level liquid waste final stream, concentrate and store removed

particulates, and release remaining gases to the atmosphere by stack.

The gaseous waste treatment system consists of a caustic scrubber, followed by a silver zeolite absorber

and final filtration through a HEPA filter. Barnwell uses two HEPA filtrations, while Midwest uses one

HEPA filter and a sand bed filter for final filtration of both the off-gas stream and the plant ventilation air.

In general the new FRPs, neither of which has yet operated, have advanced treatment systems. It is impor-

tant to remember that the most advanced technology includes only one limitedly effective system for control
of radioiodine, and no control methods for either tritium or carbon-l4. Most of the radioactive discharges

to the environment from the processing plants will be in gaseous waste effluents. A decision on whether it
is preferable to discharge radioactive waste to the atmosphere only or to both gaseous and liquid pathways

has been postponed until operating experience with both methods is obtained.

The radioactive pollutants that are most likely to be released from normally operating reprocessing plants

are krypton, tritium, iodine, and the actinides. Other fission products such as strontium, ruthenium, and

cesium, and radioactive cladding elements can also be released. In addition to the anticipated normal dis-

charges, miscellaneous airborne releases can occur because of the complexity of the various processes and

the unproven reliability of control mechanisms. Such releases may not be detected by stack monitoring,
remote monitoring, or in-plant air monitoring techniques.

Reprocessing release experience. The only commercial FRP which has operated to date is the Nuclear
Fuel Services (NFS) plant in West Valley, New York. While West Valley is only 1/5 the scale of Barnwell,
which may be next to operate, the West Valley experience with the local environment is illustrative. West

Valley was owned by NFS, a subsidiary of Getty Oil, and operated from 1966 to early 1972 when it shut

down for modifications. On September 22,1976, NFS notified NRC that they were abandoning the facility
because it was not economically competitive. NFS then terminated its contract and left New York State

with the contaminated site and the waste in storage.

FIGURE 51: Study at NFS
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Residents Exposed. tn the five yean NFS operated, it exposed individuals living in the vicinity to 77 mrem
average and 90 mrem maximum bone dose from Sr-90 according to a Public Health study in 1968. Data on
external radiation exposure indicate a mean gamma dose around NFS of 4 mrem per month above background-
This would represent an additional whole body dose to a maximum individual exposed, perhaps by 200
hours fishing or walking eachyear, of 1.2 millirem whole body. Ingestion of typical amounts of deer and
fish in the local diet added 5 mrem per ye:lr to the typical individual. In the population of 170,000 persons
living within a 25 mile radius of the plant, using the estimate of l% increased risk of cancer per 25 mrem
annual whole body, approximately 2O additional cancers to non-workers in the area resulted when the
plant operated.

Srdriuh-q in d[ fFn NE f.E
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l'orken Exposed. In the five years the plant operated 39 workers inhaled significant amounts of

lfuonium in l4 separate incidents while processing only one kg. per day - - a small amount compared to

& 50 kg/day figure projected for Barnwell. In one incident a HEPA filter was sucked into an exhaust

h and out the stack, spewing shredded, radioactive material on the surrounding area. Between 1967 and

Frl the plant employed 180 full time and I ,400 part-time employees. The latter, mostly teenagers

bsd in from manpower programs in nearby Buffalo, were not informed of the hazards of their work

I dyen safety training, but were placed in highly contaminated areas which regular plant employees could
nr efford to work in without using up their yearly permissible exposure. The temporary worken received

rr Duch as one-quarter of the yearly limit of 12 rems external dose (3,000 mrem) in 15 minutes and then

cre told to leave. No records exist which would facilitate epidemiological studies in this group. Nor did
SS join the transuranium registry, which keeps radiological data on workers. Dr. Irwin Bross asked \FS
br a lbt of employees and the licensee flatly refused. Bross recalled one instance in which an electric

rDitor in a contaminated area broke and many individuals were used t<l repair it. "One guy would go in.

lrltr a screw a quarter of a turn, then rush out," said Dr.Bross. "It was the most callous use of human

hei since the slave trade.')

ln 1912, a male employee working in the plant's laundry, washing contaminated clothing, died of lung
cls€r. A young male employee who worked only briefly for NFS was contaminated in an accident. He

hcr fathered two children, both afflicted witir Hurler's syndrome, lipochondrodystrophy, which b cau=rt
t'1-a break in the DNA molecule resulting in poorly formed spine, bone, and cartilage, possible mental
ctardation, and impaired vision. Leukemia, spontaneous abortions, and birth defects are also reported

curring in the families of workers, although no study is yet available.

600,000 gallons of toxic waste were abandoned when the plant closed in 1972. This waste must be

rrurstantly cooled to prevent spontaneous boiling. It resides in a single large tank. Buried next to it is
aother large tank for use in the event of a leak, but there are no pumps or pipes to get the wastes from
m tank to the other. There is an earthquake fault 23 miles to the east of West Valley which was the

de of a moderate quake in 1966 and a severe one in 1929.

There is also 2 million cubic feet of low-level waste stored on the site in l4 trenches, 800 feet long:
f) feet wide, and 30 feet deep. The EPA has already reported leaks from these trenches off+ite- EPA

cgimated it will take at least $8,000,000 to clean up the waste trenches. Battelle Pacific Norths'esr [:tr-
o6rory has estimated that disposal of the high level waste now stored at West-Valley could cofi S6q).(m.qn.
Decommissioning the site, which includes a large plant on 3,000 acres of land, could cost many milliom

more. The "perpetual care fund" set up by NFS to cover disposal costs contained only S2.5 millbn The

remaining costs will have to be picked up by the citizens of New York. And in the end, the 3,000 acres

of land may be shown to h;ive been so badly contaminated by releases from the plant that tlby u'ill hare

to be considered permanently unusable and committed to surveillance and restricted access for perpenriq--

New Plants. Midwest FRP was designed with remote control and shielded canyon decontamination

processes. But after months of cold-testing at MFRP, General Electric concluded that the facility could

not be ,)perated successfully unless hands-on maintenance and operations steps in the plant's design.

r-ere added. General Electric has not yet decided to modify the plant, and Midwest is now inoperative.

Barnwell FRP was undergoing license review when plans to open the plant were indefinitely deferred

by direction of the President of the United States.
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Allied General, Barnwell's owner, issued this statement May l, 1978l.

During the past few years, the country has experienced a major redirection of federal policy. As a

result, the owners of the Barnwell Plant no longer contemplate its operation as a private commercial
pprocessing facility.

The policy change became evident in late 1976 when President Ford announced that "The United
States should no longer regard reprocessing of used nuclear fuel to produce plutonium as a necessary or
inevitable step in the nuclear fuel cycle." On April 7,1977 and again on April 20,797'7, Presilent Carter
issued policy statements that indefinitely deferred the commercial reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel in
the United States. This policy position was reinforced on December 23,1977, when the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission issued orders terminating the proceedings pertinent to the Generic Environmental Statement
on the Use of Mixed-Oxide Fuel in Light Water Reactors (GESMO). This order also terminated essentially
all licensing proceedings for the Barnwell Plant,

As part of President Carter's Nonproliferation Policy, an International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
(INFCE) and a parallel domestic Nonproliferation Alternatives Systems Assessment Program (NASAP) have

been undertaken to evaluate proliferation-resistant alternative fuel cycles. Under a contract with the Depart-
ment of Enerry, the AGNS facility and staff will contribute substantially to these efforts through research

and development prograrns now in progress. The AGNS programs do not involve the processing or consumption
of irradiated material or radioactive effluents and are not intended to enhance the readiness of the BNFP to
reprocess irradiated fuel.

Until these studies are completed, and the national and international policies are clarified, the ultimate
disposition of the Barnwell Facility cannot be determined.

Military FRPs. ERDA also operates three facilities - - the Hanford Plant in Washington; the Savannah

River Plant in South Carolina, and the National Reactor Testing Station/ldaho National Engineering Labor
tory in Idaho - - to produce plutonium for the weapon program or to process irradiated fuel from experi'
mental and naval reactors. As of 1974, all of these had produced an undisclosed amount of weapons-
grade fission products and 85 million gallons of wastes in the form of liquids, salt cake, sludges, crystals.
and calcined granules.

Reprocessing llaste Storage Experience. Underground storage tanks have been used for the storage of
liquid HLW since operation of the first fuel reprocessing plants during World War II at Hanford. Since

that time, designs of HLW storage tanks have gone through an evolutionary process.

HaUfSrd TgIlS. Tanks constructed at Hanford before 1952 were vertical concrete cylinders about 75

feet in diameter, with a flat bottom and a self-supporting domed roof covered with 6 to 9 feet of earth.
The tanks were lined with carbon steel on the bottom, and on the sides up to 16 or 24 feet, depending
on the size. The waste stored in the tanks was neutralized to a pH of 8 to 10 and had very low heat-

evolution rates (less than 0.15 Btu/eal/hr). There was no provision for waste circulation within the tankr
and the tanks were equipped with air-cooled condensers venting to the atmosphere.

Beginning in 1952, tanks of the same diameter and basic design but of greater capacity were built for
storage of waste with higher heat-generating capacity. These tanks had a capacity of 1,000,000 gallons

each, were equipped with air-lift circulators, and were designed to contain wastes generating heat at rates

from I to l0 Btu/gal/hr, which is a rate great enough to maintain the waste at boiling temperatures for
I to 10 years. The tanks were equipped with water-cooled condensers, and had provisions for either
returning condensate to the tank or sending it to a disposal site.

In 1958 the fint of 18 confirmed cases of leaking tanks occurred at Hanford. In each case, the remair
ing contents of the leaking tank were pumped to another tank. (An additional 14 tanks have been remorec
from service because their integrity was suspect.)
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FIGURE 52: Typical HLW Tank Designs, NRC, 1976
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Because of this experience, tanks constructed at Hanford since 1968 have been of double-wall

design. Double-wall tanks intended for HLW contain air-lift circulators to agitate the waste. Tanks

for nonboiling liquids and salt cake do not have circulators. The tanks are fabricated of ASTM-A515

Grade 60 steel which is heat-treated after fabrication. This steel exhibited the lowest corrosion rate

of many considered. An annulus between the primary and secondary tanks collects any leakage from
the primary tank, and equipment is installed to detect and pump out liquid from the annular region.

Equipment is also provided to pump liquids and slurries between tanks, tank forms, evaporators, and

production plants.

The ecological effects of the 18 cases of leaking HLW tanks at Hanford are not yet known. Leaks

have varied from very small quantities up to 115,000 gallons from the 241-T-106 tank. A study

carried out after the T-106 leakage incidents revealed that the deepest penetration of contamination

at that time was 89 feet below ground surface (ll5 ft. above the water table) and that about 880,000

cubic ft. of sediments were contaminated.

Studies of a postulated incident in which 800,000 gallons of waste were released from a storage tank

show that with conservative estimated travel times through the earth, radioactivity from the wastes

will reach the Columbia River in about 22 years. Cesium and strontium may never reach the river

because of ground sorption. Other isotopes arrive at varying levels, tritium and iodine in small amounts

because of the small quantities initially present; ruthenium and antimony reduced by radioactive decay

and soil sorption; and penistent wastes migrating in larger quantities over time.
Savannah River Plant Tanks Waste tanks at SRP have been fabricated from carbon steel and built to

three designs for self-heating waste and to another for low-heat waste that does not require cooling.

Waste tanks designated as Type I were first constructed at SRP in 1951-1953. They are vertical
cylindrical tanks 75 feet in diameter by 24-% feet high, of carbon steel, set in a carbon-steel pan 5 feet

deep and 5 feet larger in diameter than the tank. The tank roof is supported by internal columns. The

tank is equipped with cooling coils and equipment for determining whether there has been leakage

into the pan annulus.
Type II tanks were constructed in 1955-1956. The primary container of these tanks consists of two

steel cylinders, the inner 6 feet 8 inches in diameter, the outer 85 ft. in diameter, with a flat bottom
and flat top. The inner cylinder houses a single supporting column for the vault roof. The primary
tank again sits in a carbon-steel pan equipped with leak-detecting facilities. Cooling coils are provided

in the tank. The primary tank was radiographically inspected, repaired when necessary, and rechecked,
but the secondary pan was not radiographed.

The next group of tanks, built in 1958-1961, and designated Type IV, were designed for storage of
waste that does not require auxiliary cooling. The tanks are basically prestresed concrete cylinders lined
with carbon steel, without cooling coils or secondary containment to catch leakage. Leaks are detected

by a grid of channels in the concrete foundation, draining to a sump. All steel welds in the lining were

radiographed.

Type III tanks were the last constructed (1967-1972). This design was developed after investigation

of the leaks that had occurred in Type I and Type II tanks. The studies led to the conclusion that
the primary leak-producing mechanism was stress-corrosion cracking in or near weld seams, and that
stress relieving after fabrication should eliminate cracking. Means were provided to relieve stresses gen-

erated during fabrication, and design changes were made in the roof-support column to minimize
stresses in that area. These tanks also returned to the design concept of a tank set in a concrete vault,
which in this case includes a carbon-steel liner to its full height. Original Type III tanks are equipped

r1'
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fr removable cooling coils inserted through the roof. However, future tanks of this design will have

pnent cooling coils similar to those in Type I and II tanks.

Ar SRP, at least 8 tanks have leaked radioactive waste from the primary tank into the annulus At
,b one tank (Tank 16) has leaked waste into the ground. This was because the secondary pan filled
fr raste and overflowed before a transfer jet could be installed to empty the pan. Extensive stud-v

drlet release indicates that a few tens of gallons of waste reached the soil and this waste migrated a

lr fet from the vault.
bbo Chemical Processine Plant Tanks HLW generated by fuel recovery operations at ICPP are

tud as an acid solution in l5 stainless-steel tanks. Eleven of these have a volume of approximate\'
:n (IX) gallons each and 4 tanks which are no longer used are of 30,000'gallon capacity. The larger

5ls are contained in concrete vaults, the tops of which are about 10 feet below ground. Eight of
be tanks are equipped with internal cooling coils and reflux condensers.

The reinforced concrete vaults are equipped with sumps to contain any leakage from the tank In
d&io1, leakage from double-contained transfer lines or from diversion boxes drains to tank sumps

A few leaks have occurred in transfer lines.

!{o leaks have been reported in any of the stainless+teel waste tanks at INEL since startup in l95l-
tne has entered two of the vaults as a result of accidental siphoning action following trarsfer of
Etcr from the sumps into the tanks. Water has also entered some vaults through the roof from heerl'

nia or melting snow. Surface drainage of the tank area is being improved in an effort to eliminate

lEr inJeakage.

The storage of HLW at present facilities represents a long term hazard now kept in short-term

foohtion. The magnitude of this hazard is now greater than almost any other man-made hezard, ga-

cpt for the fission devices which were the end-product for which the wastes were created. At denget

i a large number of human lives. Further discussion of the problem is given in the waste mamgsment

rcction of the petition.
Biolosical Concomitglts of Reprocessing Radioactive materials released into the environment from

FRB become dispersed in air and water and ultimately may produce health effects in man- One petb
ray of concern is routine aerosol release from vents or exhaust stacks to the atmosphere.

Krvoton-85 Krypton is not known to be easily metabolized by the human body, so exposure to
hgmans is limited to external beta and gamma rays, krypton dissolved in water and food, and kr-rrpto,n

dbsolved in body fluids. 99o/o of the decay elergy of krypton is beta particles which have limited ex-

&nal penetration, but represent ahazard inside the body. BEIR 1972 estimated 20O crnqerdeaths

Irr year per million person-rem krypton, 400 total cancers per year per million persorFrem krypton"

md 300 serious birth defects per year per million person-rems krypton'
The reprocessing stage dose commitment was given by GESMO to be 72,000 person-rem ocorpationel"

1,100,000 person-rem U.S. population, an 700,000 person rem to foreign populatioqs by year 2mO.
Krypton is to be annually released at the rate of 130 million curies from U.S. reprocessing.

Tritium Tritium, resembling hydrogen, is easily incorporated in both body water and organic molecnh
from which it is only slowly lost. Since the body contains 7 kg. of hydrogen on the average, a

srstained concentration of I Ci/l tritium to body water would lead to a body burden of 63 CL Tritium
may also be incorporated into the genetic material (DNA) and is known to be teratogenic. Accordire
to calculations by the EPA, an annual dose of 1.7 million rem results for an air concentration of I Ci
tritium/cm3 air.



EPA has used the same health effect ratio for tritium as was used for Krypton. 3,800,000 curies of
H-3 are to be released at the reactor stage and 42,000,000 curies at the reprocessing stage by year 2000' rr
(GESMO)

. Iodine 129. 13l. Iodine is used by the thyroid to manufacture the hormone thyroxin which regulates

the body's growth and metabolism. The potential pathways for radioiodine are the plant-grass-cow-milk

chain and contamination of edible vegetation. The long half-life of l-129 will allow it to recycle through
the soil forever. Plants are also able to absorb iodine and other elements, including the heavy metals,

from the soil and release them to the air once again. EPA estimates that an I-129 w concentration of
f pCVtf, would lead to an annual thyroid dose of 4.6 rem. In areas where the air concentration of stable

iodine is low, the dose might be 40 times higher. Cancer mortality risk is estimated for thyroid cancers

per million person-rem: 150 less-than-age-1 cases, 35 less-than-age-20 cases, and 5 over-age-20 cases.

Thyroid cancer may not be a true indicator of the health effect risk from radioiodine, since iodine

circulates through the body. A more serious effect of radioiodine is on fetal and infant development.
110 curies of l-129 and2,700 curies of I-131 would be released from byyear2000.

Plutonium. Plutonium, a product of the fission process within the reactor core, is released in fuel re-

processing in soluble and insoluble aerosol form. Plutonium inhaled in insoluble form is transferred from
upper lung tisue to bronchial and mediastinal lymph nodes. It later concentrates in the gonads by a factor
of 2 to I over the lung. EPA estimates that sustained exposure to an air concentration of I pCi/m3 Pu-239
would lead to a dose of 12 rem per year in the pulmonary region, based on a conversion factor of 12

million rem/yr per I mCi/m3 (tCnp). Plutonium, an alpha emitter, has a number of unique radiobiological
effects on the human organism which are not entirely disclosed by the ICRP and EPA interpretations of
rem values. Early experiments of Lisco, Finkle, and Brues have indicated there is a high probability (abour
5S/o) of malignancy at the site of injections of as little as one mg. (about 0.06 mCi) of Pu-239 in the
skin of animals. The data of Cember suggests a higher risk due to localized doses in the lungs. Bair and
Thompcon have pointed out that the mean dose to a tissue may be less important than the dose to local-
ized regions within the tissue. Studies of Metivier et al on the survival times of baboons relative to dop
for various concentrations of Pu-239 in the lungs suggest that the baboons are four times more radiosensitive

than doS. K. Z. Morgan has suggested that baboon and man be considered equally radiosensitive. Bair and

Thompson introduced lung cancer in beagles with Pu-239, in 100% of the dogs tested, at the lowest
ptutonium dose tested, 0.049 mg. plutonium per gram of bloodless lung. Assuming man to be four times
more sensitive, 7 mg or less of Pu-239 to the whole lung is sufficient to cause fatal lung cancer. The mix-
ture of other actinides with plutonium in the release enhances thecarcinogenicity5.4 times (Gofman, 1976t
Thus, the saturation of 0.1 mg. or less of reactor-type plutonium will produce one lung cancer. Because
cigarette smoking impairs lung clearance, smokers have approximately 125 times more susceptibility to
bronchogenic cancer than non-smoken. Current worker "permissible" levels of Pu-239 are 0.26 mg., or
more than two and one-half times the fatal dose for non-smokers. For the general population, the current
permissible dose is 0.008 mg. Pu-239, or ten times the fatal dose for smokers.

Concentrations of plutonium (0.18 pCi/gram) have been found in the river sedimgnts downstream from
the Nuclear Fuel Services fuel fabrication plant in Erwin, Tennessee, and elevated drinking water radiation
and malignant neoplasms in the surrounding county are now being studied. The plutonium was released
during the fabrication ard recycle stages at the NFS plant, which-as was shown earlier-are similar to
reprocessrng.

Lung Cancers per Year With Plutonium Dispersion-

containment
Perlection, 7o

Plutonium
Dispersed, kg

Lung Cancers
per Year

99 9,000 1 3,900,000

99.9 900 1,390,000

99.99 90 139,000

99.999 9 1 3,900

99.9999 0.9 1,390

99.99999 0.09 139

'Nine hundred tonnes ol plutonium is processed annually

FIGURE 53: Plutonium
Containment and Cancer

Gofman, 1976
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Doses and Potential Health Impact Attibutable to Krypton Discharges from FueI Reprocessing.

It b estimated that 157 potential health effects would result from the uncontrolled release of
frypton-85 for 20 years from a 2100 MTHM/yr fuel reprocessing plant. This includes 84 whole
body health effects, 56 gonadal health effects, and the remainder from exposure of the lungs to
trypton-85 in the atmosphere. For a 1500 MTHM/yr plant such as Barnwell, the Kr-85 source

r:nn and health effects would be proportionately smaller. The distribution of potential health
dfects is shown below for the two types of plants (NRC, 1970:

I{ealth Effectt

Whole Body
Gonads
Lungs

These estimates are based on

Jlancuso studlt at Hanford and

2100 MTHM/yr 1500 MTHM/yr

"Generic Plant" Barnwell

84 60
56 40
v_ IL
157 tt2

doubling doses some 20 to 30 times larger than those deived from
other recent large scale population studies.

the

FIGURE 54: Maximum lndividual Thyroid Doss from I-129 Discharged from a 1500 MTHM/yr FRP

u.s.E.P.A., 1976
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FIGURE 55: [iaximum Individual Thyroid Des from l-t3l Discharged from a l5OO [rTHtl/yr FRP
u.s.E.P.A., 1976
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FIGURE 56: 100 Year Cumulative Environmental Do6e Commitmcnt tnd Fstimsted Health Effects

Attributable to Relcas of l-129 from a 1500 MTHM/yr FRP operating 20 ycrn.
u.s.E.P.A.. 1976
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impact of l--129 or l-l3l which are eslimrlcd to be 30 and 35 hcalth effccrs for DF of I.



FIGURE 57: Environmental Burden of Selected Radionuclides over Time, USEPA, 1975
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fIGURE 58: Environmental Buildup of Tritium and Four Selected Radionuclides, USEPA, 1975
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FIGURE 60: Past and Future Health Effects by Radionu cride, usEpA, I grs
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ll: Fd Reprocessing Industry Dila, USEPA and NRC, 1976
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Transportation

Recent accidents involving transportation of hazardous substances by rail and truck have called

attention to the dangers of large-scale commerce in extremely lethal toxins and very compact ex-
plosives. Some of the most hazardous materials presently moving through America are radioactive
materials. By the year 2000, they may have traveled over a billion miles in this country alone.

The level of radioactivity in a fuel or weapons grade shipment is very high-over one million
curies in some cases. Consequently, a transportation accident could lead to enormous damage.

There are no control measures to completely clean up radioactive damage--it gets in th,: air and
water and travels rapidly away from the site of an accident. Those measures which are taken to
mitigate damages are:(1.) dilution within the biosphere; or (2.) isolation and long-term impound-
ment.

As an example, the Strategic Air Command accidentally contaminated an area of Spain with plu-
tonium;the United States decontaminated by bulldozing the soil, packaging it, and shipping it to
a waste repository in South Carolina where it must now be guarded from escape.

The most serious effects of a radioactive accident would be on people and wildlife nearby. Under
fair weather conditions, a person one half mile downwind from an accident releasing a radioactive gaseous

cloud could receive'a dose of approximately 160 rems. This is greater than the amount received
by many of the 300,000 Hiroshima fatalities. In an urban area with a population of several hundred
thousands, such consequences would be like exploding an atom bomb: a substantial area of land
would need evacuation and would remain contaminated for a very long time. Higher velocity winds
would disperse radioactivity to a wider area. People would be subject to long term contact through
eating, breathing, and by direct exposure to decaying radioactive materials in the ground.

Transportation of nuclear materials is an essential link in the nuclear fuel cycle. Uranium ore
travels from mines in the Rocky Mountains and northern Canada or from ports along the coasts

through conversion and enrichment in the Midwest and Southeast, to reactors all over the country,
then to reprocessing or storage in the Midwest and Southeast, then to AFRs and Waste

Repositories which have not yet been sited but may be in the Southwest. Up until recently,
shipments have moved with relative ease for great distances. In the past few years, however,
concerns have increased over public safety, and the ability of the transportation sector to meet
the special needs of the nuclear industry with existing resources. There is a growing backlog
of nuclear materials to be shipped, including spent fuel, transuranic wastes (TRU) and High
Level Wastes (HLW). Transportation of these materials is becoming a limiting factor in current
operations of the nuclear fuel cycle.

Most shipments of radioactive materials move within routine commerce and on conventional

transportation equipment. They are subject to the same transportation environments as non-radioactive

cargo, including accidental collisions and theft. At this time, protection of the public is dependent upon
package design and integrity, rather than special routing, escort, and speed limitations.

Three federal agencies now share responsibility for regulating the transportation of nuclear materials:

the Department of Transportation (DOT), the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC). DT makes regulations for shipping and carriers, including packaging

standards, labeling, loading restrictions, shipping documents, and accident reporting. The ICC also

regulates interstate shipping and licenses carriers. NRC sets special standards for radioactive materials.
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fh 4encies do not set standards which will protect the public from harm; they set standards

rG *reasonably achievable" by shippers. Although the Federal agencies have the authority to
q revoke licenses for violations, actions have almost never been taken where radioactive

lr been concerned. A 1973 General Accounting Office (GAO) report revealed a case where

non-compliance by the same licensee was reported for a decade and no official action was

rril an incident finally resulted in serious contamination of at least one employee-and that
ras not reported by the company.

Oer the shipment is loaded, most authority passes from NRC to DOT. Under DOT's inspection

radioactive shipments receive no more attention than any other hazardous shipments. Pre
tfft b accomplished primarily through extensive paperwork. Trucks carry some radiation detection

for use in the event of an accident. Radiation levels in transit are not monitored, nor

,'f r driver learn about leakage until he reaches his destination. Weigh stations and highway patrol

-- d are not equipped with radiation detection devices. Drivers receive no special training and

;;tr Dr receive any special instructions concerning accidents or route. State authorities are not

ffid of the time, route, or character of specific shipments. State police are periodically briefed

rdiological emergencies, but Civil Defense and fire departments are seldom equipped to handle

lh oasequences of arr accident. In the driver is vested primary responsibility for handling a

&stire emergency.

ffiURE 62: Transportation Within the Fuel Cycle, NRC, 1976
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Types of Shipments Moving Across the U.S.

Uranium ore goes through a variety of transportation steps as it passes through refinement and use to
disposal. Beginning u 272,000 metric tons of raw ore, a year's supply of uranium for a single reactor
travels over 100,000 shipping-miles before becoming 35 MT of highly irradiated waste, and more than
300,000 metric tons of long-lived wastes (having contaminated other materials by "activation" en route).

Yellowcake. Mining and milling produces a fine grade uranium in a yellow powder form. This

"yellowcake" is shipped in 55 gallon steel drums which weigh about 1/3 ton each. No special linings

are used, and numerous spills of yellowcake have been recorded. Shipments of yellowcake are made by

truckandrailwithabout40drums--15tons--persemitrailer,andl50drums--60tons--perrailcar.
272,000 MT of ore produce the 800 drums of yellowcake (U30g) for one reactor for one year. This

means that 1,400 shipments by truck or 378 shipments by rail or some combination are moving within
the U.S. yearly. The Environmental Protection Agency has estimated the average shipping distance for
yellowcake to be 1,610 miles. Present annual yellowcake shipments must then move some 2.25 million
miles by truck or 609,000 miles by rail or some combination.

When the some 150 commercial reactors now authorized are all running, annual yellowcake shipments

will run 1.3 million miles by rail to 4.8 million miles by truck. If the National Energy Plan (NEP) projection

of 380 reactors by the year 2000 occurs, these shipments will rise to 3,304,000 miles by rail or
12,236,000 miles by truck annually. If the NRC-GESMO study projection of 500 reactors is accomplished,
4,347,000 miles by rail or 16,100,000 miles by truck will be traveled just to supply yellowcake each year.

NRC states that one container in 10,000 is improperly closed. Under the NEP growth projections,
about 30 unsealed yellowcake drums can be expected each year.

NRC gives the accident rate figures for all radioactive shiprnents as 2.5 x 106 per truck mile and 1.5

x l0-6 per rail rnile. At the present level those figures suggest a yearly average of 5.6 truck accidents
or one rail accident, or some combination, involving yellowcake. By the year 2000, depending on which
growth estimates you use, accidents will range from 5 to 7 by rail or 30 to 40 by truck, or some combina-
tion, each year.

Uranium Hexafluoride. Uranium Hexafluoride (UF6) is shipped by truck from conversion to enrichment
facilities. One cask is carried on one truck. Present shipments are about 1,000 miles, some 2,300 of them
annually. About 6 accidents per year are expected now; by the year 2000, this may rise to 44.

UF6 Production Wastes. Each reactor fuel requirement leaves 92 cubic meters of irradiatedCaF2
wastes from the dry conversion process, each year. This is packaged in LLW concrete and steel drums and

transported about 500 miles to radwaste burial sites. It may eventually have to be recovered and transported
to permanent repository. 770 such shipments move in the U.S. yearly now, but by tlie year 2000,
4,200 to 5,600 nlay move annually. One accident is expected to occur yearly now, up to 7 per year by
2000.

Uranyl Nitrate. Liquid uranyl nitrate is shipped in tank trucks from reprocessing centers to fabrication
for recycle. 5 MT is sent in each shipment - - 100 shipments for each reactor year. Present shipments
would move over 10,000,000 miles each year if reprocessing were not indefinitely deferred. When 500
reactors run, over 75,000,000 shipping miles will be needed each year, transporting uranyl nitrate for
recycle.. This would involve 5 improperly sealed containen and 188 accidents each year involving tank
trucks carrying this explosive, poisonous, flammable, acidic and highly radioactive substance.
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Enriched Uranium. UF6 powder leaves the enrichment plant and travels to fuel fabrication in 2 ton
sks, five casks to a truck shipment. EPA estimates that each shipment travels 1,500 miles. 52 MTU

rre required for each reactor year. 3,500 tons are needed by the present industry yearly, about half
r million shipping miles. By the year 2000, up to 3.6 rnillion shipping miles will be needed to transport

*nriched uranium powder. We expect only 1.3 accidents yearly now, 7 to 9 annually by the year 2000.

Fuel Assemblies. Shipments of fuel assemblies to reactors involve 35 tons of enriched uranium and an

:qual amount of steel. The shipping package is a steel canister having a weight when loaded of 0.5 MT.

l-10 of these canisters are needed for each reactor year. Shipments are by rail and trltck, 6 canisters

lo a truck, 9 to a railcar. Average shipping distance is 1,000 miles. At the present level, some 1,000-

I.500 shipments are needed annually, moving some 1.6 million truck ntiles or I million rail miles. or

some combination. Be the year 2000, these shipments could increase to 6,000 to 12.000 anuually, moving

9 to l2 million truck miles or 6 to 8 million rail miles, or s,rnle cotnbination. Accidents involving fuel

.lssemblies can be expected to occur four times per ycar by truck or twice by rail now, but up to 12 to

-iO times per year by both means by the year 2000.

Fuel Fabrication llaste; LLW is loaded into concrete and steel drturts at fuel fabrication and enrichment

facilities and transported by truck an average of 500 miles to a burial site. 57 cubic nrctcrs of this material

b generated each reactor-year, about 60 shipments. About 480 shipments of this LLW are required now,

and up to 3,500 by the year 2000. Unsealed containers and accidents are expected every other year at

rhe present rate, but 3 to 4 annually by the year 2000.

Spent Fuel Assemblies. Shipments of spent fuel from industry to reprocessing or government storage travcl

in casks which, because of additional shielding, cost $1,000,000 or more each. 140 truck shipments

or l6 rail shipments will be required for each reactor year, so the Department of Energy has assumed tliat

utilities will use rail transporlg}li of the time. DOE estimates 260 truck shipments and 260 rail shipments

in rhe year 1985 increasing to 1,200 shipments by each means in the year 2000 under the National Energy

Plan. A simple calculation of requirements for transporting 70 tons of spent fuel per reactor year (35 MTHI\'I

rnd 35 MT steel) finds that 9,800 truck shipments or 1,089 rail shipments or some combination are rcqttired

b1- the present 70 reactors. Under NEP, this could increase to 6,000 rail shipments or 50,000 truck shipments

t1 the year 2000. This would correspond to an increase from 2 - 12 expected annual accidents now 1o 9 - 88

:xpected annual accidents by the year 2000.

.lway From Reactor Stoiage. DOE assumes that the absence of a federal radwaste repository will require

sn interim storage step called AFR. Transportation of spent fuel, absent reprocessing, will be reqtrired

both to and from the AFR. Transportation to AFR is covered under the assumptions given for spent ftrel

assemblies, above. Transportation away from AFRs is estimated by DOE based on variable schemes of

development and variable repository opening times. In the year 2000, about 13,000 shipntents ntay bc

needed to unload AFRs. The distance and accident rate of these shipments will depend upon where the

AFRs and the federal radwaste repositories are sited'

LLW, Waste which occurs in the course of normal reactor operation and accident experience is eitlter

buried on-site or shipped to burial sites elsewhere. The part that is presently allowed to be buried rc'presetrts

a long-term public health hazard in close proximity to a watercourse. lt will have to be exhttttted atrcl ttrorc

effectively isolated. Presclt experience indicates that 45,000 cubic fcet, or 1,275 cttbic meters. arr'generittetl

per reactor year. If half of this amount, or about 620 cubic meters, is currently transported iu cottcrcte'

and stcel drums, about 700 shipments of 500 miles are required for each rcactor ycar. LLW travel

commitmcnts at the present annual level are about 2.6 million truck ntiles. Uncler the NEP. tltis cotrld
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rise to l4 rnillion truck miles, and under GESMO growth projections,20 million truck miles annually.
5 r'tnsealed drums can be expected yearly now, 25 to 35 by the year 2000. 6.6 accidents can be expected
yearly now. 36-47 by the year 2000. If all LLIN is eventually transported to appropriate burial sites,

these figures double.

HLW. High level waste which presently resides at federal reservations and at the West Valley recycling
center in tenrporary holding tanks must be shipped to solidificati,ln or federal radwaste repositories for
million year storage. Expected methods of transport will be in 0.5 MT casks and AMTX railcars.

330 of these shipments will be required for each reactor which sends its fuel to be reprocessed. If all
reactors should be eventually subject to a reprocessing cycle, up to 20,000 HLW shipments may be

reqtrired annually involving from 40 rail accidents to 600 truck accidents.

Plutr,tniunt. The inde'finite deferral of plutonium recycle has left plutonium byproducts of the fission
process stored within spent fuel rods which are retained by utilities or kept at licensed storage facilities
until recycle is permitted. In the event that recycle is ruled out, isolation of the spent fuel rods will be

required for the dr.rration of their hazard life. Plutonium has a half-life ranging from 13 years for Pu-241

to 76 million years for Pu-244. Half-life is not a true indicator of the persistence, because it is only the
time for one half of the substance to decay, and because some of the decay byproducts are also radioactive
and persistent. Pu-239 would decay to l% or less in244,000 years, has a known carcinogenicity in amounts
as small as one millionth of a gram (0.000001 g).

GESMO has estimated the amount of plutonium in storage (or in commerce) by the year 2000 at
1,000 MT (1,000,000,000 g.). Another GESMO estimate is tliat 43 tons less uranium will be required
for cach reactor year if plutonium is recycled. Taken at the proportion yellowcake yields enriched fuel
(195:35). and assuming plutonium an equal substitute for enriched uranium, the latti:r GESMO figure
iltdicates an extraction of about 7 MT plutonium per reactor year. At 380 reactors under the National
Energ!' Plan, 2,600 MT plutonium would move through the U.S. annually. Another estimate puts the
recoverable plutoniutn in spent fuel at l0 kg per ton. This would correspond to 0.35 MT/RRY, or
133 MT plutonium per year when 380 reactors operate. About 60% isPu-239.

A proposed system for shipping plutonium is described in the following table recently published in a
NRC ior-rr.nal.

FIGURE 63: NRC-proposed System

for Shipping Plutonium in the 1980s

Transport mode

Truck AircraftRail

Shipping container

Containers per shipment*

Quantity of plutonium per container, kg

Average shipping distance, km
Total plutonium shipped, metric tons

Total number of shipments

Accidents per kilometerf
Accidents per 1,000 MT

6M

39

2.s5

2500

l8
180

1.5 x 105

166

Ll0
50

2.0

2500

18

180

1.5 x 10-6

166

6M

90

2.55

2500

l8
90

8.1 x l0-7

r 0.1 25

L-10

68

2.0

2500

l8
144

8.1 x 10'7

12.15

6M

39

2.55

2500
1n

180

5.9 x 10-9

0.15

*The number of containers per shipment is based on efficient packing of the transport vehicle consistent with
criticality safety requirements. Plutonium safeguards rcquirements may necessi;ate shipment of fewer containers
in each transport vehicle.

NRC 1978
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Taking 1,000 MT through each of the shipping modes arrives at an accident rate ranging from 0.15

@'air to 166 by truck. If the 1,000 MT were distributed equally among the various modes, 71.29

sidents would be expected. If 2,600 MT moved through the country by all modes, the accident rate
rould be 185.35. If a\|2,600 MT traveled by truck, 432 accidents would be expected.

FIGURE 64: Buildup of Plutonium in
Storage by Recycle Start-up Date

NRC, 1976

.4ccidents Have Happened

The American Friends Service Committee has reported on accidents which have occurred in the U.S.

im'olving shipments of radioactive materials. The following is excerpted from their publication,
-Transportation and Nuclear Cargo in the South."

In September 2i, 1977 a huge cask of highly enriched weapons grade material from South Africa was

loaded on a truck at the port of Savannah, Ga. Jerry Morris, a state radiation safety officer, asked the

driver of the truck if he would travel a designated route. The driver said, "there was no assigned route."
He said further that he has no specific instructions in case of an accident. He did not know what cargo
he was carrying. There was no radiation monitoring equipment. The shipment was not properly labeled.

Fortunately, no accident occurred enroute to the Savannah River Plant, near Aiken, S.C.

Given the carelessness and lack of safety precautions exposed by this incident, it should come as no

surprise that:

- (l) according to a review of five years accident experience in the USA involving nuclear transportation
by the U.S. Department of Transportation between 1971-1975 there were 36 accidents which resulted in
the release of excess radiation levels. During that period the total number of accidents involving radioactive

materials was 144.
(2) on December 8, l97O on a major highway near Oak Ridge, Tenn., the driver of a vehicle carrying

radioactive cask swerved to avoid colliding with an approaching vehicle, lost control, and overturned off
the roadway. The cask was thrown into a ditch, traveling more than 100 feet before coming to rest.
Damage was done to the outer thermal insulation. The cask was recovered. Authorities reported that there
was no release of the contents.

(3) in October, 1976 outside of Roanoke Rapids, the driver of the radioactive shipment traveling to
Barnwell, S.C. discovered that the lid had come off one of the crates he was carrying. The load consisted

of lowlevel wastes in the form of contaminated component parts of a nuclear reactor located in Waterford,

Connecticut. The problem was caused because the last of six crates, designed to be placed upright, was

lying on its side. Shifting of the crate's contents caused the top to come off.
(4) on March 7, 19'78, zI the Goodyear Portsmouth Gasebus Diffusion Plant near Piketown, Ohio, uranium

was spilled outside the plant. Forty-six workers were contaminated. The water supply was contaminated to
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9 times the permitted level of raCioactivity. All this because a 14 ton cylinder was dropped 20 inches

and cracked. The radioactive material condensed and ran into a drainage ditch,
(5) on February 9,1978, the bed of a trailer truck carrying a cask of nuclear fuel buckled and broke

apart in Ford County, Illinois. The 49,000 pound cask contained six highly radioactive fuel rods, each

filled with a blend of plutonium and uranium oxides. A l2-mile stretch of highway was closed while
officials attempted to determine the amount of contamination. "Radioactive readings were well within
the safety standards," according to a police official. The cask had not broken open. According to the
same official, "The driver was just going down the road and the trailr:r buckled right under the weight
of the cask." The cask and the flat-bed trailer are owned by the Nuclear Assurance Corporation of Atlanta.

Routine Emissions

Accidents are not necessary for the infliction of biological damage and fatalities from shipments
of radioactive materials. This is one of the unique factors about radioactivity. Tiny subatomic particles
pass through even the densest metal shielding, like airplanes flying through clouds. Neutrons and other
particles exit from shielding still traveling near the speed of light and will penetrate anything in a direct
line or within the curve of deflection. In the case of radioactive materials in transit, where the public
receives its closest exposure to the nuclear fuel cycle, this irradiation damages drivers or brakemen
handling the vehicles, and any onlookers, at random.

Yellowcake. NRC estimates yellowcake drivers receive 4.5 mrem each year they drive. This raises

the risk of cancer O.2% or about one extra cancer in a population of 1,000 drivers. A member of the
general public who spends three minutes an average of three feet from a yellowcake truck would receive
0.02 mrem.

Fresh Fuel. Fuel rod shipments give each of two drivers an average dose of l6 mrem per shipment,
about 240 mremlyr. This would cause about a l0% increased risk of cancer, or about 25 additional
cancers in a population of 1,000 drivers. A member of the public who spends three minutes 3 feet
from a fuel rod truck might receive a dose of 0.8 mrem.

Radioactive Waste. For spent fuel shipments, each driver receives a dose of 28 mrem per shipment,
composed of 20 mrem while in the cab and 8 mrem outside. A single driver would receive 140 mrem
if he were used for five shipments in one year. The theoretical maximum would be 86 trips annually
under the 12 rem/yr external exposure rule. Averaging only 5 rem/yr over 20 yearu (35 trips per year

totaling 90 days actual driving time), a driver would receive a cumulative whole body dose of 100 rems,

3 times the doubling dose for all cancers.

Garagemen who spend one to ten minutes around the cab of a spent fuel truck would be exposed to
0.5 mrem under NRC calculations. Each of ten brakemen on rail shipments would also receive 0.5 mrem.
A member of the general public who spends three minutes 3 feet from the truck or railcar would receive

0.8 mrem. NRC estimates 1.8 million persons reside along the 12 truck routes and 1.88 million persons

reside along the twelve rail routes. Lifetime exposures to these individuals would average approximately
2.1 mrem truck route residents and 0.7 mrem rail route residents just from spent fuel shipments.

In a population of this size, ten or more cancen might be expected to result from the passage of spent

fuel truck shipments, apart from accidents. (O.OO21% increased risk x 25% mean cancer risk x 1,800,000 = 9.5t
For truck shipments of LLW, NRC estimates each of two drivers receives 120 mrem per shipntent,

approximately 90 mrem in the cab and 30 mrem outside. Since shipments average 500 miles, 100
shipments per year are possible for a single driver, which would correspond to the maximum allowable
external occupational dose for a single year of l2 rem. 40 shipments per year, or about 60 days actual
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f-ir time, would represent 5 rem annual exposure.

The implications to the driven, who double their yearly radiation with each shipment they drive,

- Dt good. Under the NEP, 7.4 million m3 of LLW may be generated by the year 2000. 876,440
stripments would be required to haul this amount. 1,752,880 drivers would be needed if each

-ftr bauled only one shipment. If each driver received a maximum 5 rem per year for 25 ye.ars, onll'
{f,F22 driven would be required. In the former case, at least 21,000 cancers would be expected

b cnrlt from the exposure (assuming l% increased risk from 25 mrem annual environmental dose and

lif ro be the mean cancer rate). In the latter case, 75% of the driven could be expected to get cancer:

t driven' increased risk of cancer would be 2OO%, with the expectation of 22,OOO extra cancers
rrFutable to the exposure. Another way of making this calculation is to assume I extra cancer fatality occur
bcwry 1C0 man rems. With 1.752x 106 driven getting O.2x 106 man-rems, about 200,000 man-rems p€r

;r, thb means 2,000 extra cancer deaths among the 1,7 52,880 drivers each year. Over 25 years, some 50,0(X)

5Gc could be expected to die of cancer as a result of this exposure.
NRC calculated the 1.58 million persons residing along the LLW shipment route receive 2.3 person

rr- This suggests some additional cancers in this population.

ELS from commercial spent fuel will have to be shipped in the event that a recycle option is selected.

IT frqn military and reprocessing experiments and weapons production will also have to be transported

D rcpcitories. Because of additional shielding, HLW radiates about the equivalent of spent fuel shipmene-
ll ncm to the driver for each shipment he hauls. Cancer estimation would be the same as for spent frrel

tncnts.
hr,cnt Damage

Ibether or not accidents involving radioactive materials occur - - and they are statistically certain to
@ - - persistent damage to humanlty is being caused by present shipments of radioactive materials

lb demage is in the form of gene irradiation and damage to the biosphere by constant bombardment

h shipments passing in routine commerce. This damage is essentially unmeasurable. [t is an undefimd
L-se of human suffering, including chronic illnesses and congenital malformities, to be borne b-v our
&tq and our children's children.

fle only alternative presently available to the unmeasurable increased risk of harm is a halt of all

Eportation of radioactive materials until safeguards can be instituted which will adequately protect

t pblic health.
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De contamination and Decommissioning

Commercial Facilities

When fuel cycle facilities are decommissioned, it will be necessary to provide for the disposition of
these facilities in a way that assures protection of public health and safety and permits the facility or
land to be released for unrestricted use. Establishing the obligations of decommissioning large reactors

and estimating the quantities of waste materials to be managed are principal concerns. Most estimates

of cost and quantities of radioactive wastes to be handled have been based on decommisioning experience

for small reactors and extrapolated to arrive at conclusions about large reactor decommissionings.

The table below shows the decommissioning history of licensed experimental and demonstration reactors

and indicates the type of decommissioning used.

EXPE R IMENTAL AND DEMOI{STR ATION R EACTO R DECOi*I^I'IISSION ING H ISTORY"

Rcadot
F. ci litY

.nd Location

CVTR
Parr, SC

Pathtinder
Sioux Falls, SD

FERMI I
Monroe Co., Mich.

Pech Boilom 1

York Co., Penn.

VBWR
Alame.Ja Co., CA

NASA Plumbrook
Sandusky, Ohio

GE €VESR
Alameda Co., CA

Saxton, PA

SEFOR
Stricklcr.
Arkansas

Weitin!hou5e
iesi Re3ctor

Waltz fUill, PA

s&w
Lynchburg, VA

Hallam
Hallam, Neb.

Piqua
PQua, Ohio

BOfirls
Ricon, Pr':aq
Rico

Elk Rivcr
Elk River,
Minn.

Stilur of
Licon$

Eyproduct
per l0 CFR
30

Byproduct
to stateb

Possession
o nlyd

Posression
only

Po:session
only

Possessioo
only

Possession
only

Possession
only

Eyp.oduct
to gtale

Psssion
only

Byproduct
per l0 CFR
30

Opcraling
authorization
terminated

Operating
autho.i2ation
terminated

Operaring
tuihor'rzation
terminated

Opcrsting
!uthsization
ta.min.ted

Monito.ing
System

Periodic
surveil la^ce

Con t inuou s

secu. ity
forcec

Continuous
t€cu.ity
lorcec

Continuou s

!ecurity
torcec

Cootinuous
recurity
torcec

Conlinuout
5ccurily
Iorcec

Continuous
3€curity
forcec

lntrusion
alarmr

lntrusion
rlarms

Continucu3
scurity
forcec

Not required

Proteciavc
Storagc
Mtaturct

Welded closure,
locked doori,
security fenc€

Welded ctosure,
security fence

Ltrked doors,
securitv fence

Not yel
e!tsbliihed

Locked doors,
scurity fence

Locked doors,
seurrty fence

Locked doors,
*curity lence

Welded closurs,
lockad doo.i,
*urity lenc"

Welded closure,
locked doorr,
*curity fence

L@ked doors,
security fence

Not r@uir€d

Reaslol
Tygo

Pressure lube
heavy waier

BWR T9O
nuclear tup€.heal

Sodium cooled 20o
fast

Gas cooled 1 15
g.aphite
moderaied

gwR 50

Light war€( O.t

BWR with 17
nuclear
tuperheat

PWR 23.5

Sodium N
cooled, last

Tank 60

Sodium cool€d 256
graphit€
moderaled

Organic 45.5
cooled snd
mderatcd

8WR with 50
nsclear
supcrheat

R?adot
Therm.l Typo ot

Rating,MW Decommisioning

Morhballing

Mothballing with
steam plant
conversion

Mothballing

Morhballing

Mothbilling wilh
rteam plant
converiion

Mothballing

Mothballing

Mothballing

Mothballing

Molhb€lled

Parri.l
dirmantling

Enrombing

Entombing

Entombing

Dimantling &
Dartial
conver!ioi

58.2

Not rrqui.cd Welded closure,
concrel€ cowr,
sr€athetproolod

Not required Welded clo3ure,
concaetc cowar
wat€rprmled

Not equired Weld€d clo3u.€,
concrete cowr,
lGkcd d@.i,
surity fen€

Noi rcquired Not reguired

l3c-lcl"rcct "Occommrs!ioningandOacontaminationorLic?nsdRcacqorFacilitictandOcmnltratiooNstcarPowerPlanlt",by
P.B' Etickrcn and G. Lear, U.S- NRC, presnted at @nfcrcn;! on O?crnramr^ation and D?comrnitrioning an ldaho Fatlt, tdaho,
Augu{ t9-2'1, 1975.

bA byp.odrct lic€^ie may bc ittued by agre€menr rtrtc gar tO CFR tSO.
cThc ug ot a cont;ouou' lecu.itv force wa: nol rcquir?d by rh! NRC becaus continuour manned r?curitv wrt providFl tor othcr on.tita
,cliviliar that w€re unrelated ts the decommrironed reactor. ll ruch a ecurity lorc€ wai not pres?nr, thc NRC may havc ttipulatcd
mnn"d tccurity o. othct additional accest cont.ol mlur?i.

dA po:se$iononly liconrc pcrmitr poreitaon of a rcacto, facititv but not it3 ooeration-
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UrnireJ Stltes \uclear Regulatory Commission Guide 1.86 describes methods and procedures

considc'rc-d acceptable by the NRC staff for decotnmissioning alternatives. The Guide presents

lnlm'an deconrnrissioning alternatives, namely. mothballing, in-place entombment, and removal

itt components and dismantling.

rittg Fttel Cycle Facilities

@- Frrc/ f abrication Plunt. l'he environmental impact of dismantling a UO2 fuel fabrication plant

esrinuted. Most of thc- equiprnent requiring removal in a decontamination operation is at the

cmd or rhc' lhel tabrication process. It includes equipntent for vaporization of UF6 from the shipping

amrnonium diuranate preparation, calcining, blending, scrap recovery, pelletization. sintering.

Fuadrng. The material will be packaged and shipped to a repository. Chemical decontamination

rill be fired in a solid such as concrete and shipped to a disposal site. Some radioactive queous

rofrrions u'ill meet the standards of l0 CFR 20 and could be discharged to local water bodies.

lha s-oot-rerr-' surfaces in thc tacility w'ill be contaminated to radioactivity levels exceeding those speci-

h Rcgulaton' Guide l 86. The contaminatc'd surface of this concrete would be removed and the

pacli.igcd lnd shiltpcd to a disposal site. The remaining less contaminated strttctures are expected

lcfr in phce.

Gbmrtusro: Iltra.tluoricle (UFl Plants. No cotnntercially built UF6 plants of the size currentll-operating

llqrarrted ior operation have ever been decommissioned. One ERDA-operated uranium facilitl'l\\gl,Jc'.
r:rs pertially, decontanrinated by the arnty and its contractors in the 1960s. Estimates of the

nral impact resulting frorn the decommissioning of UF6 facility must be primarily based on

ary'roLlrrons lionr other decoutamination and decomuissioning activities involving similar source materiels-

,lil m angtncering analysis.

ftc gcnerel procedures for clecommissioning the model UF6 facility are as follows:

i,* *an or resalable materials or equipment that can be decontaminated below the recommended

and salvaged. Unsalvable equipjl...ltafmes ior the unlicensed use of such material will be decontaminated

fn nflI be clisposed of through an authorized li,;ensee.

:. . - Gpryrnent to be decontaminated will be water-washed or steam-cleaned. If further cleaning is necessarl

I Dr ret de,.-ontamination guidelines, chenricals or abrasives will be used.

, - hilillngs are vacuu.m cleaned after process equipment has been removed, and washed down with high-

!-.",r,e s_ater. chemical cleaning may be required in some areas.

- ru $uids lrom the miscellaneous digestor and decontamination activity are collected and the purified

Ferr b sold.

- fl-uqdd \raste streallls are treated in an evaporator and the solids are packaged for transfer to an authorized

hffire-

f,fomftrirr Enriclunent Plants. Detailed information on uranium enrichment facilities is classified. and

[5rE ii no published information on decommissioning enrichment plants. It has not been possible to

ilf,* numcrical estinrates of environmental impacts associated with decontaminating either gaseotts ditfusion
rm oemlriluge enrichment plants.

Uh,c UF6 would be purged from the system. Residual contamination would remain. Much of the pro.-crs

{tmurytrlrnt is constructed of high-integrity metals that can be readily decontarrinated with chenticals such

,,ur mnnic acicl. Chemical decontamination could be expected to significantly reduce the antottnt ol r'qtti1'

dt3lrfi rt'(luiring clisposal at a burial site. Decontamination solr.rtions would be concentrated. solidified. end

unrum6ortcd offsitc for burial.

-r
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Light Water Reactors. The environmental effects of decontaminating LWRs are based on NRC staff
estimates with the assistance of industry personnel experienced in reactor decommissioning. Reactor

decontamination has been demonstrated at the Elk River Reactor and at several small test reactors and

critical facilities. The estimates presented here are based on current-generation PWRs and BWRs.

Decontaminating an LWR involves:
l. Draining and chemically flushing the prirnary system. Chemical flushes are designed to reduce occupa-
tional exposure during steam generator removal. Chemical solutions are concentrated and solidified.
Wash solutions and primary water are demineralized and discharged to local water bodies.

2. Removing steam generators (PWR only) and primary pumps. The steam generators are segmented for
shipment on a railcar or truck.
3. Removing reactor internals, which are segmented for shipment using an arc saw or plasma torch. Such

operations can be performed remotely.
4. Removing reactor vessel and surrounding contaminated structures. The vessel would be removed with
an arc saw (PWR) or a plasma torch (BWR). This operation is performed remotely. Activated concrete

in the reactor cavity is removed with explosives.

5. Removing remaining reactor building equipment. Contact methods are used.

6. Removing the turbine and decontaminating the turbine building (BWR only).
7. Removing contaminated equipment from auxiliary buildings.

A Report of the House Committee on Government Operations issued ApfiL26,1978, titled Nuclear
Power Cosls stated:

Dismantling a nuclear plant now may cost anywhere from $3 I million to more than $100 million in1977
dollars - - between 3 percent and l0 percent of the $1 billion capital cost. Even the higher figures, however,
do not include perpetual care costs for rubble from the plant containing radioactive nickel which may remain
hazardous for up to 1.5 million years. After 30 to 40 years, the expected lifespan of a nuclear plant, decom-
missioning costs would quadruple (assuming 5 percent annual inflation).

Further, to decommission some presently operating plants may range from 25 to 100 percent of original costs.
This was the case with the Elk River, Minn., experimental reactor. It cost some $2+.5 million to build and
$6.2 million in 1974 dollars to dismantle. At Oyster Creek, N.J., Jersey Central Power & Light estimated
total dismantlement of the nuclear plant would cost $100 million - - more that 150 percent of the original
$65 million construction cost. The utility, however, is planning to "entomb" the plant at a cost of $35 million,
wtrich is still more than half its construction cost. A1l JCP&L figures are in 1976 dollars. And as much as

$600 million may be needed to decommission and decontaminate a privately-owned nuclear fuel reprocessing
plant at West Valley, N.Y.

But these figures are all estimates, from the lowest to the highest, and no one really knows how much it
will cost or who will pay the bill to decommission this Nation's commercial nuclear reactors. Decommissioning
costs therefore represent substantial unknown costs of nuclear-generated electricity - . costs taxpayers may be

burdened with 40 years after the reactor startup date.
The taxpayer, in another capacity, will also, of course, be presented with the bill to decommission DOE's

400 excess (obsolete or no longer needed) Federal nuclear facilities. DOE estimates it would take $25 to $30
million annually for 100 years - - $2.5 to $3 billion - - to decommission these facilities a1one. GAO, however,
thinks even this estimate is low, in part because an ERDA contractor estimated in 1972 that it could cost as

much as $4 bilion to decommission only the largest of ERDA's 26 facilities.
Of the 67 nuclear reactors now operating in the United States, the committee knows of only six where pro-

visions have been made to pay for decommissioning, These are operated by Southern California Edison Co.,
which estimated decommissioning would cost l0 percent of capital cost; Northeast Utilities Co. in Connecticut
l0 percent;Pacific Gas and Electric Co. in California, 5 percent; Northern States Power Co. in Minnesota,
l0 percent;Wisconsin Electric Power Co., 12.5 percent; and Florida Power & Light Co., l9 percent.
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Current rates to the majority of consumers of nuclear-generated electricity, therefore, do not reflect
decommissioning costs. And the NRC does not require owners of nuclear facilities to develop plans or
make financial commitments to cover these future costs.

Sometimes it is the State public utility commission that prevents utilities from incorporating decom-
misioning costs in current electric rates. This occurred in Pennsylvania in the case of Metropolitan
Edisolt Co., and in Massachusetts, with Western Massachusetts Electric Co. The State comnlissions turned
down the utilities' requests, saying speculation as to what decommissioning might cost in 30 years could
not be accepted as a valid cost. The utilities, they said, had no way of showing any real expenses for
decommissioning.

Therefore, as has already occurred at West Valley, Federal or State governments may be asked to pay
for problems that the committee believes, in the words of GAO, "rightfully should be paid by private
industry," and those who benefit now from the nuclear generated electricity.

Though the Federal Government has made no commitment to pick up the West Valley tab, it has paid
S85 million to clean up residues from closed privately owned uranium mills, and has shared with the State
of Tennessee the cost of approxirnately $110,000 to decontaminate a facilty from which the owners
cnlked away in 1971.

Clea4lgg out the "crud" In addition to the costs of decommissioning, the nuclear industry is facing a bill
for $l billion to flush out tons of highly radioactive "crud", or sludge, from the cootng systems of its
nuclear plants.

"Crud," as it is referred to by nuclear engineers, consists of metal oxides which become radioactive in the
cooling water and accumulate on the insides of reactor piping like rust on ordinary iron pipes. When it is
time for cleansing, usually when the reactor reaches middle age of about 20 years old, the uranium is removed
from the reactor and, in the case of Dresden, Commonwealth Edison's plant near Morris, !11., 85,000 gallons
of solvent will be -added to the coolingwater and pumped through five miles of piping. The dissolved crud will
be funneled into a radioactive waste facility for treatment where the cooling water will be evaporated, leaving
1,0O0 pounds of radioactive "sludge." this sludge will be solidified and shipped to 1ow-leve1 waste disposal
gounds for burial.

Commonwealth Edison Co. is the fint utility to confront the problem. At a cost of $36 million, Edison
will begin cleaning Dresden in November, 1978. Dresden, the Natjon's oldest utility-owned commercial reactor ,

has been generating electricity since 1960. During the next l0 years, as each reactor grows oider and its cooling
s)6tem becomes crud-encrusted, other utilities will have to fact the costs associated with decontamination.
Gordon Core, Commonwealth Edison vice chairman, estimates it will cost $20 million in 1976 dollars to clean
up each reactor - - making the total bill for the 67 reactors operating nationwide, $1.7 billion. And the 536
million to decontaminate Dresden - - with DOE contributing $8.2 million - - will cost more than one-half as much
as the $51 million plant itself.

David Rossin, system nuclear research engineer at Commonwealth Edison, said that Dresden's high depreciation
rate allows for unforeseeable contingencies aird could cover the cost of decontamination. Even if the cost were
more than the estimated +$20 million per reactor, the price of nuclear-generated electricity would not be apprcciabll.
affected, he said.

lIltimately, however, as with decommissioning, the consumers will pay the price for decontamination. And
this is another operating expense never foreseen by utilities when they began touting the economic advantaget
of nuclear power.

At the International Symposium on Nuclear Wastes in Denver in July 1976,T. F. Nemec of United
l[rrlear, Richland, Washington, described the D/D of Elk River (a small 58 MW reactor) which began
producing power in July, 1964,but was shut down in January, 1968, because the utility company

dr'tbuy it. 1,300 cubic meters of material was removed by remote control at a cost of $7,355.000.
The job was accomplished without exposing more than one hundred people to more than 75 rem. Mr.
Iemec stated. If 100 men received a population dose of 75 rem (750 mrem each), one of them could
bc expected to die of radiation induced cancer, we now know. Clearly the automated methods used at
EIL River did not extend far enough to protect human life.
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Waste Management

Generally

The protection of humanity and the biosphere requires that radioactive wastes be managed consci-

entiously. The present system implements two major protective measures, isolation and delayed release,

and one non-protective measure, immediate release.

.[solation takes advantage of universal physical factors, such as distance and ion-exchange capacity
and thermal gradients of the geosphere to erect barriers between the waste mass and the biosphere in
hope that these barriers will not be breached during the hazard life of the waste.

Delayed release includes those protective measures which are inherently temporary, which will allow
gradual release of radioactive waste to the biosphere before the hazard life is extinguished. The purpose
of delayed release management is to place the radioactive burden on the biosphere in a gradual,rather
than sudden impact and optimally to allow extinguishment of some, if not all, of the waste hazards at
a relatively harmless site within the biosphere. Barriers commonly employed in delayed release management
include confining matrices such as silicate glass, metallic or concrete enclosures, and shallow earth or
seawater cover.

Immediate release is employed presently in the management of airborne and waterborne radioactive
effluents below a set level which is deemed "safe as practicable" or "as low as reasonably achievable"
for release to the biosphere and which is also employed to manage the enormous volume of mine tailings
and mill tailings which constitute the largest part of the nuclear waste inherent in the fuel cycle. It is
generally accepted that since there is no safe tolerance among biological organisms to radiation health
effects, effects can and do occur as a result of immediate release of radioactivity to the biosphere. With
the exception of release which occurs immediately from bolation or delayed release management schemes,

the operation and effects of immediate release are considered elsewhere and will not be reconsidered here.

High Level l,laste

Radioactive wastes generated during spent-fuel reprocessirg and disposal operations are classified into
three categories: high-level wastes (HLW), transuranium byproducts (TRU), and low-level wastes (LLW).
The present definition of high level waste is "the aqueous waste resulting from operation of the first
cycle solvent extraction system or equivalent, and the concentrated waste of subsequent extraction cycles
or equivalent." (Appendix F, l0 CFR Part 50)

The EPA has proposed to include as equivalent high level wastes all forms of radioactive waste which
have the capacity to produce radiation exposures with acute effects (i.e.: immediate death). Non-immediate
toxicity and persistence, even if extreme, are not considerations in the definition of high level waste at present.

TRU

Transuranium wastes are any isotopes with an atomic number greater than g2. They are biologically
significant for their long half-lives and extreme radiotoxicity. They are primarily produced by single or
multiple neutron capture by U-238 in fuel elements during reactor operation.

Transuranic wastes which do not fit the category definition of "high level" are considered "low level"
by the industry and government and until 1970*, when public pressure caused them to be classified

*In 1970, the AEC issued the 10 nanocurie limit policy for AEC-operated sites. AEC issued a proposed
rule on September 12, 1974 which would have limited burial of TRU at commercial sites also. Following
creation of NRC and ERDA, ERDA withdrew the draft environmental impact statement needed to fulfill
NEPA requirements for the rule, and so no requirements or restrictions actually exist on TRU disposal at
commercial burial sitei as of 1978. NRC has a de facto moratorium on concentrated TRU burial.
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i tqfcty. they were routinely disposed of or dispersed within the biosphere. The transuranic contam-

+I:l rrte category (TRU) presently includes only TRU concentrations above l0 nanocuries per gram.

hetilns below this level, irrespective of accumulations within a disposal area, are still "low level"

:if'G
Dc bllowing table includes all isotopes with an atomic number of 92 or greater, their half-lives. and

: &&rge rate in curies per metric ton uranium (Ci/MTU).

E{ 6?: Nuclides of Interest, NRC. 1976
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Significantly,U-238 is the TRU waste with the longest half-life and is also the waste of whichthe

f4est volume exists. Therefore U-238 becomes a useful indicator of the radioactive waste hazard time

&eme. The half-life of U-238 is 4.51 x 109 years. While thehazard, exists as long as the last atom to

&integrate, the original volume will decay to less than l% after 10 half lives or 45,100,000.000 (45

hillion) years. The contrasts to the life of our sun (5 billion years), the Milky Way Galaxy (10 billion
yea6), and the calculated time which the present Universe has been expanding (13-20 billion years)

&rom its original creation.

Radioactive waste may therefore never be spoken of as eventually becoming "harmless."

EGURE 68: Hazard Life of Uranium
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LLW

"Low level" wastes include all materials which are not classified otherwise. The EPA proposes that

LLW be defined as all materials which would not present an acute hazard (induction of sickness and

death over a relatively short period of time) thereby including all materials which may be packaged so

as to emit less than 300-500 rems to a maximally exposed individual. This would encompass any

radioactive source other than otherwise defined first cycle solvent extraction wastes and highly concen-

trated TRU. Because toxicity and longevity are not considetations, "low level" is a misnomer for

this type of waste. LLW as used here refers to "Lingering Lethal Wastes'"

Among the more dangerous LLW are I-129 which has a halflife of 1.72 x 107 years, Cs-135 which

has a half-life of 2.0 x 106 ye&rs, Rb-87 which has a half life of 4.7 x lol0 y"ur. (47 billionyears or

3 times the age of the Universe) and C-14 which has a unique biological danger due to the rapid

movement of carbon within the life-cycle.

Volume of llaste

Although no approved plan for a federal repository yet exists, the total inventory of high level fission

products at federal sites is about ?6 million gallons with an activity of about 440 million curies (JCAE, 1977),

and will continue to grow at a rate of 300,000 gallons per year. GAO has estimated ERDA will generate

41 million gallons andindustry may generate 152 million gallons by the year 2000. It is assumed that

high level wastes, and possibly TRU, will be stored in future federal repositories. If plutonium recycle is

not implemented, the quantity of plutonium requiring storage by 2000 will be about 1000 metric tons

in about 200,000 containers. If uranium recycle is also rejected, 400,000 canisters may be needed to contain

the spent fuel assemblies by the year 2000.

About 51 million cubic feet containing some 123,000 grams of TRU wastes are presently existing at

burial sites. Such wastes are accumulating aI a rt.te of about 400,000 cu.ft.lyr. Five of the six operating

commercial burial grounds now exclude wastes containing greater than l0 nanocuries TRU per gram.

Six DOE facilities have TRU buried and in retrievable storage, amounting to 15 million cu. ft. as of January

l, 1977 . 100 million more cu. ft. of TRU would be generated by 2000 under NEP.
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frwnt l|aste Disposal Schemes

LLI|. The current management of LLW involves shallow budd in commercial budd facilities q
megulated shallow burial on private land. At licensed facilities, the model burial trench b 9l m. long,

9 g1- wide and 6 m. deep, and has a volume of 4,900 *3. Aourning a close packing of 55 galton drums in

nrs l0 wide and 5 deep, about 3,500 m3 of waste can be buried in the model trench. Assuming 2 burial

tsrnches per acre, a burial site would provide for disposal of about 700,000 m3 of waste per 100 acres

frcURE 70: Diagram of Licensed Burial Facility, GAO, 1976

liRC rules require licensed facilities," ril.;;'";;il;;ffi#t Packages in partially filled trench€s

1 covered with earth to minimize access, provide shielding during placement of other packages in the

rnches, and minimize entry of water into the trenches. Temporary storage is minimized. Packages rre
ptrcd in a trench as soon after receipt as possible. Completed trenches are maintained to minimize

rt6ion, and marked to specify the contents.

However, much-if not most- of commercially generated LLW from all parts of the fuel rycle dm not
go to lcensed land burial sites, now few and far between. Under 10 CFR 20.304, from ten to one mi[ixr
nitlicuries of any given radionuclide may be placed in unlicensed, unregulated, and unrecorded shdlos
hrlirl, so long as it is at least six feet from any previous burial and no more than 12 burials are made at

ay single site in one year. Of the many unmarked shallow burials which have occurred over tbe l6t thirtl-

!€ztrs, some are now lost from recollection, and may be relocated only by a hazardous search- Since no

etendards of geology, topography, rainfall, or proximity to waterways apply, many of these unregbtered

hlrials may now be leaching poisons into human exposurc pathways. At several hundred facilities acrs
tb country, unlicensed land burial is still a routine operating proceedure sanctioned by Federal law.

Through l976,the commercialsectorgenerated l6millioncu.ft. of wastepackagescontaining3.8mtr
[on curies of LLW. It has been estimated that at government sites as of 1974, there were l7 million curies

in 5l million cu.ft. of packaged LLW. Wastes in the commercial sector are being generated at the rate of
mother 1.3 million cu.ft. peryear. By the year 2000, there will be about I billion cu.ft., enough to corer
e four-lane, coast-to-coast highway one foot deep, according to EPA.

HLW and IRtl. High level waste repositories are considered likely to incorporate non-retrievable db
posal methods within the geosphere which maximize the integrity of the barriers separating wastes from

the biosphere. There is no repository yet operating in the United States, although a number of uns.rcc€ssfrl

.ttempts at pilot projects have been made. NRC hopes to have a model facility receiving wastes *ithin
a decade.

While the integrity of the repositories may not be predicted adequately to assure zero release for the
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required millions of millenia, certain predictors are available for releases which will occur while repositories

are open for receiving wastes. The present model for federal repositories includes a TRU (Alpha) mine,

and a high level mine, along with surface support facilities.
Estimated airborne release rates have been projected by NRC. Accidents which occur while handling

the large volume of waste may be expected to raise the release rate above that estimated for routine release.

A major accident, such as criticality in the stored material, could produce a thermal or thermonuclear
explosion which might result in an instant release of the entire repository inventory to the biosphere. Such

a rare occurence may have already occurred in the USSR in 1957. A number of criticality accidents, such

as those at Rocky Flats which resulted in a wide area of plutonium contamination, have also occuned in
the United States. It was fear of just such an occurence that caused exhumation of one of the shallow
trenches at Hanford after it was learned plutonium tended to concentrate in one downgrade corner and

rnight reach critical mass in time. Less than ten kilograms of Pu-239 is necessary for the weapons-fission
process. The accumulation of plutonium from 1975 to 2000 is estimated to be on the order of 1,000,000 kg.

The Salt Mine Plan. The most likely plan to be used by the model federal repository involves non-retrievable
burial in deep salt formations. The plan involves excavation of a salt mine 1,000 to 2,000 feet below the
sttrface where plasticity and thermal gradient allow optimum immediate access. Waste containers are buried
below 7% ft. of crushed salt in a number of rooms, with progressive backfilling of the utilized rooms and

corridors, and eventually backfilling of the entire mine and shafts. It is estimated that all gases produced in
the mine will eventually be discharged to the surface but that particulate activity will not be released after
the mine is sealed and decommissioned.

During receiving operations, ventilation air from sections of the mine is exhausted to the atmosphere
through HEPA filters and a short stack. This air contains small concentrations of radioactive particles and
gases-estimated as 2 x l0-11 curies/m3. This air, which also contains chemically noxious gases and salt
particlc's. eventually deposits on surfaces exposed to the ventilation streams.

The GAO is dubious about DOE's salt bed storage plan. GAO points out that technology for safe disposal
lras never been effectively demonstrated and in fact may not exist. On September 12, 1977, Monte Canfield ,

Director of Energy and Minerals Division, GAO, testified before the House Environment, Energy, and
\atural Resources Subcommittee:

" After several decades of work, the Atomic Energy Commission did not-and its successor ERDA, has not

yet-detnonstrated acceptable solutions for long term storage and/or disposal of defense and research-related

high level waste or satisfied the scientific community that present disposal sites are geologically suited for
long-term storage or disposal.

ERDA is investigating several alternatives for managing its military and research waste, including immobilization
and entotnbment in place, solidification and geoiogic disposal at Hanford and Savannah River, and solidification
and shipment to a Federal geological repository,

Before this high-level waste could be moved to a repository, however, major questions involving retrievability

from its temporary storage tanks at Hanford and Savannah River must be resolved.

ERDA does not now have the technological capability to extract ali of this waste from the storage tanks. The

waste stored at Hanford and Savannah fuver make up 94 percent of the total volume of waste. This waste has

been converted into chemical form that may be unsuitable for long term storage or conversion to an acceptable long-

term storage form with current technologies.

ERDA is testing methods which it believes will enable it to extract up to 99 percent of the high level waste

from most storage tank. However these methods may not work with some older tanks because of
their poor condition. The remaining I percent of the waste would contain long lived toxic radionuclides, such

as plutonium and strontium-90. The cost of extracting and preparing all of the waste for geological disposal

*
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ire uncertain but estimates range from $2 billion to $20 billion.

ERDA is exploring alternatives for long-term storage or disposal of the waste at Hanford and Savannah

Rirer. -A.lternatives include entombrnent in the existing tanks if the waste cannot be removed and removal

of the waste and burial at the site, either in near-surface facilities or in deep geological formations. These

' dtematives present still other questions, such as the suitability of these sites for geological disposal. Any

facility for long-term storage or disposal of the waste at these sites will require licensing by NRC.

Ir- Canfield was then questioned by Congressman Drinan:

Mr. DRINAN:... The question that keeps coming back to me is whether or not there will ever be con-

iensus among the scientists as to the safety of someplace where they can dispose of the radioactive material.

I followed the site in New Mexico. Even the highest people in ERDA concede that there are weaknesses

ro thek position there. This is the center of the largest U.S. deposit of potash, a substance used in fertilizer,

md that,;:nay interject into the proposed solution.

.So my question comes to this: Has the GAO ever entered into the ultimate question of whether a scientific

urd safe place can ever be arrived at?

Mr. CANFIELD: I think the basic bottom-line answer is that you will never be able to hne three-let alone

an1' more-scientists up and get them to agree that you have come up with an ultimate, safe disposal area.

The issue is whether or not you can develop a sufficient amount of consensus that sufficient precautions

have been taken and that the amount of risk is relatively low-relative to other alternatives.

The genie, after all, is out of the bottle. Something has to be done with it. Picking the best possible

bottb to stick it back in is really the only pragmatic thing to think about. But to say that we could ertr

come up with some sort of perfect storage place, certainly in this country, I think would be difficult. if
not impossible. The issue is one of relative risk and relative safety.

MT.DRINAN,Y${fry_ryryj9._!9t_41T19Y9._Tg'_ytgTjgS:"1q:J!.I
I recall that the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia virtually enjoined the NRC from issuine

licenses for a period of time last year. Do you think that a similar case will be litigated if and when ERD-{

and NRC select a site and start to move forward?

Mr. GANFIEIo: ltlrliltJgtfoJl_'nl1lqll!trL49ry111llL1ltigltfoL!91g1eg_may .!go1g'o T1ts
sjlEj9!{qllhTgely!,c!ylgt!tg':{lp_18_1il'g{1le_grc9els_U'l]14qLtlt_EgltionllutrEb!

Mr. DRINAN: I keep wondering: What is the test tlist should be proposed? How- safe is safe?

And in a certain sense, since the risk is there for thousands of years, maybe any risk is unwarrented-

Mr. GANFIELD: I agqeB, t tlil"p,t";;; tt *..trtt*-*r*;n;;;--"t;;Glt-il.*l,t*
I think the question is to weigh the relative risks and decide where you want to put it.

The particular risk where I am personally concerned about is to presume that we are clairvoyant in l9'l'
and know how to permanently' store the waste. For example, 1et us say we decide to store the waste rn

salt formations and later it becomes crystallized. We would then find ourselves in the position where we

can't retrieve it even if we wanted to.

I am strongly in favor of some sort of semipermanent retrievable storage in deep underground environrnents

even at a high cost. It seems to me that there is less risk there. But the idea that we know enough righr now

to just store it permanently is a little frightening. (emphasis supplied)

fhe Committee issued its report on April 26,1978. The report concluded:
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"Gus Speth of the President's Council on Environmental Quality put it this way: ?erhaps the

waste problem is manageable in theory; perhaps not... but many tfungs that are theoretically do'

able never get done. Certainly the sorry history of radioactive waste management in this country

to date provides no basis for confidence that things will work out.' Similar disturbing conclusions

were reached in a recent report by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the report of the California

Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission.

The California commission concluded in a report released Jan. l1,1978thzt there is no safe

method of disposing of radioactive wastes, and it is questionable whether one will be developed

in the future. Therefore,

...the evidence indicates that it is not prudent to continue siting nuclear powerplants

based on an optimistic assumption that waste management technologies to handle nuclear

waste will be developed and scientifically demonstrated... there are substantial scientific

gaps which preclude proceeding on the basis of faith that all the attendant risks and

issues will be resolved.

On January 25,1978, the commission recommended that San Diego Gas and Electric Co. not be

granted an exemption from California's safeguard laws to build its proposed $3 billion Sundesert

nuclear powerplant. The commission said in a 4-1 vote that there was no safe method for disposal

of nuclear waites ftom Sundesert, a prerequisite for construction of nuclear plants under those laws.

The 1976 safeguard laws require utilities to demonstrate a proven method of waste disposal before

ganting a license for nuclear plant construction,

There are also formidable social and regulatory problems which must be solved, particularly local

citizen opposition, GAO told the subcommittee.

For example, early in 1977, New York City and a number of Vermont towns voted to deny

permission to transport nuclear wastes or construct waste disposal facilities within their communities.

The Vermont decision is evidence that, given their way, these towns would oppose further nuclear

development. However, the Supreme Court has upheld the Federal Government's authority to

regulate nuclear facilities.

The Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), the Department of Energy's

predecessor, was unsuccessful in developing potential waste disposal sites in part because of public

protests in Kansas and Michigan.

In addition, the Kansas State Geological Survey raised questions about the safety of the abandoned

salt mine chosen as the site in Lyons, Kans. The site was ultimately scrapped because solution mining-

Pumping water into the mine to dissolve the salt and pumping out the salt water-was being conducted

at an adjacent active salt mine, and several hundred thousand gallons of water had been lost from that

mine. The area around the Lyons site was also found to be pockmarked with old abandoned oil and

gas wells that penetrated the salt.

Now DOE is considering deep salt deposits near Carlsbad, N. Mex. for its military waste disposal

site. 'Unfortunately, however, scientific opinion is shifting away from salt generally, and the Carlsbad

deposits are looking increasingly unettractive in particular,' according to Dr. Terry Lash, a staff scientist

with the Natural Resources Defense Council and a witness before the subcommittee.

Salt, Lash said, is often found with valurble natural resourses, such as oil and gas, potash, and gypsum.

The Carlsbad deposits are rich in potash and the mining industry is strongly opposed to establishment of
a waste repository there. It would forever exclude extraction of substantial amounts of potash.

l'
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High solubility and corrosiveness-making release of radioactivity more likely*are two other prOblenrs

with salt. Thus, DOE is beginning to study the volcanic rock formations at Hanford and at the Nevada

Test Site as possible sites for military waste repositories. '...we have taken a giant step backward during

the past year,' Lash said, 'and this at a time when ERDA said we would make rapid progress.'

Scie-ntific ViewsJarJ
However, opinions regarding the availability of the technology to deal with radioactive wastes vary

within the scientific community.

In direct conflict with GAO's testimony, J. Edward Howard, vice president, Nuclear. Boston Edison Co.,

told the subcommittee that 'radioactive wastes under a reasonable management system can be disposed of
through the use of available technology in a safe and environmentally acceptable manner.' He cited various

studies to support this view.

The Ford Foundation, in its study, Nuclear Power Issues and Choices, Howard said, concluded that

nuclear wastes can be disposed of permanently in a safe manner and that 'even if material were sourehow

to escape eventually in larger quantities than seems possible, it would not constitute a major catastrophe.

or even a major health risk for future civilizations.'

A recent American Physical Society study, he continued, concluded that 'safe and reliable rnanagenrent

of nuclear waste and control of radioactive effluents can be accomplished with technologies that eitfier

exist or involve straightforward extension of existing capabilities.'

The above groups support the disposal of waste in salt. However, according to the California Energt'

Commission:

None of these groups contend that all the uncertainties associated with disposal of
waste in salt have been resolved. None can guarantee that disposal in salt will work. They

simply recommend proceeding to the next step of development.

Howard also quoted the NRC as saying that it has 'reasonable assurance that nrethods of safe. permanent

disposal can be available when they are needed,'and that 'the technology for disposal is reasonably available

and the studies done to date, while not conclusive, are nevertheless promising for timely and safe implementarion
of the technology.' The Commission has been convinced, Howard added, thct the technology for disposal does

exist.'

'...the problem which remains to be solved is decidedly not one of developing the technology for higtr-lerel

waste disposal but rather one of timely and effective decision making and the Federal implementation of
available technology.' Howard told the subcommittee.

It may be that scientists are on the brink of a technological breakthrough, or that the technology for dealing

with these extremely hazardous waste products is available, but neither the committee nor anyone else will
know until this technology has in fact been tried and proven.

If the technology exists, and the problem of waste disposal has been solved, why has DOE not yet

chosen a permanent Federal repository for these wastes? And why has the technology for that disposal

not yet been identified? The demonstration of that technology could terminate the controversy which
threatens the survival of the nuclear industry.

If permanent disposal methods will be available when they are needed, as the NRC maintains, why are

they not now available when nuclear powerplants are rapidly running out of storage space? ln addition,

the committee wonders how the NRC can say both that it is convinced the technology 'does existl and that
technology for disposal is 'reasonably available. '

Further, if the technology is available why do studies on the method and cost of handling these wastes

continue? A total of 5,615 studies have already be'en conducted by AEC and ERDA, with the latest dated

August, 197'1 .YeI each study seems to generate another study, but no permanent storage method or site.

ERDA could not even tell the subcommittee the cost of all these studies.

I
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The nuclear industry itself estimates that by 1985 it could be faced with a severe shortage of on'site

spent fuel storage space, and a lecent ERDA lePort says lack of storage space may force the shutdown

of 23 nuclear plants beginning in1979 if action is not taken soon'

yet, despite the worsening crisis of nuclear waste disposal which threatens not only the construction

of new nuclear plants, but continued use of existing plants, DOE and NRC continue to claim that a

solution and the technology exist for disposing of the waste'

Regarding safety aspects of radioactive waste management, Howard told the subcommittee that 'there

is widespread agreement in the technical and scientific community that radioactive wastes"' can be disposed

of safely' and that 'large quantities of radioactive wastes have been successfully managed by the federal

government for over 30 years with no observed adverse effects on public health and safety" Linus Pauling,

Nobel Laureate in Physics, disputes this view.

Some of the radioactive material from these enormous quantities of waste does escape into the environment

and, according to Dr. Pauling, an addition to natural background radiation of one percent of high energy

radiation from rAdioactive nuclear material means thousands of additional defective children born into the

world, and thousands of additional cases of cancer.

A study by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the Califomia Institute of Technology done for the

President's Office of Science and Technology Policy concluded that:

The problems of high level nuclear waste managoment are so complex and have so many

ramifications that no one person or goup of persons can possibly have all the answers....

The results of this study indicate that the U.S. program for high level waste management

has significant gaps and inconsistencies.Areas of greatest concern include: the adequacy of

the scientific data base for geological disposal; programs for the disposal of spent fuel rods;

interagency cooperation; and uncertainties in NRC regutatory requirements for disposal of
both commercial and military high level waste.

The GAO report, 'Nuclear Energy's Dilemma: Disposing of Hazardous Waste Safely,' states:

The unsolved problem of radioactive waste disposal th,reatens the future of nuclear power in

the United States. Nuclear critics, the public, business leaders, and government officials concur

that a solution to the disposal problem is critical to the continued growth of nuclear energy.

In addition, GAO pointed out that ERDA's progress in finding an acceptable repository had been

'negligible to date' and that future program goals of finding one by 1985, are 'overly optimistic'

It is clear that neither ERDA nor the NRC has lived up to its congressional mandate and that both

--to quote California's Energy Commissioner Gene Varanini-have been engaged in 'temporizing decisions

and stopgap technologies.'

While the GAO called the Federal Government's actions slow, other witnesses labeled them 'inadequate'

and 'irresponsihle' at best, a 'state of chaos' at worst. .
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Varanini told the subcommittee the history of waste rnanagement in this country' has been 'a series

of false starts, beginning in 1957... the foremost theme of waste disposal has been. and continues ro be.

to defer decisions to another time a;rd place. "

Xleloved Release of Radioactit,e Poisons to the Biosphere

large volumes of radioactive wastes are presently being released to the biosphere. either b1' direct

dnrpersal in the air or water, or by delayed dispersal through land burial operations. A report to Con-'

grcss from the Comptroller General released January 12,l9'76 concerned the storage of non-high-level

rnste at six licensed commercial burial sites and five Federal land disposal sites. According to this

Eport. about 9.1 million cu.ft. of solid radioactive wastes had been buried at the commercial sites

rtrough the end of 1973. These commercial wastes contained about 2.3 million curies of blproducr
urterial. 1.2 million pounds of source material, and 1,200 kg. of special nuclear material. ins-luding

t0 kg. of plutonium. At Federal facilities, an estimated 42 million cu.ft. of radioactir-e u-astes hed

baen buried thru June, 1974. At the five facilities surveyed, an estinrated 36.3 million cu.fi- of :oiid
rastes had been buried containing 18 million curies of byproduct materials and 740 k-e- plutonium-

.lt three of these over 140 billion gallons of liquid radioactive wastes also have been disr-harged inro
the grou,td. Some disposal sites were found to be releasing radioactivity to the environmenl-

The report stated:

l{er4t_ol1l!fq4r_oe.l'f 4r
Disposal activity at Maxey Flats began in 1963. ln 1972 environmental monitoring data shos'ed rr,

increase in radioactivity levels in the offsite environment. In November 1973 the Kenruc\' Departrner:

of Human Resources initiated a special study to identify the source of the increased radiarion lerel>-

The study identified radioactivity jn the offsite environment, including.the following radioisoropes,

tritium, cobalt-60, strontium-S9, and -90, cesium-134 and-137, and plutonium-238 and -5q- -{

report issued in December 1974 concluded that the disposal site was contributing radioactirirr ro lle
environment although not at levels which pose an immediate public health hazard. Because of rhe n;::r::1
detected offsite, the report stated that further study would be conducted and would include r ders.ti
geological and hydrological evaluation of the site.

The State's monitoring of the West Valley disposal site over past years detected small amounrs ..i
radioactivity in onsite streams. According to State officials, the activity appeared to be associared qirh

surface contam:nation due to spills during burial operation and to deposits from stack discharees ar tlre

nuclear fuel reprocessing piant next to the disposal site. State officials said the monitoring resulrs shcred
no clear evidence of underground migration from the burial trenches to adjacent streams. The resuhs

of a study initiated in November 1973 indicated that no extensive underground migration had occurreri .
Early in 1975 water seepage was identified from the surface of three trenches which had accumulared

water. In March 1975 the licensee stopped operating the site pending a decision by State regularor_-r

authorities on the operation of the waste burial area. The State and the licensee have agreed on a plen

to reduce the water level in the trenches while a plan is developed to prevent water infiltration. The

State, with assistance from EPA and USGS, has planned an extensive review of the site. The radiqa.-rir:n

detected at the site was not at levels which pose an immediate pubiic health hazard.

Several burial trenches at the Holifield facility have intercepted the water table, and the wasrej are

in contact with water for several months each year. Radioactive materials from these trenches leat-h

into a creek which flows across the facility and into the Clinch River. The radioactivity from rhe rrencts
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accounted for about half the radioactivity released iuto the creek. The level ol radioactivity ttteasured

at the creeks last onsite monitoring statiotl had exceeded maximum permissible concentrations for water.

-f1e report also underscored the inaclequacy of the control techniques relied upon by the NRC to

rnitigate damages caused by land burial and subsequent migration:

"ln January 1915 the Director of Regulatory Operations (now Director of Inspection and Enforcement)

repolted to the Director of Regulation that 'there was no evidence of any significant transport of rad-

ioactive lnaterials tl.rrough migration.'This conclusion was based on the sample analyses plus the licensees'

nronitoring data. ln all cases the inspections depended on the licensees' mouitoring network which may

not have been properly placed. In this regard, the Director of Inspection and Enforcement noted that:

'The location of the test wells for measuring migration are critical and there islci-

!alqqclqrylLegry_ol!9t9rqiryqg_that_a_sgitub1._p!ry9!91!!qt_b:.ryeggogp_!'9tr4.
Test wells placed close to the trenches can be bypassed by trench leakage, whereas

wells too far away may not detect migration until it is significant. In addition, the

depth ol the test well is crucial since the possible migration elevation is not normally

known. Iiowever, even il activity is detected in the test wells, this may, in many cases,

be due to surlace runoff into the well rather than lateral migration.Ther:lofe_rftq4g
p_trql(g aAore- conqlqslvsllgtsrlptLalrell llmtgrallgLelrydiqtgti1e_rlqlggbJ1gll

lbe lgtgl!req.!$,delqii9qstq4!g_on_!qt!qo1rdrlrpns, gelloereqllt1Uglr{e,JnqergIqUN

ryatgr_ltgyeUqtll3L{Tqtgglslegy__,9Q_yl9l{L._rSqq1ryq _SrgL.,lqteJ-1l9l{r!_bgtoj!
q,9 l._o$ glfgqtilg 11ol{gtlg_pr 9gl1!t! _

Tlt.' rcprort concluded with this warning:

"!g,L.l 
':9ry

Each of the existing disposal sites has different hydrogeological and other characteristics. Some

appear more suitable than others for retaining radioactivity. It is not presently known what mix of

hydrogeological characteristics and engineering features offers the greatest assurance that radioactivity

once buried will not migrate to create a public health hazard and require extraordinary and costly

efforts to correct.

Because (1) disposal sites must retain radioactivity for an extremely long time, (2) migration has

already been detected at some sites, and (3) USGS and EPA earth scientists have questioned the adequacy

of studies made at some existing sites, a comprehensive study should be undertaken at both ERDA-owned

and commercial sites. UlLe_gq!1!c_gfy_t!1!lg_tg:qcrgt_thqrl{oj_l4$ljlspqqg_l_oJ rC4.t_og9_ttyq 4a19I14L_
rl_trqs_4_{tgt{_1o_41su1q4se_that_raqiqegliylly_ry1ll _!. {rl_Uor.!_olqly3l_!ter yhq[are expgcte{to_re14lt_

rL_en{prgy9!.t_{_lfgry_brco44la__Lq!1ic_bez411!._Ih9-puU!9jlso_trnsg_l$t to_e:pqclellgCt conlens_y! _
qqolg r aj1l1-s ! q qtl$ jbel jlpo sal si t e s are_s uit I b1e_. " (emphasis supplied)

While the GAO report did not discuss other facilities which have handled radwaste disposal,

at least l3 burial facilities have been licensed. Nor did the GAO report discuss the effect of accidental
release during materials handling. During 20 years of operations at Savannah River Laboratory, during
which a waste volume equivalent to that produced by 200 reference reactor years (about three years

at the present development) was buried, 68 incidents occurred that could also occur at commercial
sites. A.ccidents involved surface flooding, vegetation uptake, rupture of packages before burial, spills

of liquid radwaste, unintentional exhumation of buried waste, fires, and atmospheric releases. While
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S % oi these accidents did not extend beyond the boundary fence, l0 % resulted in offsite contamin.rli\-r:r"

ilfo3ag nill be eleven commercial burial sites required for the projected LLW through the 1'ear 1000. ee;lr

Im 100 acres in size. Extrapolating from the Savannah River accident experience. cne mav estin)ate

ilu rhe 7l reactors operating in 1980 will produce 24 annual burial accidents. If the NEP projection

dlEO reactors is achieved, 129 accidents can be expected, 13 offsite, each year. 500 reacton rvould

gnofu;e I 7l annual accidents frorn burial, 17 offsite.

ln responding to the GAO report, NRC Conrmissioner Thomas J. McTiernan admitted:
"The report states that some of the disposal sites show a potential lor releasing radioactivitl ro rhe

environment. lt is our opinion that the suggested idea of no migration or zero radiation release is nor

realistic. It is doubtful that a site could be found that would not permit some migration

from the burial trenches. "
(emphasis suppliedt

5..k'Leai;s

Hf,*r level liquid radwaste in interim storage also has been entering into the biosphere. Plutonium in
srlge rt the federal gold repository at Fort Knox reportedly escaped through the repositor)' co&..

Esnent which was designed to contain gold, not radionuclides. Radioactive-thermal corrosion bres.'hei
-c.-ontainment at Flanforcl storage area on at least l8 occasions, releasing at least 549.400 gnllons

d high level waste to the watershed above the Columbia River. Some of these leaks. as larse as

!t5-000 gallons. were carefully recorded for months without drawing attention. In 1970. tour ducks
h lhe Columbia River watershed were found to have abnormal levels of radiation. sufficient ro gire
r Ferson five times the permissible body burden of radiation if eaten imrnediately after shooring-

(Lczn Duntps

Yet another hazard has been created by past dumping practices of the U.S. government. Betueen

1916 and 1970, four primary waste disposal sites were locatednndersea. I\4ore than 59.000 canbters
rere disposed of in the Pacific Ocean before 1963 at three locations in the vicinit-v of the Farallon

tlrnds. l2 miles WSW of San Francisco, California. Waste containen were dumped overboard frorn
rbtr in the designated areas as determined by latitude and lon-eitude measurements. The conrainen
rere 55 gallon drums of liquid radwaste solidified with concrete. Tliey contained from a fraction of
a millicurie to 15 curies per container at time of disposal. They were intended to implode and disperse

&eir contents at ocean depth. ln 1974, the Office of Radiation Programs surveyed a 500 fathom
radnaste dumpsite near the Farallon Islands using the unmanned submersible CURV III owned b1- the
(-S.\avy. Radioanalysis of sediment samples taken within a cluster of both imploded and intacr

sntainers showed Pu-238, --239, and -240 contamination significantly higher than what could have

ocr"-urred from weapons testing-2 to 25 times the amount expected. This site was the least radioactive

ia terms of total activity dumped of all the ocean disposal sites.

A survey was also conducted by the EPA of the Atlantic Ocean sites, about 120 miles E of the
)larl'land-Delaware coast. Using the submersible ALVIN operated by the Woods Hole Oceanographic

lrstitute for the U.S. Navy, the EPA located a site at a depth of 9,300 feet. Although the canisten
*rn'eyed were all intact, radioanalysis indicated Cesium-137 was leaching into the surrounding sed-

iments. Reclamation of waste containers from both the Atlantic and Pacific sites was determined ro

tre both too costly and too hazardous by the EPA.
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Also at the Pacific site was the eerie presence of two omens for our future health and safety.

EPA surveys in 1974 and 1975 discovered the edible fish species,Anoplopoma fimbrial (Sablefish)

in the same vicinity as the plutonium sediments. Since sablefish are commercially valuable and

hshed from the San Francisco area, the presence of this fish at the site represented an unexpected

pathway into the human food chain directly through the San Francisco fish market. No attempts

are being made to survey the plutonium content of sablefish or its predators by the Food and

Drug Administration or any other investigators at this time.
The second omen was the observation of a new life form growing on the ruptured casks of radwaste

at 3,000 feet. These were large white vasiform " glass " sponges of the class Hexactinellida which will
probably represent a new genus, which were giants compared to other members of their class, ranging

up to four feet in height.

The presence of new life forms in the ocean, growing on active waste containers, and the presence

of an unpredicted commercial fishing pathway to the U.S. food supply should not be taken lightly.
It represents a serious consequence of random experimentation with enormous forces, natttral and

unnatural, on mankind and his environment. The science of ecology holds that an environmental setting

developed over millions of years must be considered to have some merit. It could not have continuously

evolved without having favorable selective aspects. Any changes which are proposed to be made a

permanent part of that setting should be carefully weighed ancl their full impact assessed. When

information is incomplete changes should stay close to the natural processes which have in their
favor the indisputable evidence of having already supported life for a very long time.

Future Ocean Dumping
As James Liverman, an administrator of ERDA and DOE, testified before Congress on July )6,1916.

the oceans are still under consideration as a dumpsite for nuclear waste. N'[r. Liverntan testified that

the volume of the oceans is considerable (-1621 liters) therefore any soluble radioactivity leached

from the implaced containers will be diluted considerably. Moreover, land burial sites are confronted
with a number of problems which ocean sites would not have. Mr. Liverman also stated:

" The London Convention of 1972 already allows an ample insult of radioactivity to the rnarine

environment in the Irish Sea by allowing approximately 300 curies of transuranics to be added

each month from the Windscale fuel reprocessing operations. In addition, the NEA supervised sea

disposal operations over the past eight years have contributed about 5 kCi of actinides and 300 kCi

of beta-gamma radionuclides into the Atlantic Ocean. This activity of the foreign nations must be

considered in the evoiution of U.S. radioactive disposal policy."

Concerning the disposal in the ocean of radioactive wastes, explorer Jacques Cousteau has said:

"It seems that good con'tmon sense is sufftcient to make good iudgements by

referring to two basic criteria: in the first place, no risk at all shottld be taken when

survival of the human species is at stake or the quality of life o! future generations

may be threatened (we have no moral right to make our children pay dearly for
our own selfish remissness). Second, no chance should be taken on issues that could
bring about irreversible damage to the environment we live in.

.....Any irreparable damage done to the water system is an unatonable crime; any

human enterprise that might bring about such permanent scars must be withheld until
it is proven harmless.
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The ocean has the capacity to absorb and neutralize a certain quantity of degradable

pollutants every year, but as far as non-degradable pollutants are concerned, they just
pile up in the sea and are biologically concentrated in the flesh and in the entrails of
marine creatures; as for those indestructible toxic materials sttch as mercury, the only
acceptable discharge level is, in the long run, zero. As a consequence... nuclear waste

should be Eolated forever from the water system...." 
(emphasis supplied)

Our water planet, rare among our star system for its ability to nurture and sustain life, contains but
e rhin frlm of water on its surface, comparable to the vapor left by a breath on a twelve inch sphere.

fLe oceans are the thermal regulators which keep the planet climatologically stable within a few

Ccgees of temperature world-wide, year-round. The oceans cleanse the air and the land and provide

ltc Earth its 'biosphere.' Violations of the oceans' life-giving capacity are a direct assault on the

ool-v known life in the universe.

FrcURE 71: Age of Waste, After USNRC, GESMO, 1976
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FIGURE 73: Waste ManagementData, NRC, 1978
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*y of the Physical Evidence

Irrmarizing the foregoing principles, the petitioner emphasizes the following points:

(l) An stages of the fuel cycle emit radioactive poisons to the biosphere which can and do affect
t blth of citizens.

G) There is no practical method presently identifiable that will prevent the release of radiation once

drm b mined.

(3) Recently disclosed evidence from NRC internal memorandums indicates that on the order of
nHts will occur at the milling stage of the nuclear fuel cycle to lature peoples for each day

tb Pt is produced.

(11 Errrdnds to thousands of additional cancers are occurring among citizens now living in the vicini\'
dhl cycle facilities due to the designed routine releases and common accidental releases of radiotoxins

(5) Physicat and epidemiological studies indicate cancer deaths may result from enrichment process

rrrcs to populations residing near the facilities. Radon gas escaping from enrichment tailings may
G millions of deaths in future generations.

(O Frrl fabrication facilities are causing long term health effects by direct release of poisons

b& bicphere, by serious irradiation of workers and thereby the human gene pool, and by removing

h fu reach of humanity forever rare alloys which are essential to the medical sciences.

(7) Reactos can and do release enorrnous amounts of poisons to the environment-many thousand
rrir of radioactive liquids, many hundred-million curies of radioactive gases, and many billiorn of curhc
dfu solids-at the present annual level. Release of just 24 Ci/RRY of a single isotope, Carbor'I4. b
rd tV the Environmental Protection Agency to have caused 1,000 health effects already. The immedhte
dbct of these releases is now observable in populations living and working neiu reactors.

(t) Reprocessing plants release as much poison to the biosphere in a single day as reactors rekase

mdly.
(9) Transportation and handling of nuclear fuel cycle materials and wastes result in dircct erpcrrc to

lqnhtions and releases of poisons to the biosphere. Congress recently learned of I l8 highway incileas
Hrcen 1971 and 1976, involving some radioactive spillage. A large accidental release of nuclear

rErial has the potential for enormous destruction. The likelihood of such an accident occuring incre'tcs
dyear the fuel cycle continues, as new records continue to be set involving accidental releases of
ln$stent poisons for which no repair mechanism exists.

(10) NRC admits that the nuclear fuel cycle emits large quantities of radiation to the biosphere-on
L orrder of 106 person-rem to be eventually absorbed by citizens of the United States and foreign

cuntries-and that additional control measures are either unavailable or uneconomical for practical

a;ilication to the present industry.

(l l) NRC admits that any release of radiation to the public results in health effects, including cancer

d gpnetic defects. NRC has estimated these health effects for the entire industry to be on the order of
ld deaths from cancer and 103 genetic defects over the next twenty-two years. NRC bases this estimate

o the 1972 NAS-BEIR report.

(12) Edward Radford, Chairman of the BEIR Committee, testified to Congress on February 8, 1978

&tt the 1972 BEIR report had underestimated the damage caused by ionizing radiation at low leveh

Recent discoveries in tire radiation sciences and among the human population indicate new estimates of
-' e effect of radiation on man are required.
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(13) Therangeofrevisedestimatesforcancerandleukemiafromroutinefuelcyclereleasesisnow
from 100 to 1,000,000 annually.

(14) The 80 daily death commitments from mining ancl nrilling, and the other deaths from other stages,

from accidents, and from variant releases, represent deatlrs to both private citizens and occupational

workers, neither of whom have knowingly consentecl.

(15) Becauseanumberoffactonhavenotyetbeenfiguredintothesecalculations,suchasnon-cancer
deaths, long term genetic damage, the superlinear culve of dose response, and improved data and analysis

which may make the actual damage thousands of tirnes greater, these early estimated he alth effects
mentioned by the petitioner may be orders of magnitude too low.

(16) Itisuncontested that each and every stage of the fuel cycle ernits poisons to the biosphere. In

earliertimes it had been thought that the volume of these poisons would be so insignificarrt as to not injure
public health. The best available current evidence rrow indicates that release to the biosphcre of these

poisons at any level attainable by present design of the fuel cycle constitutes a serious public health

burden and a loss of life to millions of people over long periods of time.
(17) This loss is avoidable.
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Statement of Applicable Law

Commitment of the Commission to Public Health

When violations of basic health and public security presumptions are disclosed, so that the NRC

can no longer assure that the facilities subject to its jurisdiction can be operated without endangering

the health of the public, the Commission has the duty and responsibility to take immediate conective

action.

The Commission is well aware that public safety is the first, last, and pre-eminent consideration in
any decision on the issuance of a construction permit or a license to operate a nuclear facility. More-

over the Supreme Court has held that even after operation of a reactor is licensed, the commission

will retain jurisdiction "to ensure that the highest safety standards are maintainsfl." (Pswer Reactor

Development Corp. V. International Union of Electrical Radio and Machine llorkers, 367 U.S. 396,

402; 81 S. Ct. 1529, 1532 t19611).
Since permittees proceed at their own dsk, and because human life and health are paramount

considerations, the Commission may not balance the economic consequences of shutdown against

any visible threat to public health.

A National Medical Experiment

A reading of the legislative history of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 discloses that the Congress

was well aware that nuclear power was to be a massive, unprecedented experiment on the population.

So widely accepted was this experimental aspect that the first legislative draft of the Act opened

with this warning:

"SECTION l. (il FIND/NGS AND DECLARATION, Research and experimentation in
the field of nuclear chain reaction have attained the stage at which the release of atomic
energy on a large scale is practical. The significance of the atomic bomb for military pur'
poses is evident. The effect of the use of atomic energy for civilian purposes upon the
social, economic, and political structures of today cannot now be determined. It is a
field in which unknown factors are involved. Therefore, any legislation will necessarily
be subiect to revision from time to time. It is reasonable to anttcipate, however, that
tapping this new source of energy will cause profound changes in our present way of life.
Accordingly, it is herebv declared to be the policv of the people of the United States
that, subject at all times to the paramount objective of assuring the common defense and
security, the development and utilization of atomic energy shall, as far as practicable, be
directed toward improving the public welfarc, inueasing the standard of living, strengthen-
ing free competition in private enterprise, and promoting world peace."

While this language was subsequently deleted, the final Act which became law retained these

essential protective clauses:

"SECTION I (d the development, use, and control of atomic energy shall be directed
so as to make the maximum contribution to the general welfare, subiect at all times to
the paramount objective of making the maximum contribution to the common defense
and security;and (b) the development, use, and control of atontic energy shall be directed
so as to prontote world peace, improve the general welfare, increase the standard of
living, and foster oltr system of private enterprise.
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SECTION 2 (b) In permitting the property of the United Stata to be used by othen,
lrrtch use must be regulated in order to provide for the common defense and security and
to protect the health and safety of the nation. (c) The processing and utilization of
tource and special mateial flowing in interstate and foreign commerce shall be regulated
in order to provide for the common defense and security and to protect the health and
nfety of the nation. (il Source material, special material, production facilities, and
utilization facilities are affected with the public interest, and regulation by the United
States to the production and utilization of atomic energy and of the facilities used in
connection therewith is necessary in the public interest to assure the common defense
and national security and to protect the national health and safety.

Unquestionably the 1946 Congress was strongly affected by the recently concluded war with
lG.'snny. During Hitler's Third Reich, experiments had been conducted on large numben of
renting human beings to determine the effects of radiation on the human biological organism.

Euich Himmler conducted experiments in the field of mass sterilization using radiation exposure.

Horrilied by this misuse of medical radiation, and other crimes, the Nuremburg Trfounal in its
fuision of Case No. I (Medical Case) laid down certain rules for medical experimentation and its

&1dit1' which, they stated, "should be of great benefit in the future." The rules are as follows:

*The great weight of the evidence before us to the effect that certain types of medical experiments

on human beings, when kept within reasonably well-defined bounds, conform to the ethics of the

mdical profession generally. The protagonists of the practice of human experimentation justify their
riews on the basis that such experiments yield results for the good of society that are unprocurable

b' other methods or means of study. Ail agree, however, that certain basic principles must be observed

in order to satisfy moral, ethical and legal concepts:

CASE NO. 1 (MEDICAL CASE)

"1. The ysl4l4ly_Sg$g4| of the human subject is absolutely essential.
*This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated

es to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force. fraud-
deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have zufficient
knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him to make
an undentanding and enlightened decision. This latter element requires that before the acceptance of
rn affirmative decision by the experimental subject there should be made known to him the nature.
dtntion, and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to be conducted: all

inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person which

my possibly come from his participation in the experiment.
"The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each individual *tro

iniriates, directs or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and responsibility which may not be

delegated to ancther with impunity.
"2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society. unprocurable

bv other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in nature.
"3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal experimentation and

a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem under study that the qqligtglgd
results will iustifv the performance of Lhe expqrjlngrt

"4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnece

and iniurv.
"5. No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to believe that death

or disabling iniurv will occuL except, perhaps, in those experiments where the experimental physicians

also serve as subjects.
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"6. The degree of risk to be taken should nercr exceed that determined by the humanitarian
importance of the problem to be solved bv the experiment.

"7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the exper-
imental subiect asainst even remote nossibilities of iniurv. disabilitv. or death.

"8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The highest
desree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of those who
conduct or engage in the experiment.

"9. During the course of the experiment the human subiect s

experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or lnental state where continuation of the
experiment seems to him to be impossible.

"10. Durins the course of the exoeriment the scientist in charse must be oreoared to terminate
the-experiment at anf stagg. if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the good faith,
superior skil and careful j14!919q[_lgqgip!_gl_him that a continuation of the experiment is likely
to resul " (emphasis supplied)

The sentences in the medical case were confirmed by the Military Governor on November 22,

1947, and an attempt was made to carry the case to the United States Supreme Court. By a

five to three vote, Justice Jackson not participating, that coud declined to review the proceedings,

and executions were duly carried out at Landsberg prison. For the heinous crime of experimen-
tation on unconsenting human beings, affecting their individual and collective well-being, the
penalty in 1947 was death. Capital punishment is not asked for in the present petition.

Cognizance of the experimental nature of nuclear power was not lost with the 61st Congress.

Legislative history for the Environmental Protection Act of 1970, for instance, contains this
staff report for the development of radiation protection standards as provided by the Federal
Radiation Council:

GENETIC EFFECTS

2.29 The following working assumptions have been derived from the evidence considered in this
staff report: (1) radiation induced mutations, at any given dose rate, increase in direct linear propor-
tion to the genetically significant dose; (The genetically significant dose to the individual is considered
to be the accumulated dose to the gonads weighted by a factor for the future number of children
to be conceived by the irradiated individual. The genetically significant dose for the population is
defined as the dose which, if received by every member of the population, would be expected to
produce the same total genetic injury to the population as do the actual gonad doses received by
the various individuals.) (2) mutations, once completed, are irreparable; (3) almost all the observed
effects of mutations are harmful; (4) radiation-induced mutations are, in general, similar to naturally
occurring mutations; and, (5) there is no known threshold dose below which some effect may not
occur.

2.30 The linearity is established in fruit flies down to 25 r and is confirmed in mouse spermatogonia
down to 37 r, but there is no direct evidence for linearity below these doses. Although the studies
in animals do not involve a period comparable to the 30-year period of chronic irradiation in humans,
the hypothesis used in this staff report is that the mutations induced by small dose rates of radiation
to human reproductive cells are cumulative over long periods of time. Under this assumption, irradiation
of the whole population from any source is expected to have genetic consequences.

2.31 In addition to genetic effects in the progeny of an exposed individual, attention must be given
to the total genetic effect on the population. Within the working assumptions above, the total genetic
load is independent of the distribution of the exposure within the population. Therefore, when radiation
protection standards are established for large numbers of exposed persons, limitations may be imposed
by considerations of population genetics (the effects on population as a whole).
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rcction. for example) operative in natural selectiog: and tbc iniradEdlbh"
(.{bq-l

lb Staff Report also,summarized the then known somatic effects of bnfuil rrdilin:

SUMMARY

l- Acute doses of radiation may produce immediate or delayed effects, or both.
2- As acute whole body doses increase above approximately 25 rems (units of radiation dose),

-dbtely 
observable effects increase in severity with dose, beginning from barely detectable changes,

n bological sigrs clearly indicating damage, to death at levels of a few hundred rems.

3- Delayed effects produced either by acute irradiation or by chronic irradiation are similar in kind
h tbe ability of the body to repair radiation damage is.usually more effective in case of chronic than
gtc irradiation.

4- The delayed effects from radiation are in general indistinguishable from familiar pathological con-
&irt( gsually present in the population.

5- Delayed effects include genetic effects (effects transmitted to succeeding generations), increased
aiknce of tumors, life span shortening, and growth and development changes.

5- The child, the infant, and the unborn infant appear to be more sensitive to radiation than the adilL
7- The various organs of the body differ in their sensitivity to radiation.
t. Although ionizing radiation can induce genetic and somatic effects (effects on the indiyidual during

b lifetime other than genetic effects), the evidence at tbg present time is insufficient to iustifu lrecbc
odr.sions on the nature of the dose+ffect relationship especiallv at low doses and dose rates. Moreortr,
L cvidence is insufficient to prove either the hypothesis of a "damage threshold" ( a point below wtrich
n danage occurs) or the lrypothesis of "no threshold" in man a't low doses.

9- If one assumes a direct linear relation between biological effect and the amount of dce, it often
lccmes posible to relate very low dose to an assumed biological effect even though it is not detectaHe-

D lrrff report also stated:

'Studies on children exposed to the atomic bomb in Japan indicate that there may be deprcssion of
grovth rates after irradiation as has been observed in animals. However, little is known in either animdr
q humans of the after effects of whole or partial body irradiation in the young in comparison to mature
rirmls, and of subtle changes induced in their physiological efficiency."

tlb dangerous uncertainty continues right through to the present time. b 1977, the Department

d Ecalth, Education and Welfare issued this report with its recommendations for the allocations

Jnsearch funding from 1978 into the 1980s:

There is some prospect that newer techniques for detecting biochemical mutants may enable an

crtfunate of the genetic effects on man. Research should be directed to the development of such
tcc*rniques. Ideally one would hope for a simple, sensitive, and reliable method for detecting somatic
cell mutations. If such a system could be catbrated against the sensitivity to germ cell mutations,
it should then be possible to obtain indirectly, but with reasonable ease and statistical precision, the
dce-response and dose rate relationships for germinal cell mutations.

Despite the recommendation of the earlier Task Force report (National Institute of Environmental
llealth Sciences, 1970) there is still a paucity of data on the genetic effects of intemally deposited
ndionuclides in experimental animals. These data are still needed.

Recommendation 5.7: Basic studies to define the fundamental mechanisms of radiation effects

should be given high priority. Examples of strch studies are:
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a. A limited effort should be made to further charactefize dose-response relationships for late

somatic effects induced by iow and high LET radiations. High priority should be given to the

investigation of cancer induction, especially into the lung and bone, by internally deposited

alpha emitters.
b. Further research is needed to define and quantify the genetic effects of lowJevels of radiation
exposure and of internally deposited radionuclides.

Nearly every qroup of human subjects exposed to siqnificant amounts of ionizine radiation has been.

or is being. studied. In this context "significant amount" means that for a given sample size there is a

reasonable expectation that the effect of radiation can be detected in the presence of various confounding
rrariables. Valuable data continue to emerge from these studies. An example is the continuing work in
Japan of the Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), formerly the Atomic Bomb Casualty Com-
mission. Similar work and study of any additional groups should be supported with particular emphasis

on detecting differences in response due to age and sex. Because of the difficulties and expense of large-

scale studies on populations exposed to very low radiation levels, such efforts do not warrant high priority. . .

Workers exposed occupationally and especially those exposed to radiation from internally deposited
actinide elements should continue to be followed carefully. The use of x-rays in medicine continues to
pose a potentially significant risk. This should be evaluated and reduced as much as possible.

Recommendati_on 5-8: Epidemiologic studies on the effects of ionizing radiation in population groups
should receive high priority. These include occupational groups, the groups continuing to be studied
by RERF, and others subjected to extensive medical x-ray exposure for treatment or diagnosis.

Radiation is both a strong mutagen and a complete carcinogen. Little information exists, however, on
how radiation may interact with other agents to produce either of these effects. Radiation effects might
be remarkably potentiated by the simultaneous exposure to another mutagen, carcinogen, promoter, or
repair inhibitor, such as asbestos or cigarette smoke; other substances should be investigated. The research
efforts discussed above should include consideration of non-radiation contaminants in order to provide more
realistic risk estimates for overall public health protection from environmental pollutants,

Recommendation 5-9: Additional research should be initiated to determine whether and, if possible,
how radiation interacts with other environmental agents to producq mutagenic and carcinogenic effects.

(emphasis supplied)
In view of the foregoing indications contained in the legislative and executive record of the past

thirty years, it becomes immediately apparent that a long-term experiment is being conducted on
the population of the United States and the world as well as upon the other species of life which
make up the biosphere, with the acknowledged awareness of various agencies of the United States
Congress and the Executive, and with their active sponsorship.

Taking into account the provisions contained in the judgement of the Nuremburg tribunal, this
experiment as it has proceeded to the present time, stands in violation of the Nuremburg conven-
tions for medical experimentation Nos. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, and9. The final provision, No. l0
(During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be prepared to terminate the
experiment, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of good faith, superior skill and
careful judgement required of him that a continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury,
disability, or death to the experimental subject) remains to be implemented. It was clearly the
intent of the Congress to place this onus upon the nuclear regulators, including the NRC, to evoke
their good faith and careful judgement to protect the public from harm, at the trsl sign that there
might be any.

Congress has recently extended this restriction to the U.S.'s most traditionally autonomous agencies.
In the Senate Intelligence Report issued Apri|26,1976, Recommendation 12 stated:

The CIA should not use in experimentation on human subjects, any drug, device or procedure which
is designed or intended to harm, or is reasonably likely to harm, the physical or mental health of the
human subject, except with the informed written consent, witnessed by a disinterested third party, of



each human subject, and in accordance with the guidelines issued by the National Commission

for the Protection of Human Subjects for Biomedical and Behavioral Research. The jurisdiction
of the commission should be amended to include the CIA and other intelligence agencies of the
U.S. Government.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission certainly has no more license than the CIA to conduct

human experimentation on a wide-ranging, randomly selected, health-impairing basis.

Humanicide is Universally Condemned

The epidemiological studies previously cited which have disclosed the public health hazards of
the nuclear fuel cycle indicate that the nuclear experiment has been operated to date with callous

disregard for human life.
In 1965, K. Z. Morgan, then director of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, reported to Congress

on the recommendations of the radiological guidance agencies for the setting of maximum permis
sible dose limits.

Report on Status of ICRP, NCRP and FRC Recommendations,
by K. Z. Morgan, 1965

Present Status of Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection,
National Council on Radiation Protection, and Federal Radiation Council, 1965

(3) The maximum permissible dose levels should be set such that in the light of present knowledge:
(a) they cany a negligible probability of severe somatic or genetic injuries; for example, leukemia
or genetic malformations that result from exposure to individuals at the maximum permissible dce
would be limited to an exceedingly small fraction of the exposed group; and
(b) ttre effects ensuing more frequently are those of a minor nature that would not be considered
unacceptable by the exposed individual and by the society of which he is a part. Such frequently
occurring effects might be, for example, modifications in the formed elements of the blood or changes

in bone density. Such effects could be detected only by very extensive studies of the exposed
individual. Effects such as sl.rortening of lile span, which may be proportiond to the accumulated
dose, would be so small that they would be hidden by normal biological variations and perhape canld
be detected only by extensive epidemiological studies'

Yet when the effects of the fuel cycle routine releases, well below the tederally enacted dce
limitation, were studied by NRC in 1976, the following analysis appeared:

NUREG.OOO2, GESMO, 1976

Estimated Health Effects from U.S. LllR Industry 1975-2000

Minimum-M4ximum Mortalitv bv Recycle Option

Tvoe of Health Effect _agq._ U.S. Non-occ- Foreig{- Total

Benign & Malignant
Thyroid Nodules

Total Cancer Deaths

Total Genetic Defects

1,200-1,300

s30-5 50

1 ,000-1 ,1 00

160-800

530620

69.300

28-120

l,500-2,300

1,100-l ,3c0

2,tc0-2,400l,000-1,400 9.230
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Instead of revising downward the permissible exposures, already as low as reasonably achievable,

two common justifications fo; increased deaths as a result of the nuclear industry have been

employed by NRC:

(1) These deaths are insignificant placed against the normal background death rate;

(2) The absence of electrical capacity, or the substitution of coal plants if the nuclear

fuel cycle were curtailed, would result in equal or larger death rates.

The first of these rationalizations has been dealt with by the House Committee on Government

Operations in its reference to the Jordan Memorandum cited earlier. Standing alone, these additional
deaths represent a large population of individuals whose ill-health, suffering, and death is, for the

most part unwitting and unwilling.
The second of these justifications fails in the face of vast unused generating capacity and current

inexpensive methods of energy generation that do not have associated health effects of this magni-
tude. The utility industry is seriously overbuilt-32% over its peak load according to industry fore-
casts and testimony to Congress. In September, 1977, Ralph Nader testified before the House Sub-

committee on Environr4ent, Energy, and Natural Resources:

"Utility companies have had to rethink their ambitious plans for atomic expansion, both because of
nuclear power's economic drawbacks and because the industry is seriously overbuilt. Its excess capacity
is roughly 35Vo over peak load. We all know how peak load can be reduced with changes in rating policy
as well as other repeatedly recommended strategies that the utilities have either ignored or have been
taking too long to adopt."

The House Committee's Report, issued April 26, 1978, concluded:

"Utilities have overbuilt their capacity for electrical generation far in excess of demand. This high-
capital overbuilding has cost consumers many millions of extra dollars for nuclear generated electricity.
For example, Potomac Electric Power Co. customers in Maryland paid an extra $26 million in 1976.

"Because electric power needs have been overestimated, some State utility commissions are refusing
to ficense new electric generating facilities, including new nuclear facilities.

". . .Solar power-including wind, waste wood, biomass, ocean thermal--is one of the most attractive
energy alternatives to nuclear power. If the Federal Government spent only a small portion of what
it has already spent on nuclear power development for the commercialization of solar power, solar
generated electricity would be economically competitive within five years, in the view of many experts.

"The United States could meet a substantial portion of its new energy needs for the next 25 years
through energy conservation."

In an industry which is overbuilt at least 32%,the loss of less than l0% of its generating capacity
should not impose hardships upon electrical consumers. The hardships which may come of a

nuclear shutdown will be monetary losses to an industry which had attempted to capitalize on
thousands of deaths to citizens. Contrasted with the punishment for such a crime in 1947, the
perpetraton of the present crime are getting off lightly.
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banptional Law

Eutmnicide

Humanicide is ultimately a crime of state. The intentional elevation of the death rate to an

clrire population is now universally condemned. Following the second World War, the nations

of the world adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which proclaimed the foilowing
gbciple:

. . .disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged
the conscience of mankind. and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of
speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of
the common people. . .

.{n international legal text on the crime of humanicide states:

Integritv.liberty. security and dignity of person are the four fundamental values of both the scietl
grntium and the societas hominuln. the two legal orders in which human society is organized.

Humanicide constitutes an attack by any officer of state in the exercise of his public funaims (r
under the pretext of his official capacity on the human freedoms enumerated in Articles 3-21 of ttc
L'niversal Declaration of Human Rights.

Humanicide. in short, is the governmental outrage of the individual person. It is the official
trerrntent unworthy of man. committed in the abuse of public pwer by state officials againn subixtr
or aliens inside tlie national territory. . . .

Hunranicide does not differ lrom common crime in the nature of the misdeed or its effects. Thc
diilererrce lies in the clraracter of the criminal. The violation of human rights by a private persoo
ronstitutes a conrrnon crirne. When perpetrated by a pcrson in his public capacity acting within or
perhaps even beyond his official authority but within his ostensible function or competence cqrnectcd
n'ith lris official status the infringement of human rights constitutes humanicide as act of state.

lia public official kills someone for private reasons and obviously outside the course of his employ-
ment. lle cornrnits tlie comrnon crime of homicide. If he kills for reasons of state within lhe corrre of
lris oflicial activities, the deed constitutes the governmental crime of humanicide. The hrmranii&l
otlender is olficially and professionally engaged in his crime and privately uninterested in hb ciimin:l
(sic). The homicidal criminal has a personal interest in his victim.

Humanicide is a denial and defiance of the rule of law. It is a political 6rime in the double senr
that it breaks up the political and social order uuder tl.re rule of law and that it is committed by thc
organs of the body politic, the principles and agertts of the state. The state is both protector and
violator of human rights because in positive juristics human rights are both directed against, and derird
from, the state.

Humanicide ultimately comes down to an

exercise of state sovereignty.

Jational Commitment to Human Rights

abuse of sovereign authority and constitutes a criminal

Drost, The Crimes of Sutc. l95l

Our commitment to human rights must be absolute. . .

Because we are free we can never be indifferent to the fate
of freedom elsewhere. Our moral sense dictates a clearcut
preference for those societies which share with us an abiCing

respect for individual human rights. . . .

From President Carter's Inaugural Address, January 20,1977
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Instead of revising downward the permissible exposures, already as low as reasonably achievable,

two common justifications fo; increased deaths as a result of the nuclear industry have been

employed by NRC:

(l) These deaths are insignificant placed against the normal background death rate;

(2) The absence of electrical capacity, or the substitution of coal plants if the nuclear

fuel cycle were curtailed, would result in equal or larger death rates.

The first of these rational2ations has been dealt with by the House Committee on Government

Operations in its reference to the Jordan Memorandum cited earlier. Standing alone, these additional

deaths represent a large population of individuals whose ill-health, suffering, and death is, for the

most part unwitting and unwilling.
The second of these justifications fails in the face of vast unused generating capacity and current

inexpensive methods of energy generation that do not have associated health effects of this magni
tude. The utility industry is seriously overbuilt-32% over its peak load according to industry fore-
casts and testimony to Congress. In September, 1977, Ralph Nader testified before the House Sub-

comrpittee on Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources:

"Utility companies have had to rethink their ambitious plans for atomic expansion, both because of
nuclear power's economic drawbacks and because the industry is seriously overbuilt. Its excess capacity
is roughly 35% over peak load. We all know how peak load can be reduced with changes in rating policy
as well as other repeatedly recommended strategies that the utilities have either ignored or have been
taking too long to adopt."

The House Committee's Report, issued April26, 1978, concluded:

"Utilities have overbuilt their capacity for electrical generation far in excess of demand. This high-
capital overbuilding has cost consumers many millions of extra dollars for nuclear generated electricity.
For example, Potomac Electric Power Co. customers in Maryland paid an extra $26 million in 1976.

"Because electric power needs have been overestimated, some State utility commissions are refusing
to license new electric generating facilities, including new nuclear facilities.

". . .Solar power-including wind, waste wood, biomass, ocean thermal-is one of the most attractive
energy alternatives to nuclear power. If the Federal Government spent only a small portion of what
it has already spent on nuclear power development for the commercialization of solar power, solar
generated electricity would be economically competitive within five years, in the view of many experts.

"The United States could meet a substantial portion of its new energy needs for the next 25 years
through energy conservation."

In an industry which is overbuilt at least 32%, the loss of less than 10% of its generating capacity
should not impose hardships upon electrical consumers. The hardships which may come of a
nuclear shutdown will be monetary losses to an industry which had attempted to capitalize on
thousands of deaths to citizens. Contrasted with the punishment for such a crime in 1947, the
perpetrators of the present crime are getting off lightly.
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International Law

Humanicide

Humanicide is ultimately a crime of state. The intentional elevation of the death rate to an

entire population is now universally condemned. Following the second World War, the nations

of the world adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which proclaimed the following
principle:

. . .disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged

the.conscience of mankind. and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of
speech and belief and fieedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of
the common people. . .

An international legal text on the crime of humanicide states:

Integritv. liberty. security and dignity of person are the four fundamental values of both the societas

gentium and the societas horninum. the two legal orders in which human society is organized.

Humanicide constitutes an attack by any officer of state in the exercise of his public functions or
under the prerext of his official capacity on the human freedoms enumerated in Articles 3-21 of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights'
HLrmanicide. in short, is the governmental outrage of the individual person. It is the official

trearnlenr unworthy of man. committed in the abuse of public power by state officials against subjects

or aliens inside the natioual territory. . . .

Hurnanicide does not differ lrorn common crime in the nature of the misdeed or its effects. The

difference lies in the cliaracter of the criminal. The violation of human rights by a private person

constitutes a coutmon crirne. When perpetrated by a p,-:rson in his public capacity acting within or
perhaps even beyond his official authority but within his ostensible function or competence connected
with his official status the infringement of human rights constitutes humanicide as act of state.

Il a public official kills sorneone for private reasons and obviously outside the course of his emfloy-
rnent. he cornrnits the common crime of homicide. If he kills for reasons of state within the course of
his official activities, the deed constitutes the governmental crime of humanicide. The humanicidal
offender is officially and professionally engaged in his crime and privately uninterested in his ciiminal
(sic). The honticidal criminal has a personal interest in his victim.

Humanicide is a denial and defiance of tlie rule of law. It is a political crime in-the double sense

that it breaks up the political and social order under the rule of law and that it is committed by the

organs of the body politic, the principles and agents of the state. The state is both protector and

violator of human rights because in positive juristics human rights are both directed against, and derived

from, the state.
Humanicide ultimately comes down

exercise of state sovereignty.

to an abuse of sovereign authority and constitutes a criminal

Drost, The Crimes of State, l95l

)lational Commitment to Human Rights

Our commitment to human rights must be absolute, . .

Because we are free we can never be indifferent to the fate

of freedom elsewhere. Our morai sense dictates a clearcut
preferehce for those societies which share with us an abiding

respect for individual human rights. . . .

From President Carter's Inaugural Address, January 20, l97l
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Human Rights is not a new issue. The Foreign Policy Association recalls:

"The.first recorded use of a word meaning freedom goes back Io the 24th century B.C. when

the Sumerian king Urukagina of Lagash, the first known social reformer, put a stop to the abuse

of his citizen-subjects by running the tax collectors out of town and curbing the excesses of the
high priest.

Urukagina was well ahead of his time. Centuries passed before all-powerful rulers gave more
than fleeting attention to their subjects' welfare. And then it was in the West-in the Greek city-
states and in Rome-that the concept of civil and political rights of the individual took root. The
legacy of ancient Athens was democracy-albeit a minority democracy of slave-owning citizens.
And the legacy of the Roman republic was the concept of citizens' rights under law.

The Greco-Roman models of democratic rights and individual freedoms were not lost, but many
centuries were to pass before they were emulated by a handful of Western countries. In England
the absolute power of the king was first curbed by the Magna Carta in 1215. As late as 1679,
when the Habeas Corpus Act was signed, Englishmen were still subject to arbitrary arrest and
indefinite imprisonment without trial. The original English Bill of Rights was only passed in 1689.

At rouglrly the same time that the civil and political liberties of the individual were beginning
to win recognition in the West, the concept of freedom itself was expanding. Out of the religious
turmoil of the 16th century known as the Protestant Reformation emerged acceptance of the idea

that the individual has freedom of conscience and the right of dissent. Such rights are not conferred
by society or governments, asserted the lTthcentury English philosopher John Locke and the 1Sth-
century French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau; they are rights with which the individual is born.

The revolutionary doctrine of natural rights is embodied in France's Declaration of the Rights of
Man and of the Citizen (1789) and in our own Deciaration of Independence: "We hold these Truths
to be selfcvident, that all Men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights. . ."

On the eve of victory in 1945, 50 nations with diverse political and economic systems met as

United Nations founders in San Francisco. In ratifying the UN Charter, the members affirmed their
faith in the dignity and worth of the individuai and undertook an unprecedentedly broad obligation
to promote universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms, Each

nation pledged itself to work separately and in cooperation with tlie tlN to irnplenrent its obligation.
The Charter does not define human rights. That task was left to future conferences. On Decenrber

10, 1948, the UN General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Humart Rigltts without a

dissenting vote. (The Soviet bloc, Saudi Arabia and Soutli Africa abstained.) The declaration in
time has come to be more than a mere statement of basic principles. In the legislative wolk of the
UN it has become a standard of reference to which every rlew text irr lrunran rights nrrrst cortfornr.
For new goyernments, it has served as a model for their constittrtjorrs. And. accordinc to sonre cxperts.
the declaration is now part of the customary law of natit'rrrs nnd tlrerc.irre birrding on all statcs.

whether they voied for it or not.
Not all lawyers agree on the last point. But tlrere are irrtclnutitrrrrl lrunran rights trL'atics--crllt'rl

conventions or covenants--incorporating direct refcrences to the decluration tltat aic birrclirr3 on thcir
signatories, in law if not in actual practice. Principal among tlrcnt ali' tlrc tu'o c()venalrts whiclr ur'rc
conceived as the first international bill of human rights: the lrrtcLnutrtrrlrl ( trvcrrarrt orr Civil arrcl

Political Rights, with its Optional Protocol (nations which sign the pr()tocol ircc(.pl tl)1. r.islrl rrl'

petition by individuals as weli as by governments) and the International ('rivenant r)lr le()n()nlir.
Social and Cultural Rights. The covenants were adopted by the General Assenrbll, rrr l9(,tr urid

entered into force in 19'76. The President signed them in October, but they huvc not been ratificcl.
The Soviet Union is among the more than 40 signatories.

*
*
ii.
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Two regional organizations have made significant contributions toward international observance

of human rights. One is the Organization of American States (OAS), which adopted the American

Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man in Bogota, Columbia, nine months before the UN
approved the Universal Declaration. The other is the Council of Europe, a pioneer in developing

machinery for the collective enforcement of human rights."

International Commitment to Human Rights

The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, approved by the General Assembly,

December 10, 1948, states:

Article l. Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without
distinction of any kind such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national
or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore no distinction shall be made on the basis

of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which the person

belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or other limitation of sovereignty.

futicle 3. Everyone has the right to life, liberty, and the security of person.

Article 5. No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

The United Nations International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, adopted

by the General Assembly on December 16, 1966, states:

Article 3. The States Parties to the present covenant undertake to insure the equal right of men and women
to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights set forth in the present covenant.

Article 12. l. The States Parties to the present covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment
of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.

2. The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present covenant to acheive the full
realization of this right shall include those necessary for:

(a) The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth rate and of infant mortality and for the healthy
development of the child.

(b) The improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene.
(c) The prevention, treatment, and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational, and other diseases.

The United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights adopted by the General

Asembly on December 16, 1966, states:

Article 6: 1. Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law.
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.

Article 7: No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punish-

ment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific experimentation.

The American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man adopted by the Ninth Intsrnational
Conference of American States, Pan American Union, Washington, D.C., 1948, states:
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Article I. Every human being has the right to life, liberty and the security of his person.

Article VII. All women, during pregnancy and the nursing period, and all children have the right to
special protection, care and aid.

Article IX. Every person has the right to the inviolability of his home.

What effect do these treaty obligations have on U.S. federal agencies such as the NRC?

Peter Drost, who for many years helped develop the human rights policy at the UN offen this

summary of international agreements :

Treaty Law Overrides Contrary Provisions of Domestic I*gislation.

A treaty dealing with the rights and duties of individuals does affect these rights and duties
independently of the fact whether or not municipal law runs counter to the treaty provisions.
It is immaterial whether constitutional law requires the incorporation of the treaty provisions

in the body of domestic law by means of the normal legislative process or whether approval by
the ratifying authority alone is sufficient to bring the treaty clauses within the province of
municipal law.

Admittedly, it might make great difference in respect of the domestic observance and enforce-

ment of the contents of a treaty whether or not they form part of the national legal system.

When for some i'eason or other the domestic law has not been effectively amended, a clash between
the rights and duties under domestic legislation and under treaty law might well occur which the
national authorities, judicial or administrative, will not be legally capable of solving in favour of
the higher and overriding order of international law. The fact remains, however, that international
law should derogate contrary provisions of national law.

International Law Constitutes an Independent Source of Law forthe Individual.

When ratified in accordance with constitutional procedure a treaty constitutes a source of law
for the individual independently of municipal law. The contents of a treaty may be a source of
rights and duties for the individual notwithstanding contrary conditions and stipulations of domestic
law. Here it is not the proper occasion to elaborate on the vexed question of the relation between
international and municipal law, which has kept busy the minds and pens of generations of jurists
all over the world. One aspect of the problem, however, we must consider more closely.

A Human Rights Treaty Should Protect All Persons within the Jurisdiction of the Signatory States.

If a treaty guaranteeing certain human rights is considered to be creative only of rights and duties
between the sigrratory states and not as a source of human rights vested in the individual directly
and independently of any provisions of municipal law, the result would become ridiculous. It could
be argued that the signatory states can be obliged to observe the human rights contained in the treaty
only in respect of the foreign population within their territories because fulfillment of the treaty
obligations could be demanded only by the other signatory states which in general can claim observance

of treaty clauses on behalf of their own nationals only. Such a result would obviously defeat the
purposes of any human rights convention. It is clearly ludicrous to assume that such a treaty is
effective only in respect of foreign inhabitants who in any country form only a small part of the
total population.
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lf a Human Rights Treaty Does Not Impose Obligations on the State Versr the Individud, the

Great Majority of the Population in any Country Will Not Receive Any Safeguards Against Their

Own Government.

lf, on the other hand, it is argued that any signatory state is entitled to demand observance

of the human rights under the treaty in respect of the nationals of other signatory states within
their own national territories because the treaty obviously does not intend to discriminate between

nationals and aliens, the conclustion would be that the protection of the overwhelming majority
of people in any country rests in the hands of foreign states, parties to the treaty. According to
rhis train of thought the national of one state has to look to the government of another state for
the observance of human rights by his own government. Such an international protection by means

of an intercession on the part of one government against another on behalf of a national of the

htrer would form indeed a wide departure from accepted law and practice. Furthermore, it would

be greatly harmful to the peaceful relations between states and totally ineffective as regards the

Fotection of the individual.

A Human Rights Treaty Can Only Afford Effective Legal Protection to the Nationals of any

Signatory State, If the Treaty is Creative of Individual Rights Under International Law.

If a human rights treaty is to be of general territorial validity, affecting all people, national or
dien. within the territories of the signatory states and if at the same time the main body of the

beneficiary population is to be entitled to demand observance of the treaty clauses from their own
mtiond government, it must be assumed that such a treaty will create individual rights under
inrernational law vested directly in the natural person as subject of international law.

By undertaking obligations versus each other the signatory states accept obligations versus

rhe individual. The latter kind of state duties form the counterpart of individual human rights.
These human riglrts are vested immediately in the individual notwithstanding any previous or
nrbsequent provisions of domestic law, to which he may be subject.

These International Human Rights Originating in Treaty Law Must Be Recognized and Enforced
by the Domestic Authorities, Legislative, Judicial and Administrative.

Of course, the signatory states are under the obligation to amend their laws and administrative

Frctices in conformity with their international agreements. In the absence of such measures the
individual may well be denied effective remedies against violation of his human rights at home or
rb'road. The moment when his rights under international law are recognized, observed and adequatcl,v
cnforced under national legislation and procedure, it can be said that his human rights under donrestic
law and under international law have merged. At the same time the signatory state concerned has

fulfilled both kinds of duties under the treaty, i.e. its duties vis-a-vis the other signatories in respect

of the fulfilment of the treaty obligations and its duties vis-a-vis the individual in respect of the

fulfilment of the human rights created under the treaty.

Drost, Human Rights as legal Rights, l95l

Ft*ction by the United States of America

The right of personal security is one of the natural rights, and is guarded by various provisiom

d tbe state, federal, and international body of constitutional law, deriving in part from the Magna

Crrta and other early guarantees of liberty, and reinforced by additional and more specific injunctions
The guarantees included in the right of pe$onal security are protected against abridgement by both
fcderal and state governments in the United States Constitution.

--*.;_;:.*q
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Provisions of the United States Constitution

The powers which are given to the Federal government of the United States and all its various

agencies are derived from the powers belonging to the States and to the people and specifically

delegated in writing by the United States Constitution. The purposes of that document are stated

in the preamble:

"to form a more perfect union, establish justice, ensure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common
defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity. . . .

The powers specifically delegated to the Congress are set out in Section 8 of Article I:

"The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the

debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare of the United States. . .And, to
make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers. . ."

It was not the intention of the framers of the Constitution that Congress shculd have the authority
to provide for the common welfare of a majority of citizens at the expense of the lives or welfare

of a minority. The United States Supreme Court made this point clear early in the Nation's history:

"There are acts which the federal or state legislature cannot do, without exceeding their authority.
There are certain vital principles in our free republican governrnents, which will determine and overrule
an apparent and flagrant abuse of legislative power; as to authorize manifest injustice by positive law;
to take away that security for personal liberty, or private property, for tire protection whereof the
government was established. An act of the legislature (for I cannot call it a law), contrary to the first
great principles of the social compact, cannot be considered a rightful exercise of the legislative authority. . .

"The legislature may enjoin, permit, forbid and punish; they may declare new crimes; and establish
rules of conduct for all its citizens in future cases; they may command what is right, and prohibit
what is wrong; but they cannot change innocence into guilt; or punish innocence as a crime; or violate
the right of antecedent lawful private contract; or the right of private property. To maintain that
our Federal, or State, legislature possesses such powers, if they had not been expressly restrained, would,
in my opinion, be a political heresy, altogether inadmissable in our free republican governments. . . ."

Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 Dall) 386, I L. Ed. 648 (1798).

The Constitution as it was enacted in 1787 was incomplete. While it enumerated the powers
delegated to the Federal Government, it failed to enumerate the rights reserved to the people.
Thomas Jefferson implored:

". . .a bill of rights is what the people are entitled to against every government on earth, general
or particular, and what no just government should refuse, or rest on inference."

And so, in 1791, the Bill of Rights was amended to the Constitution. Amendment IV provides:

"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreason-
able searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue but upon probable cause,

supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons

or things to be seized."
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Amendment V provides:

"No person shall be. . .deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law. ' . ."

But what is "due process of law"? Can a generic proceeding such as a Supreme Court ruling or

an Act of Congress or an Executive Order qualify as due process? May citizens be deprived of
their lives without individual judicial proceedings? May a government agency, in the course of
its lawful regulatory process, impose upon a private citizen the risk of death, or a health burden

which the individual citizen does not consent to bear? A historical examination of the evolution

of the due process concept brings this to light:

"The phrase 'due process of law'comes from chapter 3 of the statute of 28 Edward III (1355)

which reads as follows: 'No man of what state or condition he be, shall be put out of his lands

or tenements, nor taken, nor imprisoned, nor disinherited, nor put to death, without he be brought
to answer by due process of law.'

"In his Institutes. Coke asserts the complete identity in meaning of the two expressions, which he

explains as signifying 'due process of the common law' that is, 'indictment or presentment of good

and lawful men. . .or, . . .writ original of the common law.' Both phrases, in shott, were intended
to consecrate certain methods of trial. . . ."

Corwin, LibertLAgainst Government. 90-91 (1948)

Moreover, there are these excellent definitions provided by modern authorities:

"Due process of law implies the right of the person affected thereby to be present before the tribunal
which pronounces judgment upon the question of life, liberty, or property, in its most comprehensive

sense; to be heard, by testimony or otherwise, and to have the right of controverting, by proof, every

material fact which bears on the question of right in the matter involved. If any question of fact or
liability be conclusively presumed against him, this is not due process of law." liegler v. Railroad Companv.

58 Ala. 599.

"Due process of law, as used in the Constitution, cannot mean less than the prosecution or suit instituted
and conducted according to the prescribed forms and solemnities for ascertaining guilt, or determining
the title to property." Embury v. Conner.3 NY 511,517,53 Am Dec.325.

Black's law dictionary, 4th edition, defines due process of law as:

"Law in its regular course of administration through courts of justice. (3 Story, Const.264,66l)"

Under these basic legal principles, no penon may be deprived of life without specific individual

judicial proceedings and the opportunity to confront his accusers.

Unalienable Pos terity Rights

The deprivation of life is now interpreted in these broad terms:

"'Life protected by the Federal Constitution includes all personal rights and their enjoyment, embracing

the use and enjoyment of the faculties, acquiring useful knowledge, the right to marry, establish a home,

and bring up children, freedom of worship, conscience, contract, occupation, speech, assembly, and press."

\qlpnblum v. Rosenblum.42 }.IYS 2d 626,630, 181 Misc 78.
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The right of the people to be secure in their persons is defined (by a legal encyclopedia) in
this way:

"Rights included in personal security. The right to personal security consists in a person's legal

and uninterrupted enjoyment of his life, his limbs, his body, his health, and his reputation. It
includes the right to exist, and the right to enjoyment of life while existing, and it is invaded not
only by a deprivation of life but also by a deprivation of those things wh-ich are necessary to the
enjoyment of life according to the nature, temperament, and lawful desires of the individual.
. . .legislation or acts in violation of the constitutional guaranty of personal security are null and
void." 16 Corpus Juris Secundum, CON LAW 5 205a.

May a government agency which Congress has invested with regulatory power over the imposition

of poisons to the general population, set as a reasonable standard a limit which allows any number

of innocent citizens to die, involuntarily, without due process, without express constitutional
delegation of this power from the people, without question? Certainly not. If a means of power

generation violates the purposes of insuring domestic tranquillity, promoting the general welfare

and securing blessings to posterity, purposes for which the Federal government was established,

may any agency of federal government promote, regulate, develop, and use this means? At town
meetings, in referehdums and at public forums acfoss the country, citizens say no!

Law of Poisons

Common law extending back to the earliest English jurisprudence has defined "poison" as any
substance which, whetr introducecl into the system, either directly or by adsorption, procluces

violent, morbid, or fatal changes or which destroys living tissue with which it comes in contact.
Poisons are familiar examples of substauce's recognized as inherently dangerous within the

meaning of the rules relating to the liability of a manufacturer or seller for injury or death. Persons

dealing in, handling, or licensing poisons, owe to the public a positive and active dr-rty to limit the
danger to the extent that it does not inflict involuntory horm. They are held to strict accountability
and must exercise a higli clegree of care to prevc-nt injury.

Where one who knows that a substance is poisonous carclessly or negligently leaves it where he

knows, or has reason to know, or by ordinary care should know, that it may callse injr"rry to sonte-

one ignorant of its character. he is liable for any injury resulting from such exposure.
Where olle causes this type of injury intentionally, the offender is crinrinally liable. The corpus

delicti undcr most U.S. statutes consists of administering poisont such as in nringling poison with
food, drink. or medicine (State v. Clurk 5l So 691.91 lUiss 806). It is no de'fense that the accused.
after mingling poison with food, attempted to remove it, but was prevented, nor that a greater injury
was produced than was anticipated (People y. Carnichael 5 Mich 10. 7l Am D 769). Actual injury
need not even be proven, merely that the substance was poisonous, and that it was administered
(State v. Clark, supra).
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r protection against all g@tl
of hfe." (Boyd v. U.S. I 16 U.S. 616,6EOl

The prohibition on the government agdrtidifid
theinflictionofchi1dhoodcancers'leukemias'hegtfi*-'dffi'grr+-tc'
mbcarriage, crib deaths, deformed children and otherheal6 cfrottslhdby ft.ctitityof
got-ernment in generating power by the nuclear fuel cycle.

The unequal imposition of these hardships upon the very young, the old, worn€n, noncauq$ians,

and those of susceptible medical history is a violation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment and a host of Federal Acts.

The Ninth Amendment. which states:

The enumeration in the Constitution of certoin rtSh* shall not be constraed to deny

or disparage othe6 retained by the people.

ircludes the fundamental rights to breathe unpoisoned air, drink unpoisoned water, till unpoisoned

ld, grow unpoisoned food, procreate undamaged children, and nurture them in a safe environment
In essence, the Bill of Rights secures to the people, as against the govemment, the right to good

bdth. Moreover it secures, by the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Tenth Amendmenb, the righl
Fower, and duty of citizens to assume responsibility for the health and safety of future gsneratiom

ud for the human genetic pool upon which the million year process of evolution depends, and to
trcure to these citizens of the present and fufure, life, liberty, and peace of mind.

lf we choose at this point to abandon our traditions, revert to human sacrifice as a social Do'nn"

ad slide into sheer licentiousness of conduct by indiscriminate and random humanicide, we open
ttc door to moral death as a Nation. Against the resulting distempen, there is no constitutional
potection.
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Glossary of Acronyms and Terms

ADU

AEC

ALARA

ATMX

ASLBP

BEIR

BNFP

BRH

BWR

cDc
CEQ

ci
CFR

CWLM

D/D

DNA

DOE

DOT

dPs

EPA

ERDA

FRP

FRC

Fuel Cycle

No recycle

U Only recycle

Pu recycle

GAO

GESMO

I.
TIEPA Filter

HEW

HLW

HTGR

IAEA

ICPP

ICRP

INEL

I

LLW

Ammonium Diurinate

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

As low as reasonably achievable

A type of shielded railcar for LLW transport

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel

Advisory Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation

Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant

Bureau of Radiological Health

Boiling Water Reactor

National Center for Disease Control

Council on Environmental Quality

Curie - 3.7 x l0l0 disintegrations per second

Code of Federal Regulations

Cumulative Working Level Months

Decommissioning and Decontamination

Dioxy-Ribonucleic Acid, the genetic code

Department of Energy

Department of Transportation

disintegrations per second

Environmental Protection Agency

Energy Research and Developmenl Administration

Fuel Reprocessing Plant

Federal Radiation Council

The complete sequence of operations, from mining of uranium raw material to dispcl
of radioactive wastes, involved in providing fuel for nuclear power plants

The fuel cycle in which spent fuel is stored rather than being reprocesed to recovlr unnium

and plutonium

The fuel cycle in which only uranium is recovered by reprocesing the spent fuel,

plutonium being stored with the reprocessing wastes

The fuel cycle in which both uranium and plutonium are recovered in reproccssingrnd

are reused in making new fuel for LWR s

General Accounting Office

Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxi& Fud

in Light Water Cooled Reactors

gram

High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

High I*vel Waste

High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor

International Atomic Energy Agency

Idaho Chemical Processing Plant

International Committee on Radiological Protection

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

liter

Lingering Lethal Waste



LMFBR

LWR

MeV

MFRP

MOX

mrem

MT

MTHM

MTU

MUF

MWe

NAS

NCI

NCRP

NERHL

NFS

NRC

ORGDP

ORNL

pci

person-rem

PWR

R

rad

rem

RRY

RES

SNM

SRP

SWU

TBP

TRU

TVA
uoz
USGS

USPHS

"t49

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor

Light Water Reactor

Million Electron Volts

Midwest Fuel Reprocessing Plant

Mixed Oxide (UO2 and PuO2, as used in LWR fuel)

millirem (a thousandth of a rem)

Metric Ton (2,200 lbs.)

Metric Tons of Heavy Metal (Uranium and Plutonium)

Metric Tons of Uranium

Material Unaccounted For

Megawatts electric

National Academy of Sciences

National Cancer Institute

National Council on Radiation Protection

Northeastern Radiological Health Laborarory

Nuclear Fuel Services

Nuclear Regulatory C ommission

Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

picoCurie - one millionth of a microCurie
(Population Dose) Sum of rem doses in a defined population or sum of doses to specific organs

in a defined population

Pressurized Water Reactor

Roentgen - disintegration energy per unit mass of dry air

radiation absorbed dose

dose ofany radiation supposedly having a biological effect equivalent to one roentgen

Reference Reactor Year - one 1,000 megawatt reactor for one year

Lymphatic system

Special Nuclear Material

Savannah River Plant

Separative Work Units

Tri-N-Butyl Phosphate

Transuranic Waste

Tennessee Valley Authority
Uranium Oxide

United States Geological Service

United States Public Health Service
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SI.JMMARY OF THE PETITION

This petition is brought before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under the authority of
Fdeml Acts and founded upon the rights of citizens under the United States Constitution, tbe
Uied Nations Declaration of Human Rights, and other international conventions.

Thb petition has set out in great detail certain principles of medicine, physics, and law vhich
dfuate that an emergency situation now exists with respect to the nuclear fuel cycle ard the perril

I pces to public health. Even as this petition is being read by the Commission, acts of hunrani
eiL, torture, and irreparable destruction are being committed under license of the Comnissbq
d thereby on behalf of the United States of America.

The United States of America is a Constitutional democracy. All power of State is derived fiom
tb consent of the governed. The United States population is strongly religious and moral- No cownt
lr been given by the people of the United States to commit these acts which outrage the conscienc-

!L€ has consent been expressly granted to permit the government of the United States to injure end

uder our own children, and our children's children.

hrblished statements by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have for many years conceded thet
frre crimes were being committed by its licensees. Justification has in the past been offercd th.t 6c
crines were necessary in order to reap the benefits of unlimited power from the atom. New crileoce
rr shows that the magnitude of the crimes have consistently outgrown the estimates, and rhrt dc.&s
b millions over the life of our planet are now virtually assured.

R.ecent changes in science and governmental philosophy have also rendered the rationali-rtbn fq
lmoting atomic power-unlimited energy-insignificant with the realization that an ancient firsbn
Etor operating at the safe distance of 93 million miles from Earth is providing ample en€rE!' rc.dry
rdable for a fraction of the cost and few of the detriments associated with nuclear fissi,on

tlen life-threatening emergencies exist, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has both the porer,
d the duty, to act. The Commission has held that "public safety is the first, last, and a perm.Ent
mideration in any decision on the issuance of a construction permit or a license to operate e rrrrlcr
ta{ity." Even after an operation is licensed, the Commission will retain jurisdiction to ensrrc thet

Le highest safety standards are maintained. Licensees proceed at their own risk. It cannot be mrir'
lrined that the Commission may balance the economic consequences of a shutdown against publb
blth and safety. Human health and life are paramount considerations.

The biosphere is one living organism. Oceanic microorganisms createan oxygenenvironment rtii
-rlops an ozone shell which screens the sun's radiation and permits life upon the land rnasses. A
gnnd scale synergy between green plants and the atmosphere created over the course of billiom of
ltzrs evolution made possible the existence of oxygen-to-carbon-dioxid*converting human orgnis$-
The growth of environment-altering humanity has given the planetary organism both enhanced setf-

lrareness and ordering capability, and a greater risk of extinction. Introduction of marmade poboc
hto the planetary organism which are inherently dispersive, toxic, and persistent, without wen a rudl
nentary awareness of the tolerance or lack of tolerance of the organism over the vast timesparr inrolw
b exceedingly irresponsible.

For many human lives, the chemical and physical process has already passed the point of retrbrebili
For entire species of creatures, as for the greater organism, the risk now exists, and grows each dey,

tbat the little already loose may prove in the long term to have been too much. Is that rbk acr
rorth taking? If it is, is the United States Government in the year 1978 empowered by the frrtrrc

ccupants of the Earth to take it? For what purpose?

We have an absolute responsibility to our grandchildren and their descendants to p:lss on ttrc ldd
rith the sanctity that it was passed to us, that they may enjoy it with deepening delight.

+sg. :=!€&*
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RELIEF REQUESTED

For the reasons enumerated above, the petitioner states that the following relief is required:

(l) The Commission shall revoke the licenses of all nuclear fuel cycle facilities over which it
holds jurisdiction.

(2) The Commission shall take charge of all nuclear material, including uranium ore, fuel cycle
process stages, and fission products, and safeguard them so as to minimize the future hazard.

(3) The Commission shall continue to authorize efforts to isolate these dangerous materials from
the biosphere.

(4) The Commission shall isolate the tailings from mining, milling, and enrichment facilities from
the biosphere in such a manner as to neutralize the risk to future generations of fatal exposure or
chronic health effects.

(5) The Commission shall direct the exhumation of shallow land burial sites for nuclear materials
and shall dispose of these materials in a manner consistent with its duty to the public health.

(6) The Commission shall, in a safe and cautious fashion, order the decommissioning and dis-
mantling of all existing facilities which handle fuel cycle materials, and isolate all hazardous radio-
active materials from the biosphere.

(7) The Commission shall issue such rules and orders as may be required to maximally protect
the public and occupational worken from all possible risks associated with exposure to radiation
during transportation of materials to repositories. All persons engaged in the emergency clean-up
should be beyond child-bearing age, should be informed of the risk, should be paid according to
degree of hazardous work, and should receive complete medical care and future compensation. Non-
human automated systems, now commercially available, are encouraged for use whenever pfactical.

(8) The Commission shall order repayment to the Petitioner for all expenses incurred in bringing
this matter to the attention of the Commission and invoking the Commission's existing duty.

(9) In all other ways possible, the Commission shall mitigate the damages and lessen the impact
of the emergency conditions already created.

(10) The Commission shall begin substantial action within thirty days of this filed petition,
by issuing orders or initiating proceedings which may be required to address the emergency.
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By the Petitioner,

Jeannine Honicker
362 Binkley Drive

Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A. 37211
(61s) 832{392

I hereby affirm that the facts alleged

and belief.
herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge

Jeannine Honicker
STATE OF TENNESSEE

COUNTY OF

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
1978.

day of

NOTARY PUBLIC

My commission expires

Research for this petition was provided by FARM LEGAL, The Farm, 156 Drakes Lane,

Summertown, Tennessee, 38483, with acknowledged gratitude for the late Honorable Clifford
Allen, Member of the Congress of the United States, without whose timely assistance this
petition would not have been possible.

-_-.__
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IN THE DISTBICT COURT FOR TEE IiIIDDLE DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE

NASIIVIIIE, TENNESSEE

JEANNINE HONICKER,
Plalnt I f f

vs.

JOSEPH ll. HENDRIE, Chalrrnan,
VICTOR GILINSKY, RICHARD
XENNEDY, PETER BRADTORD, and
JOHIII'AIIEARNE, Cormlssioners,
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR
RM{'LATOBY COililISSION,

Defendants

2f -eS zr-a,tq-c_t/

COMPLAINT

1. Jurlsdictldn for thls.action is founded upon the existence

ol a Federal questlon. The acilon arlses under sectlon 1983

ot Title 42 of the Code of the United States (Clvll Rlghts),

sectlon f361 6f Title 28 (llandamus), and section l33l of

Tltle 28 (Constltutlon, Iers, and treaties of the United

Stetes). The anount ln controversy exceeds $10,000.

2. Plstntltf ls a cltlzen of the Unlted States and the State

ol Tenneegee, Plaintlff ls one person inJured by the acts of

the defendant8, Plalntlff also enllsts the aid of the Dlstrlct

Coult ln protecting the llves and clvll rights of cltizens of

the UnlXed States whlcb are secured by the Constitutlon of

the United States, and the llves and human riRhts ot foreign

natl,onala whtclr are protected by treaty obllRRtlona of the

Unlted States,

3. Defendante are Comnlssloners of the Nuclear Regulatory

ComlesloD (NRC) estabLlshed under the Atomlc Energy Act of
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1954, as amendt..d, 42 U.S.C. tzofl-, t220l, and the Energy Be-

organlzatlon Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C. !5841. Publi-c safety and

health is the first, last, and pre-eminent conceln of the

Conmlssion under its enabllng Acts and subsequent Judlcial

rul1ngs.

4. Acting under color of 1aw, tbe defendants have engaged

ln a c('urse ot conduct uhich deprives the plaintlff of her

llghts, privlleges, and lnxmunities, and has deprlved oth€r

human beings ot their llves and pbysical integrity.
5. The Atomlc Energy Act of 1954 makes clear thet tbe intent

of Congress ln creating the Comission is to control nuclce"

power in order to lmprove the general welfare and to protect

tbe comnon security, 42 U.S.C. t2011(a) aud (b). The Energy

Beorganizatlon Act of 1974 gives the Conmission the sPecific

mandate to protect the publlc health and safety fron the

bazards of nuclear power, 42 U.S.C.t2201 (i)(3) a.nd (p),

transferred to N.R.C by 42 U.S.C. t5841(f)'
6. On July 2A, 1978, plalntiff petltioned the defeudants

under Title 10, cbapter 2, of the Code of Federal Betulatioos,

remindlng the Commission of its duty to the public healtb.

Plaintiff's petltion showed that on the order of 100 deaths

eere caused by the defendants' licensees eacb day that tbe

nuclear fuel cycle continued. Proof was provided by the

Comnlssion's own staff documentation. The petitloD slso

showed that the CoEnlsslon had consistently underestlDrted

tbe magnltude of health effects of the nuclear fuel cycle by

fallure to use the best avallable data concernlnt the blol

togical response to ionlzlng radlatlon rnd the noat reallstlc

estlmates of populatlon exposure from the existln8 fuel cycle.

Tho potltlon nlso nhrrs.d thnt thn rnFponR. rlr t.ho dnfondnntR

when con-tronted wlth l"hose admlsstons of wrongdolng lns nn

&ttempt to Justlfy the harn being lnfllcted.
7. Plaintlff's July 29, l9?8 petittbn Esked for emergency

and remedl&l actlon wlthln 30 days. Thls petltlon ls eppended

h€rarl.{r,
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8, After 30 deys of flling, the Comission has not taken

the emergency ection requlred of it in order to protect the

publlc heelth and to save lives.

9. Tbe defendants now stand in contravention to the Acts

of the Congress of the United States, the U.S. Constltution,

the rulings of the United States Suprene Court, and lnternational

obLLgatlons to hunan rigtrs.
10. Under sectlon 1361 of the Code of the United States

(llaudanrus), the court has the power to remedy the fallure of

tbeFederal defendants to regulate, nonitor, and enforce '.he

Acts of Congress intended to protect the public. Thls power

ls also conferred upon the court by Title 10, sectlon 19.30,

of the Code of Federal Regul.ations for these speclflc defendants,

11. A Federal agency whlch Congress has lnvested wlth
regulatory porf,er over the lnposition of poisons to the genera.l

population may not set as a reasonable standard any whlch allows

a large number of citizens to die, involuntarlly, wlthout due

process.

12. A Federal agency may not deprive a cltizen of hls llfe
rithout due process of lltw.

13. A FederaL agency may not violate the purposes for whlch

the United States was founded--insurihg the domestlc tranquillty
promoting the general welfare, md securing these blesslngs to
poaterlty--wlthout express delegatlon of thls power from the

people.

14. A Federal agency may not, ln the process of provldtng

beneflts to 6ome cltizens (electriclty subscribers), place

the cost of that beneflt on other, involuntary bearers. The

beaters of the unknown cost ln poor health rosultlng from the

nucle&r fuel cycle wlll be prlmarlly those:

a. most medically 6uscept1ble, controlled to aone

extent by ra.c6, sex, and soeloeconomlc factorB;

b, those wlth tbe hlghest exposqres, determlned to
son€ extent by geographlc locatlon, vocatlon, dlet, and

llfe-style; and
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c, future generatlols Fho have no present opportunity

to defend thelr blrthltght.

15. Thls actlon or omlsslon by the Commission descrlbed 1n

pelagraph 14 fepresents a violatlon of equal protectlon under

the laws,

16. Tbe Constltution sequres, as agalnst the government, the

fundarnental rights to breathe unpoisoned alr, dri.nk unpolsoned

sater, till unpolsoned soiI, grow unpolsoned food, procreate

undamaged children, and nurture them in a safe environnent,

This bas been declaled to be a national pollcy by 42 U.S.C.

t432L.
17. The plalntiff tras rights, prlvlleges, and immunltles

uader the U.S. Constitution, and the laws and treatles of the

UnLted States, whlch are belng vlolated by the Federal defendants.

vtol.&tlons ol thls klnd are speclflcnlly prohibited and may be

restralDed under the Code of the United States, Title 42,

sectlon 1983 (Civ11 Rights), 28 U.S.C. tl331 (Constitutlon, laws,

and treaties of the United States), and 28 U.S.C, t1361.

NHEBEFORE, PIJIIMIFF PRAYS FOR THE FOLLOWING RELIEF:

I. Tbat the court order the permancnt inJunction of the U,S,

Nucl.ear Begulatory Commlssion in the following speclfics:

(f) The Conmission shall revoke the licenses of a.Il

nucle&r fue] cycle faclllties over which it holds Jurlsdlction.
(2) The Commlssion shall take charge of all nuclear

materlal, lncludlng uranium ore, fuel cycle process stages,

and llsslon products, and safeguard them so as to mlnimlze

the future hazard;

(3) Th6 Conrnisslon shell contlnue to authorlze elforts

to lsotat€ these dengerous msterlols from the hlosphero;

(4) The Commlsslon shall lsolate the taillngs lrom

nlDlng, mllllng, and enrlcttneDt lacllltles fron tbe blosphere

Lu sucb a Danner as to neutrallze the r16k to tuture generatlons

of latat exposure or chronic health effects;
(5) The Comnis6lon shall dlrect the exhudatlon of shallow
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Iaad burlal sltes for nuclear Daterials and shall dispose of

these materials 1! a manner consistent wlth its duty to the

public health.

(6) The Connission shall, in a safe and cautlous fashion,

oidet tbe decornmissionj-ng and dismantling of all existing

facllltiee shich handle fuel cycle materials, and lsolate all

bazerdous radloectl,ve ma,terlals from the biosphere.

(7) The Comnlssion shall issue such rules and otders as

ehall be requlred to maxlmally protect the public and

occupatlonal workers from all possible risks associated with

exposure to redlatlon durlng transportatlon of materLals to

reposltorles, All persons eqgaged ln the emeigency elean-up

should be beyond child-bearing age, should be lnformed of the

rlsk, should be paid accordlng to degree of hazardous work, and

should recelve complete medlcal care and future compensatlon.

llon-buman autometed systemg, now commerclally available, are

eDcouraged for use whenever practical.

(8) The Commlsslon sball order repayment to the plalntlff

tor all expenses lncurred lD brlnglng thls matter to the

attentlob of the Cotrrnlsslon and lnvoking the Conmlsslon's

exletlug duty.

(9) In all other ways posslble, the Comlsslon 6ba1l

nltlgate the danages and 1e6sen the impact of the emergency

conditlons already created.

(10) The Commlsslon shall begln substantial actlon at once

by issuing ord€ts or lnltlatlng proceedings which may be re-
guired to address the emergency,

II. Tbat th€ court ls6ue a temporary restrajnlng order
reqqlflng thst the Conrn!.s61on conply sith the flrst teo ol

thc above apeclfl.ca e.t onc6, pendlng a tull hearln3 on the

conplalnt.

IlI. That a bearlng be held to enable tbe court to lesue a

pr€llnltrery lnJunctto! requlrlng ol the U.S. Nuclee!

negulatoly Commlsslon eLt of the above speclfled rellef,
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BDd that sucb lnJunetion lssue.

IV. for all other relief tbat the court deens proper,

I awear that I have read

true and cornplete to the

and bellef.

the foregolng and that lt ls

best of ny knowledge, lnformatlon

SlgEed thls 6th dey of September, 1978.

deannlDe
Plalnt iff
362 Binkley
Nashvllle,

FARM LEGAL
156 Drakes Lane
Sunrnertown, TN 38483

COUNTY OF LEtrI$
STATE OF TENNESSEE

Srorn to and subscribed before me thls 6th day of September,lg?g.

Uy comnisslon explres: /o-trt/

Drive
TN 37211

Danlel LIot
NCTTABY PUBLIC

+
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T'NIfED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE A

NA'HVTLLE DrvrsroN - strlT P7g

JEANNINE HONICKER

vs.

.'OSEPH M. HENDRIE
VICTOR GII,INSKY
RICHARD KENNEDY
PETER BRADFORD
JOHN AITE]ARNE
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR PiEGULATORY

coMl{rssroN

78-3371-NA-CV

ORDER

It is heleby ORDERED that a hearing will be

heltl at 9:00 A.M., llontlay, October 2, L978, in Uniteil

States Di6trict Courtroom No. 873, 80I Broaclway, Nashville,

Tefiegsee, before gonorable L. Clure Morton, Chief Judge,

with regarcl to the Application for a Preliminary Injunction-

It is fulther ORDERED that a copy of this order

and the Compl.aint shall- be served on defendants-

74 do i, 2t


